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j, SENATE. ] [438 ] 
MESSAGE 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, 
„ COMrUVSCE WITH A ^ O L U T . O K OF TUE SENA Ffrj 
c7;;:;tSaas in the fall of the year 1S45. 
« , 6 , •*-»..<, - — » " » m°"m" ""°*° 
the Topographical Bnreiu. __ 
To the Senate of the United States: Sccretarv of War, ac-
1 transmit, herewith, a c o m l " ^ ^ ° " e d b y lieutenant Abert, on the 
companied by a report of an expedition Camancbe Indians, in 
««*»*» °f A e SeMte 01 
the 9th instant. JAMIJS K. POLK. 
WASHINGTON, June 15,1S46. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, June 12,1316. 
s,»: I have ,hc h„„« . . submU, V ^ A * ~ Z T L f r 
e x p e d i t i o n L S \ ™ h e ^ n d i m s , in I h e B of «•<> V" l s 4 5 ' " ,«o£rr.f s>.sr« .f n»*> 
Very respectfully, your obedient servan , w L M A R Q Y . 
To the PRESIDENT of the United. States. 
BUREAC OP TOPOGRAPHICAL ENGINEERS, 
Washington, June 12,1846. 
a • Tn obedience to your direction I have the honor to lay before you 
SIR. Ia 0°?%e'^ edition led by Lieutenant Abert, on the upper Ar-
" the repor , P c o u n t ry of the Camanche Indians, in the fall of 
thryearni845,-' called for by a resolution of the Senate, dated the 9th 
i nSUUl t ' With great respect, I remain, sir, your obedient^erv^nt, 
Colonel Corps Top. Engineers. 
H o n . WM. L . MARCY, 
Secretary of War. 
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Journal of (lieutenant J. W\ Abert.from Bent's fort to St Louis, in 1315, 
BENT'S FORT, ON T H E ARKANSAS* RIVER, 
Saturday, August 9, 1345. 
In compliance with orders Irora Captain Fremont, I this day moved 
across the river, to take command of the party detached for the survey of 
Purgatory creek, the waters of the Canadian and False Washita. 
My dulies, in charge of a separate command, commenced at the trading 
establishment of Bent's fort, upon the upper waters of the Arkansas. 
Until our arrival there the whole party was under the command of Cap-
tain Fremont, who will, no doubt, detail ail that was worthy of note tip 
to that time. My narrative, therefore, will be confined to the events of 
my command afier leaving Bent's fort, and until our return to St. Louis. 
Before entering upon the daily account which always forms the com-
plement of a military reconnoissance. I deem it necessary to give some de-
scription of Bent's fort, as it constitutes our point of departure, and shows 
the character of the military structures which experience has decided to 
be best adapted to the country. It was to ns the most interesting point 
of our trip, as it gave a fine opportunity of seeing what we called " wild 
Indians," in contradistinction to those who dwell in the vicinage of tne 
settlements. We arrived at Bent's fort, or Fort V\ illiam,on the 2d of Au-
gust, and found that Colonel Kearney, with his dragoons, had passed us— 
a cause of great regret, as we could have procured from him many things 
which would have added to our comfort. 
The fort is cofhposed of a series of room* resen>bling casemates, and 
foiming a hollow square, the entrance on the east side. A round tower 
on the left, as you enter, and another diagonally opposite, constitute the 
flanking arrangements. The outer walls, which are nearly two feet in 
thickness, intersect in the axes of the towers, thus permitting their laces 
to be completely enfiladed; the outside walls of the enceint and towers, 
pierced with loop holes, are continued four feet above the flat roofs 
serve for the banquette, which being composed of clay cannot be fired by 
inflammable substances that might be cast upon it> the whole is built of 
"adobes," sun-burnt brick, formed of c)ay and cut straw, in size about 
four times as large as our common bricks. The roofs are sustained by 
poles. On the west side is the cattle yard, which is surrounded by a wall 
so high as effectually to shelter them. The coping of the wall is planted 
with cacti, which bear red and white flowers. Scattered around the fort 
in different cages we saw some of the birds of this region—the mocking 
bird, " turdus polyglottus," magpie, " corvus pica," and two of the bald-
headed eagle," falco leucocephalus." 
I endeavored to obtain information with reference to our southern route, 
but the only person who knew much of the country through which we 
should have to pass was a Kioway Indian, called in his own language 
" Tah-kai-buhl," a man of great influence among all the Indians in that 
region, particularly with the " Camanches," who were gieatly to be fear-
ed. Captain Fremont made him most tempting offers to undertake the 
guidance of our party through these hostile Indians, but he refused to go 
with us. 
The canons on the Purgatory and Canadian were represented as mi-
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payable. I had four wagons in charge, and found that preparing a party 
at the foot of the Rooky mountains, to undertake an arduous and dan-
gerous journey, was much more diiScult than if we had started from the 
settlements. „ , __ r On th* Tth of August a larse party of the Cheyenne Indians came 
dashing up to the fort. They were all, both men and women, mounted 
astride of their horses, and came galloping up abreast, singing a song of 
triumph in honor of the success of a war party which haa just returned, 
with a Pawnee scalp. Their sens was accompanied by the music ofrour 
tambourines, and all the sounds seemed jerked out by the motion of the 
horses, which galloped in perfect time. They then collected arouna site 
fort, and we had a fine opportunity ot observing them. The sueeesrftt 
warrior and his relatives were covered witfeiMaek P"**jr b e W 3 S 
" 1 iule Crow " or " O co chee ta-nah hun." In the afternoon I was 
kindlv invited bv the gentlemen of the fort to- see a scalp dance. Ou 
ooin<r' up I found about forty women, with taces painted red and Waeft, 
nearfv all cloaked with •• Navahoe" blankets and ornamented wtm neck-
laces 'and ear rings, dancing to the sound of their o wn w e e s and the rour 
tambourines which were beat upon bv the men. £ was informs'- that -.he 
son-s w»re in honor of those who had distinguish^ themselves ho d i n | 
them up for imitation, 
courage m question. In donemg tt«ym i r « 
which the feet were r a i w i t a ^ J * t r o m ^ rf # 
commenced, they The centre, raising a veil re-
square ; they then moved - dispersed and retook their stations, 
sembling the « r « h o < ^ ^ « r 
in order to repeat the *.<.• honor of bearing the 
clubs, whilst the mother.°t'* Lttrte Cro«- U » a n * l m s ^ i 
scalp. I never in my life • s w ^ ^ f ^ ^ b s , b a Q ( i s a o d lovers were 
jumped in rapturous d e l ^ , * tookin* on most corapiacendy. 
grouped around on the * c h a n ^ d 1 the dancers placed m one 
Again the figure of the| d. a £ g ' a e d to be near the press tor 
The c e S f the square, L i bad a Sa* opportunity ftr 
taking sketches. . induced Yellow u O cna* 
O" to * * * »<, A t e 
^ V K d I showed Mm 
tribe whose likenesses were c^oted h ^ i n ^ ^ ^ 
said 1 had represented h.m badl but w r a d e ^ ^ ^ 
pencil sketch was incomplete v,-.ich w j w a „ shonka-mah wh,» 
much amused in the atterno . . . c ^ face, when he tiiswted 
the dog bear. I had made a should aiso b* ^ 
• that some Pawnee scalp locks ^ m a k e 3 pfonie. This maa 
sented ; to satisfy his vam \ , ' • ,, er& fttcolors, aa«i 
belonged to a band called « Efcule * W ete^aat, 
. aided me in selecting those ^ ornamcated with poietipiae qttdfe 
consisting of a handsome ' W a i n s with bioad bands of beads oa r «»i". >»•. a, s r irr-Ltz,'^ 
— • • « * • » , t t a l 
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wire but they cultivate the hair of the head to a great length, particularly 
the scalp lock, which often trails ou the ground, uml is ornamented with 
lar»c plates of siiver. in the evening 1 got a fine sketch of « Mis stan-
star, a Cheyenne squaw, who, although she has been married several 
years and has two children, yet shows signs of having been a remarkably 
handsome woman. Having a white man for her husband, she has not 
been obliged to work, therefore her hands are in all their native beauty, 
small, delicately formed,and with tapering fingers; her wavy hair, umike 
the Indians' generally, was fine and of silken softness. She put 011 her 
handsomest dress in order to sit for me. Her cape and under garment 
were bordered with bands of beads, and her beautiful leggins, which ex-
tended only to the kuee, were so nicely joined with the moccasin that the 
connexion could not be perceived, and looked as neat as the stockings ot 
our eastern belles, and the modest attitude in which she sits is character-
istic, but will be best conceived by the sketch. I also made a sketch ot 
her brother, " Nah cotse-west," whom I represented smoking, in com-
pliance with the importunities of his mother ; for those only are allowed 
to smoke who have done some valiant deed, which is termed in this 
country a " coup." 
Whilst walking along the river bank I observed a number ol squaws 
and children bathing, and stopped to transfer them to my portfolio, but 
was immediately surrounded by men and women anxious to see my 
book; I gratified them, and they would laugh in high glee as they re-
cognised each familiar (ace; but their greatest merriment burst forth upon 
beholding is-se-wo ne-mox ist, a very old man, who wore his hair twisted 
into an immense horn projecting from his forehead ; his hair was of a 
reddish gray, which differs somewhat from our received notions ol the 
color of the Indians' hair, but I have seen boys around Bent's fort, who 
could not have been more than 12 years of age, whose hair was quite gray. 
On Saturday, the 9th, Mr. Chabonard called for me to accompany hira 
on a visit to " Nah-co men-si," or the winged bear, more generally known 
as" pid Bark;" he is second in rank to " Yellow Wolf," and is remark-
able for perseverance, enterprise, and bravery; although now very old, 
yet about a year since he went as far as the settlements on a war trail. 
He regretted much that he had not a robe for me emblazoned with the 
history of his bold achievements, but unfortunately he had given them 
all away. His daughter is the belle of the nation, and although pressed 
by innumerable suitors, whose offerings to the amount of numbers 01 
horses have frequently been tied to the door of her lodge, she will not re-
linquish her freedom. She is very rich, possessing several complete suits 
of buckskin, all most tastefully ornamented. She wears a singular girdle, 
the portion around the waist covered with scarlet cloth, and the whole 
studded with large flat gilt buttons. She is called " Am-eer-tschee, 
the fast walker. Previous to sitting she covered her face with vermilion, 
drawing black streaks over it, as represented. 
The women are remarkable for the neatness with which they arrange 
their hair : being parted across the middle of the head, it is drawn to the 
ear and formed into plaits, which extend nearly to the waist; but it is 
never so long as that of the men. 
About 12 o'clock we went to the fort, to attend a council to be held be-
tween the Delawares and Cheyennes, It appeared that 14 months previ-
ous to our arrival, the Cheyennes and Sioux had massacred a party of 
iJeiawares m this vicinity. Shortly after, meeting with Capt. Fremont, 
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, h c y desired him to boar pacific 
feared greatly, Fremont- for he 
increased when they saw them n h i ; n a c r o s s t h e mountains, 
had engaged several of the t h e whites present. We were 
Lieut. Peck and myself were among ranged around the council 
all seated on buffalo robes upon the jground, « ' » n g w a l l . Each party 
chamber that our backs could s^pp ^ t r a n s i a ted into English, then 
spoke in his own dialect, wh , , , opened the council, by a 
into that of the other party. ^ ^ a w a r e ^ o ^ ^ ^ M l 
short address, concluding w t h th L b, f 2 r different nations. 
they said had been ^ ^ ^ / " ' " " e aT.d I observed each one had a 
«. Yellow Wolf" carried round he p pe ^nd perfectly famil-
" n " a i -
cine" or mystery, which m u s t l f acted as Cheyenne interpre-
A white, familiarly known as Bill <Ga' y> b l e d h i m t 0 repeat all their 
ter. A long residence amongst them f m o t i o n t 0 vhe 
graceful and expressive gestures ^ ^ ^ ' ^ . r ^ important part. » Tel-
music of their language, of w h i c h « t u Q l d B a r U » s p o ke as follows : 
low Wolf" said a few words, after• wmc ^ w a r u p o n us> a n d , 
« We have been 111 great dread lest y b ( , e n s uffering for food, were 
although our women and childr e a k a n d 0 0r, and our ground di-
afraid to venture forth, for « e are>« e g h a v 0 b e e n a m 0 ngs t us, and de-
minished to a small cncle. ^ have cut down our timber, 
s,roved our buffalo, a n t e l o p e , w e take no notice of it, for we 
but we are so desirous to k..ep P e a c e ^ , M y heart is now exceed-
regard the Delawaresand whites as on.s p e c ] p ^ u f t e d t 0 t 
ins alad, and we feel as if the deluded with blood, and was 
height. I never wished to see th p < always reverence as great 
glad when I beheld this pipe, to our children as a memorial of this 
medicine. It shall be handed down , b r o thers towards 
day when we re-established our firm friend j will give you_" 
the rising sun. I have at my g tQ a n d . COUncil to be held at th 
The Delawares then invited nations would be present and should 
Silt Plains, when all the n e l | \ " " f t e a„ainst those who would not enter 
ratify this treaty of P e a c e > a£ f h e g e r J e m e n of .he fort then addressed 
into the combination. One: for8their misconduct. He said t h a t a l , 
them, censuring them severely b e j t ) k i U e d a long time, and did 
though the whites and ^ lawares S a n d ears open, and the 
not revenge every outrage, y f ^ lonel Kearney on a war-trail through the 
crreit father had already sent Cv / lon® that he had met with the Sioux, 
country, to call all offenders to account ; thaUie haa l l n ] b b i n g t h e m o u t " 
and had great difficulty in F l e m i n g e e c h e s made on the occasion were 
entirely. We then dispersed. 11ae p . . e t e r but ate too long for 
written out in full from the mouth of tl P s e a t s whilst addressing 
insertion in this place. All the s P e a | " ' f . P , ' " „ h o u t with great decorum, 
the assembly- The meeting was conducted ^ ^ 
In the afternoon I had a « ^ l e r e m o n y of counting his " c o u p s " He risr: »*•« -»»-acby • 
r m i * 
wonki rule np to nh#<i rammers and relate his e x e r t s , aim it was ,-n«ir 
luff to- m& the- dram* when thew knew firs- narrations to be sme, u&r 
inmkmm hm mdemonta«ta» he mdm •* rew *feos, whilst the rest rnmed 
.a » dance. a l f m f the hem tiiB» t» recall going ©clfferespfem. 44 OM garfc* 
wno wis one of the ^nertaters. pointed- nit his son; who also made him-
i«tf an ohjeet of attraction h-v his »Tt?a vacant contortions. He desired 
:m «* slteteh him. Wsmm of * he dancers had- rattles ; some lances with 
mrved hand le , and not a tew had fans *o ntefeet f herr comniexions. «>a 
• uneveni«e of the- 9t&. Lieutenant Pvefc &«# mwsetf crossed »h» mm-?, m 
-o- OTIF ••amn. whteii- was r#t»eed- afmat one^fhtmh or i* mile 
:2»t of Bent% fort. We *iad 'ires* reason to comnamiate ourselves m the 
-v&mnm of our ^nok—<nrtfe ait fineertant pefsfmnfr on the onnne. ibro® 
.us econemw ami- sfeiti the rrnufrm of the *mr*fv sieattw depends^ To-dar 
twr were a little ; « » » • # fef Indians. who came-nm wtine ann*»rt; in order 
0 rake- advantage- of our nmwranwi En- tfm m&hr I -vaa amused 
t f a o w e ; and on gomaront mm4 a haif starved nam": as f drew no raw 
nife. the poor <• ream re -'ame and '"ringed at i w ?«et. wnmjnjrpiteousiv: so 
1 gar*? htm- his fi#h asd- sH^ggt-we low a few maces of meat which were 
avffi^-tw the >en*fidils- ( W the tire. 'Hie oe%t normnff C wen £ > nit m 
im Capfam Pr&mmtt a visit. Mr. j£ern. ift# i m s t who-aceomoames nis 
ixpemmm. snowed some f e t c h e s hy - Oki Barters'" son. in wincn heiiaa 
presented umseif kMn# some Pawnees with th# lance. The execit-
a«m was < tune-'.rood and ethihifeo considerable reehnir tor aesum :inn nre-
pOftknfc 
On the i'iih Mr. Fitz-oam<Tl? josned ?ne. and we '.mmmmtstr proceeded 
:o take- an- o w iine- of mswefi. wh'-ieh- enaMect as to- ohtam a iH)srnoa at-
ontina- liner irazine for onr immafs. [ was at once aetismred wrtfi 'tie 
•aiefiiJness of -oir ^mde. B e ibmctmk- one m -.aomn. the noose, whicii-
;-ass?nc round «.he- ranles7 aose* and neck., held r.hem cfosefv "oaemer as 
:o prevent their eating-; answer; never to tie his mnies m titer bushes. a>r 
dwmed at everv ntstle thev are-consrantiv ioetonir wrMiv around, .ixoect-
.Bqfsome enemv. These things maw inpea? rntiinfir. nit those who nave 
-?een anon the prairie mow well- how rmwfa deneixds- upon rile -:ar:2 .ma 
ittenhon bestowed" noon he animals. 
On the I3rh. we maiie a- second move >n order t«r -zet a new grazing 
Some at the men amiiseft ihemsefves wrth tiattmss, .nut were not 
~erv meeesshil : a few <7atHi»h were rfeo^niv .ineeimens of the piscatorv 
•^efins chat *hese tnrhid waters aifoni. T h e banit? were ovefjuown witti 
m reeds-- whieh resemhie the*- o# .krteansas^ i* went o«£ am a 
Jint. ont my male ^vas restive, and on the starting' of a deer sne- became 
m ^R^^naseahie i s (romnieteiv m Wfe-aM attemnts :o aim mw aiin- TTie 
Jest mertn mj 14th •» we m®?e onr fareweii *nsit to. t-Japt.. Ftemont% campi-
-t vis ai^-n-'he anstle tff irersaraiion for a ions- ustt toiisome oiiraev. 
-amain i? r^mem regretted nach that he had s e t ohiametL liie howitzer, 
TOca. ualortunateiy, <iid not -each Wi-st Port nntil ve iiasb Selfc SEe 
n ? ireat service narncniarir- --ts w had. no me who 
iiJ«erstorwi^ ihe . amanene ian«tiage. Indeed, we aii ixpectea in en-
»®it»r with these Uiaiatis. r two,,^ whose-cmtntnr we ^vouM beoblisea 
mr rn rnmm beoroioneetr brtfa&siawneas with, wmcii 
'afio n«ri ' ) & "'onstraiuett o n»v« wtih our vai^ans xuisnix he ieemv 
t n ^ 7 T : . ^ f c ^ « m e s wim h f t F ™ . IL wriicn the ^ 
>Miferea Jier ass. j r xocty ^ heir bravest xitii UILL aneis. 
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w iaransed 
however, ..hat masy Canadian and we would have with us Mr. **«*•h™ traded with 
them at that place. r^nnle around causes involuntary plea-
The pcturesque c o s t ^ f Ae peopie — d t i z e n . H e t e 
sure to one accustomed to ; voyageur seems to 
there was the greatest ^ d l V ^ ^ fa buAskin^ b r e v e s / w i t h deep fringe 
merit our atleuRoa. He i s d « ^ a c r o s s t h e shoulders,, to which are 
aion? the outer seam, a sustain in 01 the powder-horn and affixed the awl and buRet-mould, and swsmning in ^ ^ flhu 
bullet-pouch, which also contains some p s h k t a u d a b e l t t^ar-
S ^ e t l S r C W title, ™"""5 "* 
Our command c o a s t e d of the Mow tag perro^ -
Isaac Cooper Duncan Linn 
Pierre balanger Francois La-tu-lippe 
William Bowers J o h l l Mc&ee 
Patrick Bradley Charles Murand 
Stephen Cooper Edward Mora). 
John Carroll Narcisse Pichee 
Oliver Dewey Zephyr Rochon 
Walter Harding Soloiaoa Rivarre 
Lester Hulin Edward Russei 
John Harper j o h l l \ \ ainwright 
Thomas Jemison Joseph Rivarre 
Howell Jouvier Edmund Philebert 
Paul \achard Joseph Yount 
Loven Jeflers *nWette two colored men. 
Also, Raphael Harmon Uompanied me only as far as Bent; . 
Mr. Hatches and Mr Gr ^ p e c k ) M r . F u z patnck, and myself, 
houses. mese, w«.«. 
formed our complement messes, each mess furnished with 
Our company was divi<1 t a s 0L. l 0 persons, and amongst them 
a circular tent capable of sheltering r d 7 horses which 
were distributed ^ e f o u r w a g o n s ; ^ g ' 4 « e b e T t e r supplied with the ne-
had been provided for the P ^ i - \ye endeavored to economise 
-essaries of life than on the outward trip. u stole," which was 
by making a new dish in ' ^ t ^ n of the ^ a g e 
ever after a standing joke on ' ^ propo ^ u fenegas" of unbolted 
Messrs. Bent and St. A rain, we had procurea e,g j w i t h economy, 
Mexican flour, also plenty O ^ o f f e e ' a " d four b o x e s 0f maccaroiu and a 
would last us for two months , thre ^ ^ that, with eight prmrte-
small quantity of rice were added - ^ emergency oi not finding 
fed beeves wliieh we drove alon^, to use d w w e t e not so for-
lame we considered ourselves pretty b u t . single sextant 
tunate, however, in a supply ° f i n sUum«», ^ a n d l o n g l t u d e s - a 
and chronometer for the determuiaumi of ou^iat i^ ^ ^ 
Circumstance that involved us t g brought out by Captain F r "•« •» *" "™bte 
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to famish us with even a single barometer. And as we afterwards passed 
through regions of deep interest to the naturalist, we often regretted the 
d e c e n c i e s in the original outfit, which deprived us of the means of 
making suitable collections of the fauna, avia, flora, et cetera ; but the mat-
ter being irremediable in that country, our regrets were useless. 
T h e delays of the last few days will be of lasting service to our animals 
in giving them needful rest before recommencing a long and toilsome 
journey, and in enabling the party to make ail necessary arrangements. 
Friday, August 15—Camp No. 2.—Agreeably to the orders of Captain 
Fremont, this day received, we prepared to make a survey of the Ca- > 
nadian, from its source to its junction with the Arkansas,* taking iu 
our route the Purgatory and the heads of the Washita, called by the In-
dians Buffalo creek and Cut-nose creek. As before observed, Mr. Thomas 
Fitzpatrick was to be our guide ; a gentleman eminently qualified in 
every respect to fill the arduous and responsible station assigned him. 
Having spent many of the best years of his life exposed to the toils and 
vicissitudes of the mountain and the prairie, he had acquired an intimate 
knowledge of the Indian character, which enabled him to conduct our 
little party safely and successfully through a country inhabited by nu-
merous and powerful hordes of people, long notorious for sheir faithless- j 
ness and treachery. He had accompanied Captain Fremont, and ren-
dered signal services in the Ions and arduous campaigns of 1843 and 1844, j 
m Oregon and Upper California, and was now just returning from the 
South-pass, where he had guided the dragoons under the command ot 1 
Colonel Kearney, on one of the most rapid ai>d successful expeditions 
ever made on the western prairies. The preservation of our party was 
due to his vigilance and discretion. 
Saturday, 16.—All our preparations being completed, we began to de-
scend the Arkansas, having bid adieu to the gentlemanly proprietors of 
Fort William. Our route lay along the right bank of the river; one con-
tinued series of hills and sand plains. We noticed a profusion of prairie 
sage, " artemisia tridentata," being about the only shrub that grows in 
these sandy regions. This plant seems to love a dry and arid soil, cov-
ering, as it does, millions of acres of the great desert at the eastern base 
of the Rocky mountains. In some places it grew so luxuriantly that the 
stalks might be used for fuel. We were disappointed in not seeing even 
one specimen of the sage cock, " tetrao upophrasianus," which is so ex-
travagantly fond of feeding on this plant that its flesh becomes so em-
bittered as to render it perfectly uneatable. Notwithstanding the abun-
dance of the plant, we did not see a single specimen of this bird during 
the trip. Cacti were numerous, and a species of cncurbitaceae, " cucur-
bita aurantia," bearing a small spherical gourd, orange colored. These 
plants are characteristic of the dry sandy plains. As we moved along, 
some deer sprang from the dead tangled wild-wood of the Arkansas bot- * 
torn, and antelopes dashed across the prairie, much to our astonishment, 
for we supposed they had become almost extinct in the vicinity of the 
fort, One of the men killed a fine fat doe, which furnished us with a 
grateful meal, after having lived so many days on tough beef. About 
noon we arrived at the junction of the Purgatory (or Las Animas) with 
ie Arkansas, and found a beautiful camping-ground under a grove of 
o 4 ? K e d » u s u a i i y w r i t t e n Arkansas, but in an old mapv 1775,1 find it written "'Akanaas, 
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largo cottonwood u w . AHUOI*^ w«> j^e2Sw<* 
stop, in order to determine f«i. pt >• , tw.-a.e.d are not 
38^06' 00'. Tfee latitude aud i0ngH*de» »i<tcU^e 0 " " ™ 7 , | , | , . , ^ 
laid down a, «b*Auie the deterDMUUMJB ™ " J * ™ . t - J a J J , the 
upon the chneoouiute? mus. ^ ^ ' w u l . u ic. uardiy » be 
chronometer might te = « * . J £ 3 w l « 
supposed that a uwwpomUoi. •? »«*- ^ u occasioned aanae 
laugh country "»• -a-ate obtlg«i to P»s-• «wna » . „i,„.i, had 
slight irregularity. At w< <"eVer>' ^ 
been determined f t j c'eou"!st $',f MiB ,ut«u»t>:iuci ol tne chro-
known, we were eusb.ee, s» K^ { T t e are more 
nometer as to give vyp" g" , cuiiiseouentiv to titled to be con-
indepeudent of the c h t o n o ^ - u ^ n . ^ ^ l u u g i f f ide 
sidered more accurate. 1 he s„gn error u v r e of them would 
v have endeavored to overcame. a> is «h u~ « 
permit, by numerous and Treated o t a w w t t ^ ^ ^  rom.ut}iBe all the 
The Purgatory wa? here T seciimaatary mutter, 
rivers near mountains. 1' 3S nig-?-. * ' r , . , qrirmpe now ^ ieet beiow 
averaged 2 feet In ^ t t ; : *- IS fetnrcttr n » 
the level of the prairie, bemg ^ Cp J ° T w - t fte TTOTISIOHS are going 
ble for a long distance- ^ » ° „ V P e r e r r mess its snare. An. 
with astonishing rapidity. ai.e. ennctn . - . comnosed'the 
equal partition ^as the i i » ™ « . « ® of^ast* « a land i _.,4 WOTP warned oi i<< i>u« . . fommanu, ana uic, . — I' . -ymttntoe^  Ai aik<'i ' j l ," lw , 
wliere one cannot even wl:- ^ t n raininT1 the s-nard. tor a 
feek and mvself valued awana the c a m ; ^ d o s i n g «aat 
couple of Indians to r ^ m -
one of the camp-fires- antl F ' 8 - f f - mntimiig -awond for she 
our equipments. This stream «•<»rt- n " „,«*««* atnn? " e h«"-: 
tons?on account of the abuud 
We were astonished at seemr - • Pweur? tt*eir hordes 
learned that the l n * ^ ' 1 ^iofiwood whict 
on the tender bark and young ™ 
satisfactory explanation. 0 ^ c l r tre sww*wr 1rtJt« «na 
Sunday. August 1 1 "7A t \ Atewfop vir»the Pursratory 
No. 3. moving in a sou thw^er^e i ^ ^ t r a r e t t ^ a s y e ^ ; 
lance of 6 or S miles, we baa m<c , ; ^»rrh Wtt^ ocenstrmjh 
when we reached a more hrofren ^ * T m iWW^n: 
sending a spur to thr 3 > M > ^ g l t t n t Y «nd Mjfce 
of what remains ol the tahic-lan- - - The 'rocks orer wtncTi w e 
troimc have excavated tneir dee,' • ' theactioti of "waters 
S S S w rf soft brown s^dstone O n e ^ ^ 
The rocky strata nrr nearly homon'tn . . . ^ 0 f f t rc.osn'c. t®" 
of c^> n s i d crabl e extent P^sentedth. T . h i e h ; ftr,m tho, 
ment, being «it into^cular fom. stood out 
great eapa"biii?v ot resistIUL- t • ;, fawi we -acrain eaug-At 
•hp Uoekv monntam>. At ^ _ s<v \ <Mithwest,the 
blue clouds lying close a l o n g V M d s : fotro^g a Tirait H 
to yah," or Spanish peak-s. rait™ S & S f f i w t t h w s t ft® sn^vy sun-
U direction' tn the W » , a W of '= A i ^ e 
Wit of Pike's peak was fetnlh « « " 
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Indians at this place. The women and children were in the train with 
the mules and dogs; some were riding in their fashionable gigs, which 
are formed of the lodge-poles, the largest extremities of which are allowed 
to trail on the ground; the other ends, crossed on the mules'or dogs' 
back, form shafts, upon which a basket is atfir.ed to contain the women, 
children, and chattels. The men, on their prancing steeds, were dashing 
about in search of fruit and game. One of them stopped to make a con-
-fcssion which ccrtain 1 y decs-credit to Indian honesty. He said " that-fer 
the last few days, they had been searching for game, but could not find j 
any; that his squaws and children were crying for meat, and he had not V 
a morsel to give them ; the extremity of their sufferings had that morning 
urged him to kill an ox which he met on the road, and he wished us to 
intercede with the people at the fort. Urgent necessity had obliged him 
to do wrong ; but he intended to pay for it, and should retain the tail, 
which he showed us, as a remembrance of his indebtedness.'- Mr. Fitz-
patrick told him lie had done perfectly right; that the white people would 
not be angry if, when forced by hunger, they should commit such an act, 
provided they came boldly forth and acknowledged it, and offered remu 
Deration. A few miles further, we came in sight of the Cheyenne village, 
located in a beautiful valley, shaded by ancient cotton woods. They 
seemed well provided with horses, which were scattered around, quietly 
feeding. Most of the young men were absent, but an old chief came out 
to meet us. After a few questions regarding our route, we moved on in 
order to get out of their reach. Three miles' travel brought us to a fine 
locality for our camp, in a large grove of tall cotton woods, by the side^f 
a natural meadow, which afforded a sufficiency of good grass for our ani-
mals. Saw to day many birds,such as are common in the east; several 
varieties of woodpeckers and the meadow lark were very abundant We 
determined our position to be in latitude 37° o i ' 59 , longitude 103 25' 30'. 
Monday, August 18.—We waited here the best part of the day for our 
beeves, which we had left at Bent's fort, for we feared lest they should 
return, knowing our route would thus a second time bring us so near. 
Some of our old Cheyenne friends came to our camp. At first they did 
not recognise us, and began a repetition of some of their dances, which 
they thought best adapted to awaken our benevolent feelings. Not suc-
ceeding, they begged and stole a few small things, and left us. My friend 
" Shon ka-mah-to" was amongst them, and seemed delighted to meet us 
again. He offered to present me his moccasins, which were very hand-
somely worked with beads. In this country they are obliged to sole them 
to protect the feet against the numerous cacti. These soles are of " par 
fleche"—the inside edge cut perfectly straight, and the toe pointed. 
In the afternoon our men arrived ; and Hatcher, our hunter, also came 
with them, bringing a fine fat buck which he had killed on the way. A 
part of it was soon smoking on our rural spread board beneath the cotton-
woods; which despatched, we resumed our march. The approaching 
ciiffs now narrowed the river bed into what is termed, in the language of 
the country, a canon, and precluded, for the present, further attempts to 
lollow the river through the bottom. The high escarpments of rocks, 
rising on either side to the height of one or two hundred feet, form a sort 
° ?, f1*} which the rapid current dashes over a succession ot 
roc vy ledges. I hese perpendicular walls are broken into numerous ra-
s i m pass able by wagons ; and, some of them extending far into the 
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. . „rx, f ,r nSi t o keen at a wM distance (torn the *vver, 
plain, made it " e c t s ® a 7 ^ ' a v o i ({ liiem We made se*en miles over 
or to make continued dtt( r « . - where we four,4 a 
tliis rough road, and camped * * * 
small pool and'^ulohale "of"soda as to be nauMww and bitter W the 
« sTem° Ou® catUe having had a long drive from Bent's, in addmon to our 
- a r c h , rested quietly without any our left, 
in a direction nearly paralle! with .,,c . f c f c a n t ^ w b o « » g 
margin lay on our right hand in - , ' rounded sand buttes which, 
steppe, following a winding path when view-
lie on its immediate, flanks: . h o u g h b y a 
i fr^ri- I-OIAU* V'P found as we traversed it, i»i«t •» - ~ i- «, ed fruin belou , ^ c ^ u ia a r t emisia, - yucca augusnfoua, 
succession ot sanay 1011s cuvc ?? The latter mailt has a 
and a species of c a c t u s - " cactus P e r u ^ ^ J ^ ^ r p s h a r p 
hard woody stem and numerous raf* nf*fo l i r or Eve feet- £hft Hesican 
spines. As the plant rises to the ei0 ^ hedges fbr die nroiec-
Spaniards frequently set them out m rows .o canned With a 
tion of their fields. On our lef. - formed an agreeable coinrssi 
species of cedar, which, by its deep, g r e e a t o e d p : a m s 
with the brown and barrel,, soil onwtucfa ^ 8 In-
boot one. 
n i  w m . a ^ ^ 
we often met with extensive viUages o t t h . , P « ^ v o r j - g ; o 3i, 
doviciana." I was thrown trom my ^ ^ m v }lura^-& a e c s thai 1 
Being determined to luh hup, 1 h i - . ^ passed some 
might have both hands to steady my g i n . of my seat; 
distance beyond him, I wasto!b ig ^ s p U [ . getting anumgied be-
the report of the gun starued u ? ^ iLI1possib»e for me to quiet 
tween the saddle flaps and his si , • - nrecinitated amongst the bur-
l,im ; and, after a series of plunge, I ™ a bill®* about six 
rows of my intended victims. 1 he^p a»g burrows, wiuwi are ran 
inches high by^throwing oiu th ^ ^ beaiing in. This auifflfll 
very obliquely in ordei to pr hr a jarae squirrel, except toe tail, 
is of a fawn color, and in form *} . C U J v e d slight, 
which is about three inches long a« i > u CHi a close to 
ly upwards. Their ears look as thv t^ [rllmou> Me very sys-
the head. Like all gregartoi -- possess gre&i rank, wiiiistotkeK 
tematic and interesting. Some . , = OUCt! ai" s h e af«*ach. 
act in the capacity ot sentinels* . the w<otve& as weU 
of danger, for they have numerous 
as the human race. katdesnak > Trese animals apparently -well to-
laria"—live in the same 
.gether in great harmony , U J t t l i ,-d that they at ^ » -
the young dogs they ha ; other mouve than thai-oi 
quenied the ft K . " S S Z S S S S M * — " , ? 1 
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named bv a Sourish or the tail and jerk of the body, Like all of the mat-
mot family they are said to spend the cold season in a lethargic state. 
Cuvier sav's they protect themselves it; winter by closing tip the entrance 
of thesr burrows, and make a nest of a globular form of dry grass having 
a small aperture at the top, and so compact that they may be rolled about 
without receiving injury. When any one approaches, they retreat into 
their burrows, keeping up an incessant barking They live on thetege-
' - a : ; s re cleaniv. As we stopped for a few moments,» 
fine jet black wild horse, or » mustang," came dashing up to camp, mis-
taking us probably for the herd to which he belonged. Throwing hu. 
head In the air, he ^azed at us a few moments, and, having discovered his j 
mistake, turned from us and trotted off, leaving be.nnd a column oJ da 
as he disappeared to seek his companions m the valley below, n e m 
several fine antelope. In endeavoring to approach one, I got my feet M 
of the spines of the prickly pear, for 1 happened to have moccasins which 
After six hours' travel we reached the banks of the 'I impa, a creek oi 
minor importance, which falls into the Arkansas 12 or 14 
Bent's fort. It was nearly dry when we reacbeu u, a - w-ra 
beina discovered in pools, which had been protected trom the rays of the 
sun by the high banks. The Timpa flows though a beauti ul valley, 
also one of erosion, varying in width Irotn half a mile to a mile, but en-
tirely destitute of timber. Through the valley passes a trail, bu.recently 
commenced, leading from Bent's fort to Taos and Santa I- e. S r king 
this road we soon came to a pool of water, wtjich began to be much need-
ed by the animals. Standing by the side of the pool was an ox which hM 
either strayed from, or had been left by, some party of traders. J 
himself to our little band of cattle, and we travelled along the trail tnre 
or four miles further, when we reached an old camping ground, wne» 
remained for the night, having then travelled 25 miles. As there was; no 
timber, we were forced to use the arternisia as a Substitute, which gre 
so luxuriantly as to be almost impenetrable. We found it answered very 
well, burning with a slight crackling and a clear flame. The water u 
again bitter, though more palatable than that of the previous e v c n , n a ' 
Wednesday, August 20.—We have now a fine road, and progress rap-, 
idly along the side of the Timpa. The water is in pools, for the drongn j 
this year has been great. On the left side we have sand bills cover 
with cedars; the country generally much broken, except in the ne ,3 
borhood of the road: at length the cliffs become quite precipitous, 
the west side •( the valley, and through the opening, we caught an occ 
sional glimpse of the neighboring mountains. Crossing a spur ot 
bluff which projects into the valley, we saw beyond a line of willo 
which marked the winding course of the main branch of the T impa, an 
we argued, from the widening of the valley, a continuation of fine trave # 
ling. On the western side-the bluffs for a time seemed to disappear, a 
in their place we saw a fine plain covered with green grass extending 
8 or 10 miles towards the mountains. The bluffs on the left hand 
deeply indented by numerous valleys, and crowned with cedars. 
we found great abundance of the common "cervus Virginianus; als^ 
black tailed deer, "cervus macrotis." We succeeded in procuring 
plentiful supply. The arternisia was literally alive with a large specie 
of gray hare, " lepus Americanus." On reaching the bed of the streafi 
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came to a place which showeu s t f , " f i € (jga of rocks we found 
" p i u " " " " " " " -
below the horizon the: fern, A hundred yards below out camp the 
ing, we were suuemsg-^i^; - v (_>u examination^ w^ioana 
stream passed through a canon ' * £ saQ(istotie, Highly .srru-
the rock which had been cu Uuough «^birow. _ t h o u s a u d s o f s m a n 
ginous, and the disintegration cf t ^ e wagon tires came 
spherical and ellipsoidal noduto L atmosphere having caused the wood 
off during the day, the dryness °f i n a t P< ^ d r o y e ho rse shoe 
to shrink. We bound u on * " psor a u r c . Shortly after 
oiu ^ r , u , \ \ p obtained irom it suiiawie 
burnt, ana ui« w»aj» a ^n were verv numerous; among which we 
spike nails for the tire. The c b U l l g a small canteiope ha f^ hid-
saw the " cactus openetia, a kind res u Q P e r u v i a l l a before 
den in the ground, " C. meilo°act ' ryhu stems, when old, are ex-
mentioned, as used for woA carved by the South Sea 
tremely hard, ana resemble the. n d o u r camp presents the ap 
i«linders The foliage of the cedar tre ~ otherwise differing from the 
pearance of an oblate spheroidal Migratory T°biii," v 
common " iuniperus ^ irgir.ianus. berries which were sufficiently 
"J# r -
Thursday, ^ " f e l which we now adopted a ° r i n g t h e heat of 
wards ackno j j L a n c e with much less fatigue between two plish the same distancew i o u r s e lves again pwt up D " mira-
O n ® * s i d e we s a w n u m e r o u s ^ ' f.e0 geographer, 
walls 0 , J collected some of the seed, ^ lt p u r . 
bills jalapa, an obtained from this pi i , h e i g h t , and de-
s a y s M c l i m b S l 0 , l C £ a m p w e came to what gadeXalpa, tuitions. Seven miles from l found at all 
© s a f e p«™ - A ,ree fr™ 
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bitter taste which characterized the water of the stream lower down. 
This was the best water we had found in the valley of the Timpa. Three 
hours after leaving this place, we reached the summit of the dividing 
ridge between the waters of the Arkansas and Purgatory. We now en-
tered a beautiful level plain, and again gazed with admiration on the grand 
peaks of the " Wah to yah," which seemed quite near : whilst beyond, in 
the gray distance, lay a long line of ru«ged peaks, still marked near their 
summits with white lines of snow, which also filled the ravines that de-
scended their sides. We soon received other proofs of our vicinity to the 1 
mountains. A severe hail storm, with thunder and rain, burst upon us. 
We had some terrific claps, and several sharp flashes of lightning, and the 
air soon became so chilled as to make our limbs quiver with the cold. 
The storm soon, however, passed off, and the sun again breaking forth, 
our clothes quickly dried. Such storms are of frequent occurrence in the 
region of the mountains, where the clouds are constantly forming, by the 
warm currents of the plains meeting with the cool moisture condensing 
atmosphere which hangs around the summits of these snow capped 
mountains. After a march of 24 miles, the last of which lay in the ex-
tended plain, we encamped at a place called Hole-in-the prairie,a low 
marshy spot, from which several little creeks seem to derive their exist-
ence. There was no wood, except a few willows, and the tall coarse grass 
afforded but little nourishment to our hungry animals. 
August 22.—After the first mile the road began to descend into the 
valley of the Purgatory. We soon reached a sand plain of 3 or i miles 
in width, which we had to pass before crossing the stream. We forded 
the river with some difficulty, (for the banks were quite steep,) and then 
proceeded along the road which led over a rough and broken country. 
On the right bank we encamped just at the point where the stream issues 
from the mountains, at which point its valley is palisaded by rocks 1,500 
feet high, whose tops form a vast plain, and whose strata arc so similar 
that one cannot f>r a moment doubt that this elevated plateau once ex-
tended unbroken over the present wide valley of the stream. The river 
continues well timbered, the Cottonwood still being the characteristic 
sylva, amongst which we also found the bJack walnut. The shrubbery 
consists chiefly of the plum, cherry, and currant. Lieutenant Peck had 
quite an adventurous chase after his mule, which made his escape while 
he was engaged in getting plums which hung in tempting clusters near 
the river. I cannot do better than give the adventure in his own words. 
He says : " Invited by a bush loaded with fine plums, 1 alighted for a mo-
ment to gather some, leaving my mule attached to the bush ; on turning 
to remount, he became frightened, and started at full speed towards our 
last night's camp. 1 followed as fast as a pedestrian can make his way 
over the cactus-strewed plain, but the animal was gaining so fast that I 
soon gave up the hope of overtaking him. Hatcher, who, like myself, 
was in advance of the party, discovering my plight, plied whip and spur 
to cut off his retreat, but his dull mule was soon left behind. Passing 
the main body of the caravan, three or four of the best horsemen joined 
in the chase, now becoming more and more exciting. As our sketch-
book containing notes of the route to this point was attached to the sad-
die I felt some anxiety for its safety, and, mounting the first mule at 
nand, followed in the wake of the pursuers. After 6 miles the hand of a 
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skilful ' laryetfo* noosed the recreant beast, and we all returned to camp 
well pleased with our Gilpin-like mule chase, and with the hook safe." 
Hatcher killed four black-tailed deer, " cervus macrotis." They bear 
a great resemblance to the common deer, the chief distinctive mark being 
a black tip at the end of the tail. At the crossing one of the men shot a 
lar^e red-tailed hawk, " faico borealis." The river is here 15 yards wide, 
about one foot in depth, and with a current of 5 or 6 miles per hour. As 
we passed along the bluffs, in many places overhanging the bottoms, we 
saw them covered with the yellow flowers of the helianthi, amongst wnose 
brilliant clusters the frightened deer, ever and anon, sprang from his lair. 
The wild turkey, " meleager gallopavo," too would frequently enliven our 
route, dashing rapiJIy across our path to take shelter in the nemhbonng 
thicket. Although very abundant, yet they formed no object of pursuit, 
being at this season very lean. . 
The bottom in which we camped was filled with b,ack locust. }\e 
were struck with the quantity of dead timber on the river side. Its situ-
ation led us to conclude that it might have been destroyed by some great 
rise o f t h e waters The hop vine~ « hamulus lupulus," is found here m 
rrreat abundance. The sides of the valley, as far as the eye can reach, are 
bounded by hieh precipitous cliffs, many of which are entirely shrouded 
with the sombre foliage of the cedar. Robins and flickers, « picus auratus 
mon blue jay, and, like the 1 > v r e p ea t ing some of their notes, 
other birds. I sometimes amusedI myse f ^ P ^ ' r i n g to be most furi-
whereupon they would^dart^off ^ ' a s a h u m a n being who 
ously incensed, manifestir g r ; ^ ; c u u n g others. We also found here 
possesses the sam^ propensity t h e y were daily seen 
a s l o n g i f w e continued in this beautiful valley, but, as soon as we left it, 
we lost sight of them. obtained some fine observations, 
The' nfght w a s t r y clear and we 3 ? 
further, when t h i s d e l l , w e could trace 
by an affluent ot the 1 u g y , , Weht silvery green of the issnST— • J L •«<#• * -
ley, sometimes Pas®*"|n h* narrowness of the banks forced us to seek 
other, whilst ° c c a s l ? d f t h e c r e e ) ; i t s e lf . Travelling in the deep 
a passage in the rockyoea 01 feet s p ! a s h e d i n its cool waters, 
r o l e m p U n g ™ the ferns bent forward to lave their dark fronds in the 
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limpid stream. Luxuriant vines, and trees of healthiest green, formed ar-
bors for our heads. It appeared like passing through tunnels formed b, 
the goddess Flora, and we looked around as tl expecting to see the .Naiads 
of the Purgatory spring from some nook in the moss-covered bank? We 
were almost wild with excitement Having suffered so much from dunk-
Z " h e nauseous salt water of the plains, we could have wished for the 
dais of the metamorphosis, and prayed to be changed into one of these 
coof mountain streams. Although sheltered front the sun when we gazed 
upward, we beheld the flicker with golden wings gltdiug above, andgiu-. 
tilling in his brilliant rays. And sometimes as we crossed a high di id- ( 
in- ridpe, we caught sight of the towering summits of the Wahao-yah. j 
Af we proceeded, we noticed on either side groves of puic and c.d.., 
willows and aspens lined the creek, and in one place we lound a scat-
^AUhough :°L°sccnery charmed us, the roughness of the road had ijuite 
a different effect on our jaded mules ; and, after a toilsome ascending 
march of 7 miles, wo were glad to reach a wide valley, which afforded 
an inviting location for our camp. The open space was covered with 
high grass, and we all drank immense draughts ot the cool crystal wate 
of thf mountain stream, rendered peculiarly grateful when con 
with the fluid with which we had been obliged to assuage our h s fo 
the last five or six days. Hatcher shot me one of those beautiful ajs 
which 1 first saw yesterday ; since, ! have found it uesctibed by,j 
bon as the "corvus ultramarinus." We also saw the sPecl®s f ° j j 
« pinus monophyllus," which contains in its cone a mimborofeaaW 
nuts nearly as large as the kernels of the ground nut. 1 brought ill some 
of the cones, which are remarkably resinous. In the ap^nd x t ? 
tain Fremont's report of 13-13 and 1844, there is a botanical t P J 
of this tree. We found them generally from 30 to 40 feet in hei0ht, 
bearing such a resemblance, to the common pine that one might easuy 
pass them without noticing any difference. We collected aud ate m y 
of the nuts, aud found them exceedingly pleasant to the tasw. 
says that considerable quantities are exported annually to tho sotitn 
cities, and that they are sometimes used for the manufacture oi on, 
may be used as a substitute for lamp oil. They form the chief ar 
food of the Pueblos and New Mexicans. Among the plants, we nouc 
the blue larkspur, (" delphinum,") which resembles the cultiyateaK > 
except the interior of the corolla, which presents a pubescent appearan , 
the wild geranium, (" geranium m a c u l a t u m t h e beautiful llowering_ >» 
("linumperennium*,") also, a delicate hair oell,(" campanula Sinu »i 
which I have found as far north as the Manitou islands of lake JUI 
gan: also, a beautiful scarlet flower, " convolvulace®." . 
Shortly after forming our camp, whilst sitting on the ground compi 5 
a sketch, a large bull snake, at least 5 feet in length, crawled from ben 
me. Yount and Patrick started in pursuit of the t( monstrum horrenau » 
but the snake managed to escape unscathed. During tlie afternoon, so 
of our people made an excursion to a peak which, owing to the pecu ^ 
clearness of the atmosphere of the country, appeared very near, buit_ 
excursion proved much longer and more toilsome than they had anti 
pated. They described the surface of the country which met their vi 
as perfectly flat, here and there varied by beautiful lakes. The &g 
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being clear, we observed, and found our latitude 37° 1' 33", longitude 
"l' cannofconciude the day without again alluding to the scenery. Every 
moment our eyes were arrested by the imposing grandeur of the precipitous 
the prairie. 1 thought that the pleasure anora , i e n c e d w h i l s t 
eye we gazed around, seemed n * numerous sketches, 
looking oti the falling waters of i i a § ^ *, hours of the day are noted; 
upon which the magnetic bearing an h i c a l i(5eas than any 
they will, therefore, present more exact ^ a J s t p i n d e f i n i n g the rapid 
description could possibly c°nT|;]> <• t u r „ s 0f ,hie country. Manypromi-
outlines we made ot the «®°loSl a f t e r d a y i r ap0sed their grandeur upon 
i r S S A S ! ? S 5 » S A ^ere ev^ ry irregularity ac 
quires, in consequence, a great vatue. night's camp, we ascended a 
* Sunday, Attest 2 4 - O n leaving o>ur last t h e name of 
hill 3 mites, to the summit of t h e ' ' burPs t u p o n us as we reached 
the " Raton." A splendid v , c * W e had expected to see the 
the point most elevated tn the .vh SOuth, could discern nothing 
valley of the Canadian, but, right the Spanish peaksagain 
but a confused mass of rock; w h ^ o n o ^ ^ l o n g ; many-headed 
welcomed us, asserting their a l l y dwindling, stretched off to 
ranee of the Sierra Blanca, whiOi, gradu. y' h e v a l l e y %vhich 
thesouth as far as the eye couldpreach.( Turning ^ ^ 
led down the mounttm, ^ f o " i t s 0 0 n became narrower and steeper, 
had ascended the day previ ^ getting our wagons ov® 
so that we had considera " f ^ e many fragments of wagons, s <• 
rough and rock-strewed road. J h o h a d preceded us found it no 
hounds and axletrees, P r o v e ^ ^ ' j ° d w e f o u u d quantities of cherries, 
less difficult. Where the ravme wid fed b y t h e rocky soil 
« Cerasus Virgmianus, but the bus ^ smaU prame or 
At 11 o'clock we emerged froni the g ^ ^ r s t e a u g h t s l g h t of this green 
park engirded by mountain . e x p e c t a fine camping groun , 
•Ullev its fresh appearance led us to e i „ r a s s COarse and thmiy 
on passing over the sandy P ^ V ^ e d our tents in a bend of the streai 
scattered over the surface. W e P-lc'1BJ p q n a d i a n . or Goo-al-pa, which forms the principal source of the Canadian^ ^ ^ t 
n i uv «hp Kioways and Gamanches. , banks of the stream. 
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wav of Bent's Fort, which we concluded to be the preferable road at ail 
times in which opinion we are confirmed by finding it the route most 
travelled this year! It is, however, 60 miles further; but the beauty ot 
the scenery, the delightful freshness of the snow-cooled water of the 
mountains, with good grass and timber in abundance, give it greatly the 
superiority; whilst, by the lower route, you travel, according to the in-
formation of Mr. J. N. Simpson, 60 miles to Sand creek, which w gener-
~~ailv drv, then 1 IS miles to McNee's creek ; although water can generally 
be procured in the Cimmerun, 70 miles from Sand creek, by digging in 
the bed of the river, which is extremely inconvenient for watering the 
animals. Whilst we were quietly eating our dinner, the guard discovered 
a large black bear, " Ursus Americarms," quite close to our camp. I he 
alarm being given, many clutched their guns, and started oft in pursuit, 
but soon returned unsuccessful. I heard here a singular story m refer-
ence to the bear, which story was corroborated by many of the ota voj-
aceurs in mv party, who say that the female is never killed wiMi young. 
As the anatomical structure of this animal is so similar to other mammi er-
ous animals as to preclude the possibility of a dissimilar parturition, a i 
gave but little credit to the story ; butv having since found the same tiling 
mentioned by Pennant, have thought it worthy of notice. He account 
for the fact by supposing that the female bear remains concealed uunn§ 
the whole period of gestation, and does not leave her retreat unti i 
cubs are quite large, fearing that the males should devour them. ur 
camp was in latitude 30° 50' 7", longitude 104° 35' 58", and about lou 
mile3 from the point at which the stream issues from the mountains. 
this place the bed of the stream is a few feet in width ; our hunter sai 
that two miles above it was entirely dry. its water was exceedingly c<> 
and clear. We have now reached a great mineral country*, but, 
specimens fell immediately within our reach, we thought it uuadvisable 
venture into the mountain in a search which might prove uusuccessi , 
and require our party to be delayed in a country where we were likely 
be arrested by the government, and deprived of all our notes and P a P ^ 
Our people, however, often indulged in golden dreams, excited not a i 
by Hatcher's account of having procured a quantity of gold dust irom 
Pueblo Indian for a few charges of ammunition ; and, as they listen6 e 
gerly, they looked as if they harbored serious intentions of returning 
this Eldorado of the west. Gold is found in almost every portion ot i e 
Mexico, and in some places silver, copper, lead, and zinc. Iron must 
abundant, as all the rocks around present a highly ferruginousappearan ^ 
and, we once observed, as has been previously stated, distinct s e a l l i s , 
this metal traversing the sandstone in such a manner as to present i 
appearance of a Mosaic pavement. The principal gold mines are m 
vicinity of Santa Fe and Taos; but the method of working them Pu 
sued by the Spaniards and Pueblo Indians is so rude, that we canii 
form a foir estimate of their value. The opposition which governine 
offers to more skilful foreigners, for fear lest any one else should share t1 
weaith*which *he rapacious rulers wish to monopolize, prevents their t>c-
ing fairly tested. Although sometimes the power may be placed m t 
hands of liberal men> yet so unstable is the government, so uncertain 1i<* 
laws, that no one will venture capital under their protection. If, however, 
the United States succeed in inducing Mexico to admit the boundary of 1eX 
as as claimed, to the llio del Norte, the enterprising people of our country? 
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protected by our laws. will 
b " , u S S t a t e s will no doubt reap rich reward, from a region ceie.-rated, 
Z t Z X s o f - courury ot g a aua 
* $ ? S « y " o S h S 2 - ^ « ? coming into s r Fe. 
ATTuor,;".)!, Campbell a n ^ « » « • ' * 
" IMassara, in which lie found a piece g piLqara is $19 25 per oz 
The^isf*isninuch soug'lU after by the traders, as specie is imbie to an ex 
„M , . f W « m Ira »» ' • « " » 
to be an American trader, named F . .• , i f l We were glad 
Fort, from Taos, with no other of t tecountry through 
see him, and he gave us usefulI iformat,on « ^ 
which we were to pass. " ' V ' L , a n " ' p a s s e s as the Indians thorn 
him about as familiar with the ^ s a n P s h o u i d find the other im 
selves. He told us to suffer for water in pass-
passable for our wagoiis and weshou p b reak-fasi with us. he 
ing the Grand Canon. W h in return, gave such as he 
inquired the news from the L t p j,;s joneiv iotrrney, we could bat 
possessed. As he departed to pro. - - . e x U r e t o danger aric 
admire the boldness of character aequiren oy 
privation. . , . J ,uc w a f f „ns arid main party down tne 
Whilst Mr. Kitzpatrick condu<r t r f th^ w : u h M r Hatcher along tne has* 
river, Lieut. Peck was directed p detailed examination of the 
of the mountains, in order to make a m ® ^ ^ 0 a n m l ! a r 2 
valley; to examine the Vermej , . rph f accompanying sketch 
miles from its issue out ot the ' ' • jJi'cs.1 fpaturPS of the 
will wive a verv good idea of the t t » . i rp. valley here is mile, 
the water-courses and flankingoftW lamte in the Mississipp. 
in width, and, though not tso' * y p n r t a numerous p o p " ' 8 ^ £ 
v »l!ev might, by proper cultivaten,.^ \ \ ^ barriers; on the tiortn 
is well' watered,and ^ " ^ ^ V v m o u n t a i n s , which we had 
by the Raton spur ot the Rock} Blanca,separating it ftwn 
to the west are the Ing i nuMin ains ; - ' c U f f s o r b r o w s of the 
he valley of the Rio del Norte, ^ ^ 0 ® f 0 v e r n m e n t succeed in ex 
table laud limit it on the east. W K « W , h | v a l l p v or park would form 
ending its territory to the K,o de, N«we a smail'expenditure, the ^ 
is the more desirable, as i -mtmnal incursions attacks 11 P° ^ , 
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m the valley, but along the high bluffs which form the Grand Carton. 
Hatcher informed us that the foot of this plant, when bruised and pre-
pared, formed a substitute for soap, and is used by the Pueblos and Span 
iards, who prefer it, for many purposes, to soap itself. Lieutenant Peck 
and Hatcher joined us near some singular trap dikes, the highest of which 
is known by the name of Eagle's Nest, rising from SO to 100 feet above 
the plain. We examined them particularly, and found them to consistof 
a series arranged in four perfectly parallel lines extending across the val- 1 
ley in a direction nearly at right angles with the course oi the river,hav-
ing a magnetic bearing of 10° south of west. The first and most northern 
tier were contained in a belt 200 yards in width, and extended from the 
bluff quite to the river ; whilst the fourth was scarcely distinguishable, 
and a quarter of a mile further down the valley. The crumbling detritus 
from the decay of the upper portions had formed on either side the verti-
cal wall a regular talus ; and as we viewed them from the bluff, they bope 
a strong resemblance to an embanked road which extended before us per-
fectly straight. The manner of this formation seems plainly detnonsua- . 
ble. The matter of which the dike is composed, whilst in a molten state, 
has been thrown into those parallel fissures, which are produced by vio-
lent subterraneous disturbances. As the descending wa'er swept away 
the valley, the harder trap yielded not so readily, but must have present-
ed the appearance of four parallel walls of uniform thickness extending 
across the valley, as the irresistible waters forced their way through, and 
continued action levelled the breaches with the present plain, leaving these 
fragments a monument of its mighty deeds. The detritus has given to 
two of the lower ones in the northern series the appearance of rounded 
buttes, until viewed from above, when you see the singularly parallel lines 
before mentioned, plainly showing the original thickness of the dike. We 
ascended one ef the highest, which presented to the north a vertical sur-
face of a dark brown color. Upon examination we found it to be a pretty 
hard and compact green stone, crystalized in somewhat regular hexagonal 
prisms, with their axes horizontal and perpendicular to the cooling sur-
face. The absence of volcanic mounds and craters favors the supposition 
of a subterraneous injection of the fluid mass. From the top we had a 
fine view of the surrounding country, and Greenwood pointed out the 
most remarkable feature in the landscape, of which we obtained the mag-
netic bearings. Among the principal was Taos mountain, which lay in a 
direction SW. 
We were now approaching the junction of the Canadian and 11 Verme-
jo," and began to look for a crossing place, as we had been informed that 
the " Vermejo" was impassable by wagons on account of its high banks 
and soft bottom. We were unsuccessful in our search , therefore, pitched 
our tents a few miles above the fork, with the intention of cutting a path 
which would enable us to cross. 
One of our mules was severely bitten by a rattlesnake, " Crotalus hor-
ridus;" and the leg became much swollen. We had him tied, thrown, 
and the wounded part scarified, in a few days he recovered, which is 
rather a proof that the means used alone saved the animal. Dr. Harlan, 
io\vever) states, " that, perhaps not more than one case out of ten would 
le nature." Common hartshorn, or volatile alkali, has 
» ^ a r d e d a s f n excellent remedy. The poor robin plantain, " Hier-
venosum, rattlesnake weed, a plant growing in dry woodlands, 
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from a negro, who, in a nude state, jumped into a tub filled wuhthes< 
i. , s j n t(,e presence of a number of persons; and, after being fre 
hnakes, in F counteracted the effects of the poison by swallow-quentiy bitten, entirelycoumeracua « j w a t e r plantain, 
leaf. It is said tl-a .its V t h e s e f n l e g j a r e c a r e f u i 
, b l ! » — 
is harmless when taken into d a p l a c e where the river August 26.—Half an hour s sea ch jiscovered^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
runs over a rocky bottom, wi banks, showing it was the cross-
was a little narrow Pa th m!** „n i r a a i s whose sagacity always leads them ing place of the deer and other animal* A 1 1 s h a n d s s e t to work with 
to select the most advantageoucrossirg s a t i s f ac ,i0n ofseeing 
pick and spade, and in a ; e « f the Canadian. .We now 
' 11 o l i r wagons safely over on the le 0f south, passing over a 
szasriff-f^s.»a t^v^sss rss. ;r r s""» a,-~of sssr *"• „„„ of -« V,-K ».--as * Shortly after Pas s l"fdubi t ab!e proof of the e x l s t 8". ha lf screened in 
£rL™!«s»j fesst-jra »ih; 
S - - K , a y we made a m«ch g a f p S " 
» 2 
SJSI s»t 0 
u 1 a Kl Vado de Piedr ? little ridge known few yards 
Esi i * 5 gggS 
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brink of an immense precipice, several hundred feet deep/and almost per-
peadicular, on both sides If the river." He continues, m the word, of 
Sir Stanley " We travelled fifty miles, the whole of which distan-e is 
bounded iu bv cliffs several hundred feet high, in many places perpen-
dicular. We at length came to the termination of the table land; but what 
a scene presented itseit! The valley oetaw couiu only j e reached by 
descending a frightful cliff of iron. 1,200 to 1,500 feet, and more or less pie-
cipitons " The exasperated accounts of travellers, with numerous tH.es of 
suffering for want of water, made us somewhat cautious in proceeding; 
but as we advanced, we became convinced that it was to be the most in-
teresting part of our journey. As we ascended the high ground we des-
cried a train of Santa Fe wagons, which had stopped to noon on a small 
creek four or five miles to the eastward of us. Anxious to hear from Ihe 
United States, we despatched a messenger to. them. On his let irri^he re-
ported the proprietors of the tram to be Dr. One!Ilyr, Dr. hast, i • 
McGuffin, and an English gentleman, whose name he did, n t asc< .. . 
They had left the. Slates but a lew days after our departure, and had 
neither pa^ r s nor intelligence. They had forty two w ^ o n s most of 
them capable of carrying 5,000 lbs. The wagons are made Usee n a. 
count ol the duty being charged per wagon. Having .M^wed I l " 
trail of the Cimmeron, they had experienced great difficulty in procur g 
water, often having been obliged to dig for it in the sandy -
rivers; nor did their difficulties end here, tor information has siin 
readied us that the duties had been raised to 10O dollars per mg* n . 
150 dollars for translating the l< manifesto" and that the regtila i • 
fiscating cotton goods as contraband had been rigidly enforced, 
camped at the head of a ravine about 4 miles from the river, an 
the same distance from the Santa Fe road. Our astronomical observations 
placed us in latitude 36° 12' 35".8, longitude 104° 26' 52'. Wesa>. 
numbers of the antelope, u Dicrsnoceruns furcifer, one band con an g 
nearly fifty. It has sometimes been called " antilocapra, but ] 0 
Cuvier offers an objection, for which he quotes the authority of babrici , 
" Nomina hybrida nullo modo tolleranda." l ie says the female has liorus. 
As we had not seen them with horns, Mr. Fitzpatrick was applied to w 
information, l ie says " they hnve horns, but it is not a genera t* •,» 
as by far the greater number have none." They are very grace u 
wonderfully fleet ; not bounding high like the deer, but running c , t . 
the ground, " ventre a terre ;" neither do they raise-the-tail, but spre«i 
in fan form. They do not turn the head in running,-but, the body iK J 
ing the same level, they seem to glide away like spirits, so quick y 
they disappear. Their hair is short and stiff, of a fawn color, except 
the buttocks, belly, and tail, which are white; horns black, and r e l , i a ^ ' 
able for their base taking its origin directly over the eye, which is lar© > 
round, and projecting. Although excessively shy, they become so J 
wildered by fear, or at times so excited by curiosity, as to rush bo ' y 
within reach of the rifle. Th$y are often enticed within shooting ^iS,;a!Vp 
by displaying a handkerchief on the end of a wiping-stick. When m 1J. 
neighborhood of the buffalo,. one can without difficulty approach (lul ^ 
near: then, however, no one wishes to destroy them, for the former atfor 
meat of finer flavor and in much greater quantity. Deer are numerous ni 
the bottom, often spring up quite close, and, raising their snowy tails, una 
their heads round to gaze on us, giving them a gentle motion like tu 
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-.-ibrati^n of to 
dians raise the fore fing- w m 0 W r i .. s a iwa- - : ' « r ^ j g S b s , 5 " 
bid from continued associmfon m M l l M t t ;5a^«g b , b ? ! f f U 2 9 , - W e started * » • « * * v ... ? . ...... , p l W 
short march in order to ., t«- n « r 
much jaded. Lieutenant ' M k ^ V . h ) o i K 0 t T I-«i t..-- awn - a n . 
eahonJthrou?h which it f t o « n , p — ' « * • * "•« 
da, or Canadian Tiver. A » « T S T E ht « * « « " « " rW, te. 
day, I think it best for each to « « = ^{. 
Lieutenant Pock proceeds as f • ^ enmuet Mqp* r i u a " 
two deep and impassable « « « * , W - ^ 
Within half a mile of the tart, A * T C , . } , . m & v t . ^ 
were oMised to d i s t a n t and CT„,ta - r , * * 
arrived at a point of a brow of the R R U awwun*. w: « a ,«®" 
the deep chasm below us f i n u w w - » » 
prepared to See a c a n n e J o O # B ; x t f c ^ o « • ^ ~ 
pointed in finding it • r € a r n&mixaum». ^nt 1 •• ^ 
however, sufficiently w«t*r. ITm ^ 
an idea of the wonderfol «&*_ y t r ^ n i a u w ; 
furrowed to the depth o f ^ ^ ^ ^ m u jriiu* us* 
sides were every where ^ ^ ^ a ^ w s f n rrv ! " « £ « £ , £ £ 
root in the crevices. A « inresssi® c*o*ni «" twwt 
smiling valley, covered wuh a i a ^ - - - torn r.iut r- -
I t c h f i n silent W W 
detached rode started a dee , . V tht- vmiirrtSavi s.-i.a. • . 
upon the dre.m in which l w ^ - u . ^ T w ^ -J* 
scene before me. Just rH^r ica : n i l , 3 0 ! **>. « 
river had formed «•«* «T « T!V - » ; ^ 
height, and as perfect w s r i f i 8 S tr vmir. - M * to ttu ««*. 
as above, v.*: brown sa®Ss» -
of water." , , * a T alniK tetet. n n l u 7"4 " x " ^ -
Our caravan wended «s « y - ^ t h r u u t r rr*«!»- j T w , -
AUtmrp from thft " W I ' 1 1 3 , hn-u>^ tr m> *** in-
wr idrt o t h e ^ ' s e ^ a r e pr ,F' " ! " j, „v,i« *»***• ^ouidovner u n»av • ^ <-«***?]• i** ^ 
detour we should --tr:_iu: ^ M n , ? • s-4 : 
would havecaased #ifl£X w _ v n , cx i i ^wl ^ 
r..-" i ~'5 
Kifex- - « r f 
T-Uih -flr»r.ks of driers, ® ;sW6lRSW^ 
W c gisja g«?r a8«». teilvtoflf w ' ' ' h 4 ^ ^ 
curlew *' S a a w t e l o w s r w o s m j . ?-»»>. ^ A " 
. R^-rvi ras lns toneac***? w .«. v ^ 
ron.e" It a p p e ^ perfor.lt i w w ^ . * 
,ies of man : stood qvuclu . with *»*?*• >„ umV;s „„ a ! , o:'«^c ^sXiaassza^ - — 
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surface. We afterwards passed several of these ponds in the open prairie. 
There have evidently been heavy rains here lately. Although we had 
endeavored to keep well out from the river, we suddenly came upon a 
canon which extend'd some distance into the prairie. W hile the caravan 
followed it u*\ in order to head it, 1 went across, the better to keep our 
bearinss, an /was sitting under some cedar trees, filling np the sketch ol 
the route, when 1 heard the sharp fine of the rifle, and, shortly after, the 
clattering of hoofs on the hard rocks. HTwas hot a moment, when a large 
doe came bounding by. 1 gave her a passing shot, but without effect, 
then mounted my mule, and struck towaids our trail. I found that 
Hatcher had just killed an otter,41 Lutra Canadensis. He had seen sev-
eral in the pools which lay in the bottom of the canon, but only succeeded 
in getting this one. Not long after, having joined the camp, and whilst 
crossing a sandy reach, a small biack cloud, which had been lowering in 
the east, suddenly enlarged and burst upon us with all the lury «> a 
hungry tiger. The storm was terrific. Trie thunder crashed as il new 
canons had been riven. Hail stcnes ts large us musket balls ean.e m 
profusion, pouring down obliquely, sud driven by the force ol a atrong 
wind. Many endeavored to shelter themselves from the pittiless pelting 
by taking refuge under the lee of the wagons, which were scattered 
about in all directions, for the mules became ungovernable; but finding 
an attempt to escape from the storm useless, the leaders turned couip eie-
ly round, in order to be sheltered by those behind. My mule was one or 
the most whimsical in the band, and commenced moving about as it Me 
thought J was pelting her with the bail stones. Ever and anon she 
would wince, as one struck her in some very sensitive part ot the body, 
when at length, taxed beyond endurance, she humped her back hke an 
angry cat. Knowing what would follow such a demonstration, * *iuic ). 
dismounted and took shelter under her lee. \\ hat a situation! 1 he hai 
stones had piled up so as to form dams between the tussocks of red grass, 
and the rain which accompanied them caused the hard ground to be 
covered ankle-deep in water, while the hail which whitened the prairie 
was one and a half inch deep. Many of the hail Mones did not melt mitn 
next morning. It would have been a laughable scene to a disinteresten 
looker-on, if I may judge from the effect a rude sketch produced on an 
untutored Indian. But we could not enjoy it. We had been drenched to 
the skin, and the reduction of temperature which suddenly followed was 
so great that we were nearly frozen. The storm was over in less than an 
hour. We had been loc king for water, that we might encamp. Instead 
cf dry ravines, we now found impassable torrents ; and, as they bore along 
in their rapid currents huge fragments of fallen rock, we readily conceived 
the manner in which the deep channels had been excavated. With some 
difficulty we succeeded in passing one of the shallow streams, and formed 
our camp on a rock above. As there was a little dry grass in a neigh-
boring valley, we concluded to remain ; and by the means of a few moist 
rags which we sprinkled with powder, and a part of the inside of an old 
log which had not been wet by the rain, we weie soon enabled to light our 
camp fire, when the huge piles of dead cedar which we had heaped upon 
it sent forth a genial heat. We again began to recover our spirits ; and as 
we sat by our fires, contemplating the well loaded roasting slicks, (from an 
ox which had been killed upon the occasion,) unusual cheerfulness per-
W '• M ^ 0$. ?: ISS-: 
25 I J 
, , ...0 .1.' s - ' — * — - * " " " " " 
Although we had purposed l U e ;Uf)enoB of the Canadi-
,'1' ""6"' "' ""C"*a*°"" 
main Time to recruit after the severe ) l " I " L.KHU^ of the prairie. 
™er "distance of "25 miles. In a hwd, flat ^ ^ SKW ? r e a ; 
which looked as if U vvas somemue^ ^ ^ d i , l a l l C e in 
numbers of Antelope. * f d l c ' J cauii»usly toward then , 
of the main bodv, hud dismoun. w | , ich enlarged with the quickness 
\ ,rr n-ir^ We soon — — . Xnt ions an«i, 
expected, having seen large heaps o ^ a p p l o a c h ; at 
« S S s & s « ^ 
s*rass, on which our auimals l w u r m o u u i e d o l l r horses end surted 
In the afternoon, Lieutenant Peek a n t t Nye were caught on tne 
off t niake an examination of a trihu,.avy canon, and at 
tongue of land which separates the t ^ s t € r R precipice from 150 to 
length found ourselves upon the bra. ^ ^ ^ an i m p ^ a b t e mvine. 
200 feet perpendicular, and %no"inls to join the river. F t .-These uniting at our feet, swept onwards ^ ^ m d e n m course, silent 
the bottom a small stream of w**e*.g w e r e c l U down vertically, so as to i \r!th(n\ The rocks on both sides were T h e detritus, which 
render it impossible & - ^ " ^ J ^ ^ h a d a c e m n u ^ formed™ ™"_ 
, b e w h f c ~ strewed with higt ly 
engaged from the vertical w a l J S d a ^^ k e S "ed by oxidation,and harmonized 
e ^ n o u s sandstone, rus y and ^ k e n e a j ^ w e g a z e d O B the rude 
well with the dark green itoUage °J h e £ b y o n r intrusion o ^ 
disorder, some buzzards starti . apparitions so unusual. Silence 
cled around, as it amazed at g seemed oppressive. Singling a 
hung heavy around—so he y * move intent on breaking the stillness 
bird which circled over head,^ , deafening. At last the 
than in directing my ami. ' »< s llent. Fully satisfied with 
many echoes died away,and all agaui l t l t h e accompanying 
wsisii££% rs^ rKt«,,»s. »•« «, >«*-
tude 104° 10 19'• , t n u m b e t s of wild horses, " Equus 
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duced by the Spaniards. The Indians we met use them for riding, while 
others only pursue and take them for the meat which they afford, which 
is said to be well flavored and preferable to that of the antelope. In our 
iomnev to-day we have been forced to bear strongly towards the east, in 
order to avoid the deep guSUes which*!!! rainy weather, serve to drain the 
elevated plain upon which we now found ourselves; for, on looking to I 
the couth, we saw it suddenly break off, and the eye plunged into an J 
ocean of mist floating over a piairie of indefinite extent far below, now and 
then pierced by the tops of seeming islands, whose summits, on a level 
with our feet, had once formed an integral portion of this plain. Here 
the river escapes from the jaws of the canon, where the rocks arc piled 
up to the height of 6110 feet. Being every where covered with a dense 
growth of limber, they present very much the appearance of rising moun-
tains, and were mistaken by Kendall, who approached them from below, 
on his expedition to Santa Fe, for the eastern spur of the Rocky moun-
tains. The valley of the Canadian, 4 or 5(H) feet below, lay spread out 
to the breadth of 12 or 15 miles, roughened by isolated ledges of rock 
and curiously shaped buttes, being bounded on the opposite side byclitts 
scarce!v discernahie. It was in vain that we endeavored to trace the 
meandering of the ravine, which was faintly marked by a few cotton-wood 
trees that grew on its banks, as they were soon lost in the haze which 
hung like a mantle over the valley. We were much struck with 'he sin-
gular appearance of the lower strata of rocks, which here assumed a red 
or bright scarlet appearance. The crest of the bluff bounding the p am 
upon which we were now situated runs off in a direction slightiy norm 
of east for 12 or 15 miles ; then, turning suddenly, bears northeast, ana 
finally north as far as the eye can reach, so that all further progress is com-
pletely intercepted by a cliff from 4 to 501) feet high. , 
Continuing our journey, and constantly forced by the nature of tae 
country still further from the river, we reached a passable camping ground 
in the bottom of a small ravine, and turned our animals out to graze, hav-
ing made a march of 22 miles.. We found here plenty of grapes and 
plums—the latter not yet fully-tipe^ This country abounds with, timber, 
and, on an elevated ground, to the east of us, is a fine grove of _i»»,,,crr 
Among the animals we noticed to-day were several land turtles, u Cistuda 
clausa," which doubtless feed on a species of fungi which is often seen 
on the plains, and resembles the common mushroom, except the lamall®, 
which are colorless. 
Sunday. Avguxt 31.—As we found ourselves getting still further from 
the route we wished to pursue, and the way every hour becoming worse, 
it was resolved to attempt the descent. After travelling one mile and a 
half, we found ourselves on the edge of the precipice which separated us 
from the plain below. After some search, a point was discovered at which 
we thought it possible to descend. Whilst endeavoring to find a better 
route, my mule started down an inclination so abrupt, that she commenced 
. sliding along without power to stop. When we came to a place nearly 
two feet perpendicular, 1 held my breath as she shot over, arid found my-
self seated on her neck; when, quickly turning her head up hill, I man-
aged to dismount and replace the saddle. After a series of mishaps, 
among which the most serious was the breaking of my gun-stock, 1 
succeeded in reaching the bottom, and found Mr. Fitzpatrick, who had 
also preceded the caravan for the purpose, reconnoitring. Although he 
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drink last night. On leaving the camp, we had taken a direction varying 
a lutle from southeast, with the intention of passing to the left of a distant 
"but te ," which seemed to he the last of the rocky range, and which 
formed the divide between the 44 Arroyo de los Yutas" and the Canadian; 
but, as we advanced into the hills, the travelling became extremely diffi-
cult, on account of the continued occurrence of sand and cut rock, and ] 
we were glad to return to the valley of the 44 Arroyo," and content our- j 
selves with following its windings This stream, which last evening pre- 1 
sen ted only pools of standing water, had here, from the accession of sev-
eral smali streams, and probably fiom springs rising out of the sand, be-
come some yards in width, with a rapid current, and, where we crossed, 
(16 miles below,) had lost so much of the salt taste as to be palatable. 
The water was highly colored by the red sedimentary matter derived from 
the rocks and soil. 
The valley, though sandy, appeared fertile, being covered with high crass 
and multitudes of yellow flowering plants. T h e numerous beautiful au-
tumnal flowers we passed to-day recalled the idea of an immense flower 
garden, and cairied us back to the time when we first struck the Missouri 
prairies. Among the many varieties scattered around in wild profusion, 
we observed the Adam's needle, " Y ucca augustifolia," the sensitive plant, 
"Schraukia augustata," species of convolvulacere, leguminose®, and so-
laneas. A grove of large cotton-wood, surrounded by a natural meadow 
of fine tall grass, made our camp one of the best we had found; and,as 
our animals were nibbling the choice food, we took a stroll to a high 
44 butte," four miles distant, from which we obtained an extensive view of 
the neighboring country. Just below, the valley seemed barred by a trans-
verse ridge, through which the stream had cut a narrow gateway. To 
the south the beautiful valley of the Canadian spread out, covcred with 
scattering 44 buttes," amongst which we saw a band of mustangs. A heavy 
line of timber marked the course of the river itself, and we judged that 
we were still 12 miles distant from ii, but were inexpressibly satisfied to 
find that it was now making northing. T h e hill we had ascended dif-
fered in appearance from those we had been accustomed to see, having, 
instead of the abrupt ascent, with sharp crest and flattened top, a gently 
rounded surface, and was covered with pebbles which bore evidence of 
the action of water, as they were much rounded by attrition. With them 
we feund a great intermixture of coarse gravel: it resembled in many 
respects the morains so abundant in many parts of eastern Massachusetts. 
In the neighborhood of the camp were quails,44 Perdix Virginianus," whist-
ling in the prairies. As we listened to the familiar note,44 Bob White, 'it 
seemed as if some old friend would suddenly appear. We also whistled 
4i Hob White," in hopes to lure him into view, for it was the first we had 
heard on our route since leaving Bent's Fort. We experienced some dif-
ficulty in crossing the streams which intersected our trail. Although now 
dry, yet they are deep, and the banks cut vertically by the immense bod-
ies of water which rush through during the rainy season; for these little 
ravines carry off the drainage of a wide extent of prairie, whose surface, 
~aked in the hot sun, absorbs but little of the water which the clouds 
sometimes so boisterously shower upon them. We found on the plain a 
specimen of arcaceai, commonly called "musqui t , " which the Indians 
Manufacture into a farinaceous preparation similar to the 44 pinole" of the 
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Canadian however, is retained as expressive of the nature of the channel 
through which it flow*. T h e bottom in which we encamped la even 
where covered with various species of cactus, the sharp spines of which 
penetrated our moccasins, making it painful m walk ahout. 1 here is a 
plant still more annoying, commonly called 44 Sand-bur. I his is a dimin-
utive plant, lying close to the sandy surface, loaded with a profusion of 
little burs, which attach themselves to our clothes and blankets by their 
sharp prickles, and adhere with great tenacity. Amongst the sylva, the 
hackberry. " Celtis crassifolia," is quite common, and we observed, for the 
first time, an extensive grove of the pride of India, " Mclia azederach a 
tree gifted with a beautiful form and dense foliage, not more than 30 feet 
in height, and covered with yellow fruit, containing a single nut having 
a pulpy exterior, which was exceedingly disagreeable to the taste, and so 
pungent that it was a long lime before I could get rid of the unpleasant 
impression it produced. T h e trees were every where loaded with heavy-
masses of grape vines, " Nilis aestivalis," which aftoided the whole camp 
a great abundance of fruit. As we gathered the rich purple clusters, we 
thought they equalled in flavor any of the cultivated varieties. It was 
now the fruit season of the broad-leafed cactus, " U. opnntia, and tne\ 
were every where in great abundance, and of a size exceeding any we had 
hitherto met with, some being 3.J inches in length. In their ilavutiie 
raspberry and water melon seemed mingled. They are sweet, cool g. 
highly mucilaginous, and filled with llat, whitish seed, andwnsideiea 
preferable to the grapes. We frequently paid dearly for handling t 1 
the little spines being barbed like a fish hook. We saw to- > g 
quantities of the " musquit," or muskeet, covered with Us long s * 
formed legumes. T h e creek is well timbered, but the high roc s . » • 
it until we reach the very verge. At this place is what is cal e 
"Spanish Crossing," where the people of New Mexico pass wit.. pa 
mules on their way to and from the Camanche country. Two deeply cu 
ruts gave to the trail the appearance of a wagon road, but their sometimes 
variable parallelism showed that they were formed principally by the lee 
of passing animals. We noticed a variety of cactus here,u Cactus e.atior ^  
the joints were ovate and obiong, covered with exceedingly long 
On opening several of the pericarps we found them defective, containing 
only six or eight small seed. This plant was very troublesome to ou 
animals; for when touched, the joints would iiy olf, adhere to the ties . 
and cause much pain. The restiveness of the mules made it very diflicu 
to remove these barbed spines, particularly as we were obliged to use tne 
knife, in order to save the fingers. 
September 3.—We commenced following the " Goo al-pa," meeting win 
scarcely any obstructions, although the road was strewed with the broken 
axletrees of the Spanish carts which had preceded us. On the way we 
found quantities of luscious plums on the sand hills, although some 
wanted a little longer exposure to the ripening sun. We camped in tne 
Canadian bottom again, near an old Spanish camp; there we found a few 
poles, upon which some withered leaves still remained, showing they had 
been cut this season; and the pickets to which the animals had been 
attached were still standing. . 
Before reaching the river, we again fell in with the trail which we had 
left yesterday, and which we found bore to the north only for the pur-
pose of cutting off a deep bend of the river. Soon after our tents were 
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not been for the fruit, one might liken to sailor's duff. They kindly sent 
some to our mess, and, at that time, we thought it excellent. 
VVe were now getting into a country where the utmost precaution became 
necessary to guard against the surprise or attack of the roving Camanches. 
\ dav or two previous, we had seen the telegraphic signal-fires, and the 
answering smoke, which conveyed the intelligence of strangers, ana per. 
haps enemies, in the country, to the main band, which we supposed to be 
near, Mr. Fitxpatrick directed the enclosure of a " kraal," which we 
formed by felling large trees, and arranging them in such a manner as to 
describe the arc of a circle, interlacing them with small branches, and the 
remainder of the circle completed by the wagons and tents, giving us a 
nreuv strong position of defence, and winch would enable us to make a 
successful resistance, unless completely overwhelmed by numbers, hese 
precautions were never afterwards neglected while travelling through the 
Camanche country, when we were able to find the necessary timber. 
When wood could'not be found, we endeavored to make such a selection 
for the position of our camp as afforded some natural obstruction, such 
as a deep ravine, a bluff bank, with which our wagons could be » dis-
posed as to render abortive any attempt to charge through the camp, wnicn 
is the most usual mode of attack. 
The Spaniards appear to have u cached " their " cairetas at this pla-e 
previous to their entering the Indian country, as the road here changes from 
a wagon trail to a bridle path. This idea was further ' l h e 
appearance of a cart, made in the rude style of the Spaniards of . - • 
Two eccentric wheels, not exactly circular, formed by sawing off the en 
of larg2 logs, and rimming them with pieces of timber to increas®. 
diameter, presented an appearance not dissimilar to the wheels some. 
seen for crushing apples in a primitive cider press. They were per ora 
in the neighborhood of the centre, to receive an axletree of cotton-wooa. 
A suitable pole, and a little square box of wicker-work, completed tne 
laughable machine. The appearance of the identical cause unravelled to 
us the curious irregularities observed in the path, and fully accounted lor 
the numerous fragments we had noticed along the trail. We found er^  
—a great number of wild turkeys, and a hue flock ol ducKsT On 
in the direction of our yesterday's camp, immense columns of smoke were 
seen still rolling upwards to the sky, and towards night the reddish glare 
caused some apprehension lest the fire should reach our camp. 
September 5.—We continued on the same trail as yesterday until aboii. 
8 o'clock, when, finding that we were rapidly diverging from the river, we 
were forced to leave it, and to shape our course almost direct for t ie 
" Goo-al-pa." We passed through a sandy country similar to that throng 
which we travelled yesterday, and, after a toilsome march of IT m|^s> 
reached the bank, canoned by bluff escarpment UK) feet high, and abso-
lutely impossible of descent. We were obliged to make a retrograde 
movement, and camped in a deep tortuous ravine, where we found a 
little stream of clear water, in which I had a delightful bath where i 
made a very abrupt bend back on itself, and seemed enclosed by a coli-
seum of rocks. The valley appeared full of grane vines, and the trouble-
some sand-burs covered the ground. In one oi the crevices of the rocKs 
we found a polecat, " Mephitis Americana." The French people who 
were with us caught it. and ate it. The odor, however^ was too pun-
gent to suit every one's olfactories. We saw to-day an abundance o 
musquit, a species of " leguminosea?," which has been thought by some 
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rwrsons to bfi the same as the " acacia Arabica." It is a thorny shrub, 
scarcely «ver attaining the height of 5 feet. The legumes are long, 
sabre-form, cylindrical; and nearly white, filled with a solid substance o. 
sweetish taste, and from which the Camanches and K . o ^ y s - u f e " 
tare a kind of flour. Gregg states that in some of the lerule \ alleys 01 
Chihuahua tt attains the height of 30 and 40 feet, wuh f [ 0 ^ ^ ^ 
2 in diameter. We saw here an abundance of the ^a.^.nai nower 
(« lobelia caruinalis.") They looked most brilliantly as they g ^ ened n 
bright scarlet array among the green plants whjphgrew «oJux»"an 'y 
ferruginous composition w h l c J ; b J h t g h a d F i t n o t been for their peculiar 
had become so completely oxidized that, of iron ore. Ante-
shape, they might have been mistaken , £ o v e r e d w i t h shore larks, 
lopes are abundant, and, as usual, the p , w a i n s o n We saw them 
("aianda alpestns ,») the « alanda corn ta of Strainwn. 
in abundance on the plains during , l h e commons about the 
little birds are found during the win »ar«eraone Mexicana." 
city of Washington. We also fou.*d ^nd " arundo canaden-
and yucca, of the plains; the" populus - ^ ^ «tvphaiatifolia," 
sis," near the streams; and m the ' 
nvmphea lutea," and " ^ ' ' ^ ' a ^ ' j oii the level prairie, we at-
r 6.—After quite a pleasant ° " ^ w J h i g h b a n k s 
tempted to reach the ri ver, and. k n S b y the way of a tributary 
which coasted it, we undertook toteach . a r J J e y h U l s yatld dales, we 
ravine; and after a terrtbiy rough j > DD[rl o t d e r to extricate the 
were glad to avail ourselves of t h ® ^ X t g o n tnuleS had entirely 
party from this difficult pass. J the cavalcade; and before 
given out, and were r « P ^ C e d j 4 n u n e to break the tongue of one of the reaching camp we had tne BHSKM 
wagrms^ , . „ n e a s v to-day by the discovery of an Indian 
We were made^hi t l e n c^ l - , , ;„j, g b a w s d that Indians were near, 
trail, the breadth a n d f r e s h n e s s f ^ feeds m l d e r t h e canopy of 
and in great numbers, l o ninnt l n o u s ) y that there was more 
the starry heavens, which * n t i o l ) S than in endeavoring to sleep, 
pleasure in tracing. the ™ c o n e rfi b r i g h t n e s s of a prune 
Every one must be s t r ^ k w tn h e r e . T h i s property of the 
sky, due to the singular purity oi i i n which meat can be 
atmosphere is also exemplified by the j a n ^ 
cured, merely by d l 7 i n » . [ abundant, we noticed theartemisia 
Among the plants whidh « « * c h a r a c terist ic of the plains since 
and the "cucurbita aurantia, wn y i t h e dry ponds or buffalo 
leaving Bent's fort. We also fou g d e s c r i b e s i t a s peculiar 
wallows, the » niyrtin a probosc^ . s i l a r that we could not notice 
to Vera Cruz; a t t r ibuestoi tuai ts s T presume that often when 
the plant without relating t h e 1 " ' " J h i h ti(jes, you must see fishes the shores of Vera Cruz are oveflowedby higr. t.a ^ o f f . ^ 
caught by this plant, forthe stem o r ^ ^ I ^ e l a s d c a n d h a r d a s horn. 
p , 5 " a a i J S ?» «£., i« to™. !h*« wi,h bl,Ck' 
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as if they were filled with globules of quicksilver. Now, the lastre o' 
this light is a further bait to attract the fishes." Horned lizards, <• azama 
comma," are also in abundance, and increased in number as we pro-
ceeded. Dr. Harlan describes a second variety, which is called the 
agama Douglassil," bat confines its habitation to the plains of Oregon 
or the Colombia river. Although we did not bring specimen:* all theway 
with lis, we noticed many with the horns not well developed, and since 
we have had an opportunity of comparing the two agamas, have con-
cluded that the " A. Douglassii " inhabit the region through which we are 
now passing. 
We find the Canadian still increasing in width and velocity of its 
waters, which have now a deep tinge, and justly merit the name of 
Colorado. 
A fine series of observations gave us a latitude of 35° 31' 36", and lon-
gitude 102° 47' 02" west of Greenwich. 
Sunday, September 7.—Camp 25.—Before \re had proceeded far, we 
struck into an Indian trail, and saw from the freshness of the track thai a 
party had recently passed. As the trail leaves the river here, and bears 
towards the divide, we congratulated ourselves that by leaving it for the 
bank ot the river, we had missed their village, which we were not par-
ticularly anxious to see at that time. 
I he Indians are remarkable hi the skill displayed in the selection of 
their trails, which are always the most practicable routes through the 
country; but as they have no wagons to incumber them, we were some-
times led into difficulties which required the constant exercise of our in-
genuity to overcome; nevertheless, we clung closely to the trail, as it, at 
least, afforded an excellent guide to the best wagon road. We followed 
on, and found the bluffs levelling and the travelling improving. A few 
miles brought us to the site of an old Indian camp. We noticed pecu-
liarities which showed that it belonged to a different tribe from those we 
lad hitherto been acquainted with. The singular ring, with stones • 
m ^ ^ d i n ^ t h e centr#, marked the site of the 14 medicine Mire,'' abo 
s no w e d rfiTrrfr had -been eccup I e l^- hy_--4h e- C am a i; r, h r r As_ther e weie 
tew traces ot lodges having been used, but principally rude wigwams ~ 
Hatcher pronounced that they had belonged to the Buffalo Eaters, one ot 
me most ferocious bands of the Carnanche nation. This band follow 
me migratory herds of buffaloes, eat their flesh, and clothe themselves in 
meir skins. I he discovery of this encampment led us to suppose that 
eir .avorite game must be at hand, and in this we were confirmed by 
seemg tracks of buffaloes in the sand a little further on. Crossing a 
stream we ound under some cottonwoods close to the margin of the 
th?m! V T T * 5mrbeys o f l h e i r fires' which, with the fresh track in 
reLd h^rpSianf7 • ! ° n v e r ' i r i d u c e d us believe that they had 
attention "n i • J 7 e w e r e c a r e^u^y examining the spot, our 
of sorrp 7 " r y a r e m a r k a b l e sornid resembling the cry 
g [ e a ! LStrfSS' 0 , 1 marching for the cause, we found a 
Pen bus sh tin i f i 8 ^°T f r°* b v t h e a , , d w b 0 f 
Wished to spp hmi tl C a U Sfd t h e *hich attracted our attention. We 
cher drawl no- hi* ? n a k e would manage to gulp him down, but Hat-
fated the serfLnt " t T r11 before anY o n e could speak, had decapi-
Lped i m o X water S ' d " ! ? l n m s c i f « liberty/ immediately 
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The sandy bed of the river is here 100 yards wide . t he ™ 
dled to a small stream bv the absorbing material through which it fl< , 
is slowly meandering, aud as we travel on is alternately " s>nf a "£ dt.ap-
nearina After a march of 19 miles we again formed our kraa, in We 
bottom; but no sooner were our tents pitched, than we were attacked by 
Syrial; of masketoes, which not only drove sleep from our eyes, but the 
' d Our'road°to day w everywhere beautified by a lusuruniMirntusion .^ 
plum trees and grape vines/and our disappointment was grea. ™ finding 
the fruit had been taken by the Indians who had recentiv passed The 
nil t outh the deep sand was still matked with strong impressions of 
he feet of their mnlef and horses. In the neighborhood of our camp « 
found several coveys of quails. One of them having alighted on the tall 
cottonwood, we requested Hatcher to try his s k l ' ! "cvered from 
report of the gun, the bird fell to the ground 'ts head severed ta 
the body. Not having met with game, we killed an ox to da\ ,wni n 
proved to be very fat, and afforded us the e n j o y ^ n t w h i c h c a n o n ^ b 
experienced by those who have been encamped on a desolate 
Here every little comfort becomes magnified he 
inhospitably which surrounds us, and increases the satisfaction ot tne 
triumphs achieved over the difficulties and obstac es which such a siU a-
Uou produces. Great is the pleasure we enjoy when nronnd 
the laughing flames of a warm fire, and see the choice pie . -
hissing before it, with appetites excited by the ' c 
match! and slimulated by the savoury incense * hich arise. 
S " t ^ r t w e still continued to follow the Indian trail, which we 
find of the greatest assistance in travelling over these tiac' e. . . 
although it sometimes lay along the bottom, and sometimes ascended the 
bluff, yet always affording a good guide to the best route. j 
In the morning an Indian showed himselt on the t hiU* * h o ^ « e a 
to be a scout He continued to travel abreast ot us for ha.i an hour, ana 
always at a respectful distance. He resisted all invitations to join us, and 
cveii refold ^ oflieet a. single horseman sent from our party. Having Sft -
isfied himself, he turned over the iiirr , The appnndon 
of this strange character convinced vis that there was a party near, anu 
kept those disposed to straggle very close to the main body during the re-
'"Tbout °noon wTfaund a stream of delightful cool water, which ran 
swiftlv along the bottom of a deep-cut ravine, completely shaded from the 
sultry sun by the luxuriant growth of grass aud reeds which overtopped 
the backs of our mules. We frequently stopped and dank of the pure 
stream as we followed it to its source in order to head if., as we could not 
cross without great difficulty. t , . , 
Shortly after we saw two largo patches of ground covered with a seem-
in^ coralline formation, whereupon 1 nontenant Peek aud myself dismount-
ed to procure specimens. We found the madrepore structure wanting; 
and concluded, from its peculiar friability and composition, that it must be 
a silicious deposite of some extinct thermal spring. 
We were now slowly advancing up the long slope of a sandy bill, when, 
peepin0" over the rida;e, we saw a deep ravine, the bottom ot which was 
covered with buffaloes. We all silently drew up in a line along the ti&n 
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of the bluff, that we might obtain a view of the first band of buffaloes we 
had seen on the Canadian. Some were quietly feeding on the nutritious 
vegetation ; others lazily reclining on tho tender grass,chewing the cud-
here and there clouds of dust ascending, from the midst of which the hok 
tow bellowing of bulls was heard dashing at each other in dread combat. 
Whilst regaiing our eyes with this g!ad sight, an old voyageur was de-
spatched in the anticipation of luxuriating on the fat ribs and tenderloins; 
but some ol the animals perceiving him, the alarm was instantly given 
throughout the baud, and we saw them all gallop away, and disappear be-
hind the hills. \\ e were not, however, doomed to be disappointed, for, 
before concluding our march, Hatcher came in with a tine fat cow thrown 
across his mule. Having showed him where we should encamp, he again 
sallied forth, and soon returned with three mules laden with the meat of 
lour buffaloes which he had killed from the same herd. When a hunter 
succeeds in approaching a herd undiscovered, he can often kill as many 
as ten or fifteen without 44 raising" the band. They pay very little atten-
tion to their fallen companions, unless an unsuccessful shot strikes and 
wounds one that communicates his fright to the rest of the baud. The 
bulls and calves are scarcely ever used. The former are sometimes killed 
in the spring, but at all other seasons their flesh is said to he rank and 
unpleasant. In shooting the cows the hunter always selects the fattest 
in the band. In butchering them the skin is cut open on the back* and 
the meat on each side of the long spines ot the vertebral column, termed 
the 4< fleece," is then removed,and the spines themselves, broken off close 
to the vertebra, form that part called the " hump ribs," a favorite part; 
then come the '' bass," just back of the neck, the side ribs, and tongue. 
The remainder is generally left to the wolves. Sometimes the large bones 
of the legs are brought in for the marrow, which, When roasted, is deli-
cious; much resembling butter, and of a deep yellow color. This animal 
is termed by most writers the " bos Americanus," and is said to be indi-
genous. They are generally of a dark-brown color, although gome have 
been seen almost white ; yet such may be considered anomalies, and are so 
_J^ry_ima^liaLMLji_tznatrick tells me that during his long residence of 
upwards of twenty years in this country, he had seen only two or tnweT^  
1 he hair about the head and beard is very long, gradually diminishing to 
the furthest edge of the scapula, where it changes to the usual length of 
that of the common ox. The tail is very short, reaching only to the 
* oughs, and is tufted. In running, and when the animal is excited, its 
tail is erected as a banner of defiance. The underside of the fore-arm is 
leavily claa with iong hair, giving a singular appearance to the animal 
ent in motion. I he cow is smaller, and her hair more uniform in 
length, as well as the diameter of the horn, which in the bull varies rap-
S i y t h l s-1 ® s e ,x e s a r e e a s i , y distinguished, even by a glance at the 
skull, many of which we examined and sketched. The eye is remark-
8, W l t h g r e a t m o b i % ; becomes enlarged and inflamed 
* " d « » » » » * N* «f 
pa^ ions^w^r ' t V^ e n °D a c^ase> being separated from my com-
iarge bull whirh^Tk 1 8 ' t 0 c a r nP' w h e n my attention was attracted to a 
trailing on the ^ fpi-ne> a a d h i s h i n d I e g S W 6 i e 
quite near he n L ^ I Having succeeded in approaching him, when 
> , and such was the ferocity depicted on his iront, 
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f W mv horse (which, in the excitement of the chase, had home me un 
s n U l v through the midst of the herd ; now seemed penectly ap 
S e d aSd « E d b e n e a t h the fcry gtom* of the m.urmted ammal. I 
plied my spurs in vain, for my horse commenced. to ^ 
z ™ S»r-5^; flft {».~p£ 
maus?v, with arched back bristlmg like a doubles* he was 
feMciiy. A , , i . . 
on the watch for .he wounded - t h e h u n t e r s 
hands to attack the infirm and wounaea, err u ucv 
' T h e buffalo almost invariably moves in « " l ^ g t 
on the fore-arm flutters about jibe a pai:r« ®al " c f m s j s l j n „ 0f the hump 
spinous processes of the anterior ^ These animals were observed 
ribs, measure from U to 2 fee n lengthy a n d also in 
Pennsylvania.^8 They a t o existed wild in the State of Kentucky as late 
^ We pftched'our tents at night on a b ^ M r S d T o f on' 
the bluff, which herNev C 0 , ^ S p | 3 n t y „f good meat, and the utmost 
camp being open, " e «.-a no p - l w : t u, t a n < i j n f i r a drizzling 
hilarity prevailed throughout the with 
ram which commenced just. at n g • f ^ opposite 
the buffaloes, we noticed a wUlThfidea that it might 
bank, and made the accompanying sketch ot it, witn tnt 
be useful as a land-mark to fnture trave - . ^ w e remained in 
S-ptemtwr 9 . - T h e rant snll i t i n ,hin slices, 
camp all day to -'make meat, whi • when it is packed in bales 
and nutting it on scaffolds over the fire to dry, when it p. 
formed of hard dressed leather, called " par fleche perfectly 
For several days p r e e n s we I a d e n « U o In ^ ^ ^ 
signs in ordur .o inouce ni ,««&• Ke near quickly returned 
l o S 11TJ the a fternoorf, a few Indians shewed themselves on the top 
o f t h e h i l l whidt commanded the open side of our camp. ^ a . m e 
thev refused all our invitations to visit u s ; but on displaying <1 v> \ it A OJ 
thev ventured into the valley, where Mr. Fitzpatrick met them, and suc-
ceeded in inducing them to accompany him into camp, when we found 
them to bo a band of the " Buffalo Eaters." T heir fears once diepehed, 
thev became nuite familiar, and examined our equipments and wagons 
with child like interest. Wishing to conciliate them, we gave them as 
much as possible, setting before them such eatables as our camp afforded, 
and presented them with some tobacco. They ate voraciously, and tasted 
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the coffee which was prepared for them, but did not appear to relish it. 
We noticed one who before raising the cup to his l i p , dipped his fore-
finger in the cup, and crossed himself, in imitation of what he had seen 
done bv the Spaniards, with whom they hold some intercourse. They 
asked for pain? for their squaws, which we were obliged to deny them 
for this essential article in Indian negotiations formed no part of our out' 
They appeared dirty and mean—were badly dressed, but had fine 
horses, which must have been obtained in the incursions upon the traders 
of New Mexico, as was evident from their bridles and saddles, which 
were of Spanish make. .Having explained to them the nation to which 
we belonged, and the peaceable nature of our mission, they expressed 
their satisfaction, and, mounting their horses, rode off to rejoin their village. 
The river had been rising gradually during the day. On hearing a 
rush of water, and looking out, we saw a foaming torrent bearing rapidly 
along with it trunks and branches of trees, and appeared as if it had been 
pent up by a barrier which, suddenly yielding to accumulating pressure, 
had permitted the stream to rush forth. The river immediately doubled! 
in depth and velocity, and, for a moment, threatened to deluge our camp, 
and at once dissipate our hope of being able to cross it and pursue our 
journey on the opposite side. We were, therefore, forced to clear away 
along the base ot the bluff. The men fell to work in good earnest, and 
the road was completed for the wagons before night T h e bottom here 
is pretty wide, and bears marks of fertility, and is walled up by bluffs 
100 feet high. These render the travelling difficult, as the river con-
tinually approaches close to their bases; so that it is necessary to ascend 
and descend the steeps every half mile. 
We have tiie wild turkey in abundance in the neighborhood of our 
camp, and as they persisted in retaining possession of their accustomed 
roots, our men had a fine opportunity of trying their skill in shooting 
them. 
September 10.—At an early hour in the morning we were on our way, 
and soon leaving the bottom, entered a more desolate country than we 
nau Hitherto seem i hu m^ir~atttr-drv table-lauds wero mvpyvwi with but 
a few scattered plants, and were altogether desert-like. — 
I he cacti and musquit were most abundant. In one place we noticed 
a quantity of the long pods of the last mentioned plant, which had evi-
dently been thrown there by human hands. Whilst riding over a sandy 
waste we noticed a most delicious fragrance, which was to us, travelling 
on is wild desert, more sweet than blossoming orange groves or eastern 
Dowers of roses, such as perfume the famed valley of Cashmere. Ail this 
sweetness arose from an unattractive little aster—a species of "composi-
i ' , w l lc"> growing in the barren sand, seemed intended to counteract, 
by pleasant sensations, the disagreeable effect of the burning reflections 
produced by the soil upon which it grew. 
en^W°inc,W e d lfh.t l n i i a i ? t r r i i l w i t h d i f f i c u l t y> it was, now and then, 
their tomp w f ^ h a d P u r P o s e ' y endeavored to prevent our following 
xnuddv wiih T " " T a p p r o a c h e d the river, we found it swollen and ""jaay, with a very rapid current. 
incr,™lblehthif i m p r e S f ^ b y l h e b a , r r e n n c s s o f the country, it appeared 
The Indians ha^e'io f ' i T C 0 U i d ° b t a i » l h e i r Mbsi.te.iM from it. 
camp. Thev aoneir u s day,but have not ventured into 
P hey appear suspicious as to our designs, and cannot be made to 
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, ^ , n travelling They were told that it was neither 
p-*ied them; for they ruVot 
conceive that any other objects would have brought men so far from their 
h°Buffaloes have not been seen to-day, having probably frightened 
hT ih ,nd^hbor ine Indians. We must except one old bull, which 
™ d iH™E.d le?°The"ted ™ d would have 
„„d the death he o . e d to us only put au end to prolottgeo 
r^tt-^sSBESESSS 
were exceedingly l l d r a ^ ufi feet high with the bottom extending back which were not more than five feet mgn, ^ r j v e r | 0 h a ! h f t ) \ 
300 feet to the base of u e b.iitL. J* ® ^ nniddv that I 
found the depth to be two ( e ^ 'a deep red color 
durst not immerse myself in Us wdt..re^wm f { h e p o s i t e s ide of 
and which obliged us to get our drinkng * ^ * ttom ^ ^ 
the river. Francois Latutippe was ' ' t o o k h i g pjstol,and, loading 
snake, and one of our party, to revet)., m l h e m o u t h , holding the 
it with powder only, shot tl>e v«"°™° * t i c k which he placed directly back 
snake down by the means of a fort nunished he threw the serpent 
of its head, when, thinking i suffiaer' ? P» l h ; c u r r e n t , but at length 
into the river, where for a while n s t ruggle 
disappeared beneath its turbid' ^ t e r e . ^ ; h R c r a n i a o f a u Indian, 
We this morning obtained a fine ^pe f e a r e d l h a t i t m j g h t be 
but as all the most experienced of our ™ f r f ™ It had been found by 
found in our possession, we cast _ - a r r a n ged around it with. 
T ; " S S , » determined b , o b » . . « . n , « . 35° 2T 85". 
102° 0 6 . y 0 ,c l o c-k w e found ourselves on our journey, but 
. | i continually with cut rock and deep 
experienced some trouble b ? Q J f r e s h n e s s of its vegeta-
ravines. 1 assing into V' abundantly. As we 
„on, we entered a boton i w « i t j * « \ t o find better travelling, 
n^cend the bluff which was here very steep and high. As we were pre 
ascend th ? , startled bv the report of fire-arms, ana on IOOK-
m g m the direction from whence the sound proceeded, we discovered,on 
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the opposite side of the river, a party of Indians perched upon the high 
rocky bluff, endeavoring to at'ract our attention. We motioned to them 
to advance,at the same time choosing our position so as to be flanked by 
the river on one side, and a semicircular harrier of our wagons on the other. 
Into this " kraal" we were securely placed whilst waiting the approach 
of friend or foe. They went some distance up the stream to obtain a 
practicable fording place, and we observed one of them carrying a little 
flag. Meeting them a short distance from the main body, we sat down, 
and were soon deeply engaged in all the mysteries of Indian diplomacy. 
We learned that they belonged to the band of u Buffalo Eaters," and had 
been watching our movements. Seeing us about to leave the course of 
the river, they had now come to hold a talk and get some tobacco. They 
said that they had heard of our approach, and were not afraid ; that most 
<^f their braves had gone, in company with the Kioways, to fight the 
Spaniards, and that they intended to overrun the lower country as far as 
Chihuahua. The most agreeable news we received was. that the Paw-
nees, who for a long time had been at war with the Camauches, had at 
length agreed to make peace,and that a few days before they had met, and 
were encamped quite near to each other, but on awaking in the morning 
they found their Pawnee friends had decamped, and a great number of 
their horses had disappeared; upon which, they instantly started in pur-
suit, and, after following their trail a long way, overlook them, recovered 
their horses without losing a single man, and succeeded in obtaining the 
scalp of one of their treacherous allies. They said that the "pong,poug, 
pong" of the war-drum was still resounding through the hills, and their 
hearts were all made glad by their successful retaliation. There was now 
no danger of our meeting with these rascally Indians. In return we com-
municated all we had heard which was likely to interest them. We no-
ticed a Spaniard among them, who was dressed in the Indian costume, 
and appeared perfectly at ease, although he had been taken prisoner in one 
of the depredatory excursions into the Mexican territory. His captors 
treated him very kindly, and made a fair partition of the tobacco which 
we presented to theim—In—reinm thev showed us a winding way to the 
top of the bluff. It was their lodge~traii7but proved impassable for wag 
ons. While searching for a practicable outlet, we stopped near a lar^e 
grove of hackberry, " celtis crossifolia," and gathered quantities of the 
berries, which, although not larger than a pea, and containing large seed, 
repaid us for our trouble by the ^ pleasantness of their flavor, which resem-
bles that of tea. We proceeded, following a wild ravine, but were obliged 
at last to force our wagons up a frightful steep by main strength, and then 
we reached the plain above. 
We noticed several trees in a state of petrifaction, which were covered 
with sparkling masses of clear rock crystal, and the ligneous fibre had in 
some places been supplied by pink-colored agate, which, shining through, 
gavo to the whole a brilliant rosy hue, resembling rose quartz. The sides 
t e nils were covered with quartz, in fragments, and an abundance of 
coarse agates. On the top of the " bnttes" we saw a ring of small stones, 
about three feet in diameter, which doubtless marks the last resting place 
to hfcrn1R(lilV] U n?!e ' , 1 > a s s i ns onward, the road for a time promised 
we wprpT, wt*e.n SU(*denly an immense ravine yawned before us, and 
one of L r H * nV*r a S w n ' a t a Point where it was joined by 
ibutaries. As we looked onward, nothing but red precipices 
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n>»t our view, and they were piled up250 feet perpendicular, and perfectly 
impassable. We were fairly pocketed. On looking down into the deep 
canon, instead of the beautiful green strip at the bottom, which we had 
hitherto seen, we discovered that it was covered with sand hills, red, like 
the precipices that bound them, and the eye wanders over them wearied 
by the search for any resting spot of green vegetation. We now found 
ourselves obliged to tun; back in order to head the ravine we had encoun-
tered. Bv continually recurring ravines, we soon found ourselves in the 
vicinity of our starting point, and encamped on a neck of land between 
two valleys, and at the head of a caiioned ravine, where there was a little 
standing water, and a small quantity of grass for our animals Our last 
half day's travel led us over a plain strewed with agates, colored with 
stripes of rose and blue, and with colors resulting from their admixtu.re. 
They were coarse and of little value, but so numerous thai we gave the 
place the name of Agate bluffs* . . nf 
September 12.-Last night we were startled at midnight by the alarm of 
Indians. They had been heard early in the evening, as they Mowed m 
our path, and an occasional dark form was seen flitting across the s hill iind 
disappearing in the canon below. The mules which are tlhe.best^ senti-
nels were very restless,snorting,and some broke the tugs by which they 
were attached to the pickets, showing by their act.ons ihatia^concealed 
enemy was prowling around. Just as the moon was setting,1Hatcher 
awakened by the unusual stir, got up, and, taking his^ rifle, safciim» 
beside the door of our tent. Upon first hearing the alarm we all sprang 
to our feet, rifle in hand, but as no hostile demonstration s w e A , » 
again returned to rest, having first examined the fastenings of our mules, 
and taken every precaution to guard against surprise. . h h i 0 d 
At daylight we were stirring, and on examining 
found the tracks of Indians, and soon discovered a band 
towards our camp. We invited them in, and gave a band of 
which they partook with great confidence. „ who live on the 
Kiowivs and several of the " Up-san ro-kees, or Crows, u ho live on tne 
head water of the Missouri. They said that their village was on a branch 
^CIIIP c r e ek upon which we were encamped. They, discovering our trail, 
strangers, had followed on until warned 
to crooeed more cautiously by the alarm gTVen-Tfl- t tM^rly-parLoTt^ 
evening We had been mistaken by them tor their enemies, the Texans, 
and they had remained near our camp during the night in order to satisfy 
themselves. One of them had crawled, in the shadow of the ravine, to 
within ten feet of our tent, where he lay quietly, entirely screened from 
observation by a rocky wall which ran perpendicularly down into the 
ravine From this point lie saw Hatcher, and closely observed every 
motion ; his rising in bed on his elbow, rolling up his sleeves, scratching 
his arm and- taking his rifle and seating himself at the door of the tent. 
Determined to improve so fine an opportunity of revenging himself on one 
whom he considered as an enemy, he fitted his arrow to the bowstring and 
drew it to the head ; but, he added, " here my heart whispered to me that 
he might be an American, and 1 did not shoot." This was, indeed, a 
dread moment—the lives of our whole party hung upon the Indian's bow-
strin» We were just entering their country; they were around us in 
numbers and had 'blood been shed they would have hung about us until 
every individual was cut off; but the hand of Almighty Providence pres 
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vented (his sad termination. The Great Spirit whispered jn the ear nf 
the savage, Ho may be 8 „ American." To confirm his statement to „ / 
as well as to prove to ins brother warriors the boldness of his d-mW 
approach, he had piled a heap of stones on the ledge of the rock after 
jteldtng to the fortunate suggestion of his h»art. We were also approachcd 
on the opposite s.de of oar camp by several, who had crept upon their bet 
lies and watched the men sleeping under the wagons, and said that thev 
couldejave stabbed them to the 'heart and r e t t e d ' whhout ft 
« - C , T P W a S W e I t r i ' ,>sf>!1 t o resist any attack, being protected on two 
! fu \ f p rav,nef> w h ° s e rock bound sides cut perpendicularly which 
although of great advantage against a charge, yet served to screen anv 
that e " d e ? V O r l " c r a w l U p M r - F i t zpatr ick had told the guard 
that the Indians might approach by this ravine, and one, who had had 
ve'tStntwTth"tCR r" t p n " " 0 S ' h a d f ) e e n r h a r S e i ' to watch it particularly; 
h C a U ! l 0 n a " d , i ! e u ' a r i l l n ? r'iven by the mules, 
T L min ilhn their cunning, were enabled to elude all our precautions, 
which n a r r '1 w !> r escaped was a trader to the nation to 
and he, S i l l 8 1 1 L f ' ° T d ' f, ' 'd b>" ,hl> «ght they recognised each other 
a l r n l » i y T h a n d s - U<" w e r e all delighted to find our "stern 
S - eeo , Hn s e d t 0 a n i c r r y n , e c " » ? " U > our new friends some 
Hatclw m l S ^ r e ° U r r e g r e t S a t h a v i n " ' , o t hing else to offer them, 
sai s - c , , H l " 1 S ° m e " c , § a r i t o s •" »'«>' smoke*! them with seeming 
road u-M.'h l i • ® o u " ! e d their horses and accompanied us on our 
' ( . U S , n | ? their camp ; they laughed heartiiy at a party of 
aDwoach arH fl ^ , P r e v l '>" s |y met, who had been frightened at our 
prairie and ^ ! ; a T g ' t P l r m u l e s a n .d f ' l r '»t'>re scattered over the 
ed us to he -is ut s e kiowavs, advised them to tly as they report-
however X H T ™ U S f l i ' e •b 'a d e» ° f « r a s s the prairie. These, 
had followed until lastevenTn^'^ThebK-"361^8" a " d ' s t r i k j " S 0 , 1 °" r traIi1' Camanrhes in ,.,'i ' , ' he kioways are a people excelling the 
-^rconntinn- n i , - i l . .^7TTT7^^^ a r^— 1 —^ a r ' n^ ' ' r ' n r to them in numbcr, 
control over them Or • ges HI all, yet exercise almost absolute-" 
of their having siirh infln c l l l ,nng tlie origin of their nation, and the cause 
as to be lost to the tm uenc®> t , l e y replied, that many years ago, so long 
a land far to the n n r H ? ° r V ° l r ? s t t r a^ition, their fathers had left 
had smoked the p ^ of a .n d fi.ndil,S t h e Camanches, 
since. Thev so^ak^qn i!>f- / dI!(1,r remained in close friendship ever 
and g u t t u S ^ f f i * I Z d ^ ^ i a n g u a g e , b e i n g much more deep 
manners .nd 'c„„„ m g s S ,1 o q S , T"! / " I 
honesty, while the C a m a n X H r e d i r e c I l y T p ™ it'e b h r a V O r > > e n e r ^ a " d dolent, and treacherous. The Kiow-.?* or'P0Mte being dSwardly, tn-
honesty ; and, while we remained with them p a ' K ? u , a r l y l l o t e d f o r t l , e , r 
currence sufficiently uncommon to merit ' "1 g w a s s t o l e n — a n oc-
village, we found it" in a w d ? wooded v l l l X ^ r " ^ , A r r i v a d a t t h e i r 
J heir horses had eaten the grass very short " .S°m e d hV h i gh h l l l s -
different pasturage. We encamned / n » therefore ours found but in-
had scarcely pitched our tents before the ° a " l i l e i o w e r down, and 
ang round anxious to trade—some b r i n ^ i n S T ^ 3 ™ 1 children came flock-
to g ropes made of plaited thongs, 
-<ome sioceasias. ami others aktta* W# tat mk Jigs 
them is exchaoge. and with ihw mmto we rjm&totft .« 
chases; for, bad we tettttwd to trwte jfogatiMi iWv <*&*»»& fc&tsa m ; 
it AD an unfriendly motive. \\ e> wfei?^ M *VW-H*WS ifeco* ** -
possible, hoping to de-rive mm# #w« ,a$*8||# 
through the Indian settlements orlo-w-, .v-ru^h d*ev t# ~$W&: 
BQBiesMts. We were much nrwfe i»f ih* Aoftfa iwiatIH§«*W$ twain fcteltft 
figures of these peopl«, which we f^rilf osr'stone.! »a their hKi i t f f^ lwaf 
aliV on horseback, which not only cirr-s main j*ai{wtoiis c.vi.i. ,.»$ ..f ik«tf 
superiority over the annuals lltey foe*ir»4«*; hut »l« «**.'. *<*&$$&%& n* 
their elevation over a!! the lower orde** <%f «?.i%taiioti is « 
cated to their whole character, The I ; an tit# |t$ai$ia* *.#&$» 
his eye around him and sees the wild hofse .«#« of <i^s. 
skimming across the desert with the «#Wuy af an an**?. aiwi « utM v#t$a 
is awakened in his bosom when he fcite^ra iiiai tlus taumufm 
so strong, so fleet, »s subject to his powar. These* ii«lii«s **&& &&#&$&"• 
fully, and manage their horses with sswuieJuua* sitiii t&ape 
fondness -for large American horse®, I ei»4ei*iv*mti *« »*£ftaiwa 
which, although it had been led all the w*f ttnm t3t.eiii> fori. *R»s 
stiff, but the chief said he had 4* two heart* ? *t < »o » 
singularity of their mode of mounting . wrapftfna .* frfcifefctH *a¥©»&i *i«*m 
aroutrd their bodv and legs, th«"V throw them «•.«*! vm 
horse, and then rise uj> in the seat, 't h*i iiiaiti»<*t, *&« I «4h 
sists greatly in clinging to the animal 
These people, contrary to the jgvu<n%i iv 
cheerful, and fond of frolic; they icut^ed, aft*tte4, 4**si 
the astonishment of some «1 us, *110 $jtKfcse»4«M « 
which were, doubtless, obtained from Uw (t0|HtUt « i tHfa 
noticed that they had learned (root x'dw warn!*****# , 3 ^ 
peculiar gyratory motion of the hanO* «.-*• ; 
ed into the phrase " you can't eome u. v >«M»e *«*«*« • 
a shooting match between the tape, «w*d o*u-;v *$$«***« «*• k**** 
shooting at a button at the distance 1.4 o* '#• 
prised a t ' t h e retnarkat»ie >Kui ^ .nsw i » v r , { — | 
who came to visit us in the camj#> ww*, **nm -^u-.•••«•• 
tokened Spanish blood, they ha»i -^*.4 '•<•<*•«*% <&&& 
treated, were perfectly co«ie^i woii tium nt w 
they were in iaet better suua'-ed than 04 ou *« « 4-* 
plenty to eat, atid were tm.m knotty ^ -*••#*'• 
had been taken, lu dress, thtt 
of the great desert, heu>& Hi thA*?**##*- - -
furnished with a funded ain^^dagt^, ^ '»<« ^ 
attached to the heel, wcuvii <*mkt h< ;-••• 
mounted Indians, and »s s^id to b*< 
the blanket or b u t o U^«|- SAW# 
queue, sometimes leu^Uieuvd lv> 
ground ; and tlwa ijueuv r'tu-a o * u ^ o ' * •-
which they proeunte -tiom 4^ v-+^  f* *^ v« « 
but little Irom that ol %\w 
leggins, and headed t 
We were partic.MlacW sM V4*?« v* • • • •- * - * • • *•'*• *: •? 
the men ornamented lUtnua^U*?* <^4 «HV-,-
>. ^ - - V -
' « * » > - ••*.?» - ' : ' - *•: •"" 
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procured either by robbery or barter from the Spaniards with , 
had considerable intercourse. ' ' 1 they 
A *JleT, fims*u,1S ° i u r Uadey we endeavored to persuade some of rh„ F 
a . 10 l r a v ^ i wuh us, tor we apprehended difficulties in m • .'R* sss Teres was ssrr TT* ^  ^ ^ s j s r s a s 
our L h a l f ' '"U P T a t C'"C<! , l° H a V e ! u s w h o 1 " h e a « enlisted in 
i) . h " * a v o r < ( ^ t o persuade him to accompany us as far as 
Bent s hoases, where we would perhaps meet a !ar»e assemhh^ if1 
dians a w . u n g the arrival of B e ^ s w ^ o n J V & 
* e had nothing to give him, and therefore could not press him to in com 
Zil^Lr!" "'""d ""'M ™" •" 
II,tth,r%r"'Cl * •»«*• which » "ld «1»™ nmiifairf fa 
recrir , ; , » t rP ° * e r " , m 1 T n ' h e f l ! h e>' »'-«• a !"J <n»«Md on his 
f!c , , f?n ! tn"L'""s' ; , n d *"""•• " l«nol«" Which She had mam). 
h m ^ i ? ,' » " 6 1 , 0 calls liira son, having adopted nun ever since Ins first trading with her nation. 
e I e i m , g ? S C 4 m p W e f o u m l b e a u t i f l ^ masses of prismatic 
wifii K° f M-1 < l u a r / 2 » l h e 1 c d § e s tin abraded by attrition, and glistening 
l o L f a , l l l ? ! l 7 ° f l h .e d , a m o n d - These, with some abates,'were 
nmno e r . • 1 I h d i a P s ' w h o aPPear*d to he well acquainted with their 
^ p e r t y of striking fire, and call the principal stream in the vicinity Flint 
rli/oT J 3. ^ his rooming we had a serious debate as to the expe-
'Vh Jl Sl g our wagons further, or abandoning them to the Indians, 
spotJH npu-^ 0 . " r c e 1 ° / c o n l ' " u 5 e d delay and vexation, and the way has pre-
we ar*» 6 0 0 *°r obliged to keep near tlie river, 
for means to m n • f ° p a s s o v f r l*H; J0|>ghest routes. We are also straitened 
saw w J lhl ef , ! a"lU r e , S*ddlcsL h a v i n S hammer, nails, nor 
our poof aniniak ncludtfd to try ihem three days longer, hoping that 
° U t b y h a r d ^n r e a n t ! harder labor, might sons 
creek s e ^ r a l ^ i m e T ' a l l d ' L T l m ^ 7 ° T '™ °!' l i i ; c 'd t o c r o s s l l l ( ! b o t l o m o f a 
suffered extremely ' We h-id l ef SU d e e p in l n e s a n d o u r n i u I e S 
braves and a " q u L c o m i j t , P " C l U ' d ° U r t e n t s " • | l u " w e s a W tW° 
fore, but they had waited t o nairt "h' !C ' ' t h e 5 L w o u l d h a v e d o n e be' 
manches had come nn k i . r n s e , v c s - Phey said that two Ca-
coming to fight them and thaMh°W W U h 3 r e P o r t that the Texans were 
with us in order to heln us on nf W?-« P e r * u a d r ; d bV their chiefs to go 
dially and assigned them a nlaop 2 u r f ,®c u*. t i c s- We received them cor-
don was the young maS™ hom ™ . ^ e . r wigwam. T h e principal per-
told us his name was " Tiah-na-^i "° n?l , c f l d e s i red to have with us. He 
that the Spaniards called him "Vn* i a c c o m p a n i e d him told us 
" Up sah-ro kee," his wife. C a s s**an,» and the little squaw was an 
na-zi who, gatherfi 1 g& his ' b 1 anifet' ro^nH^r t h e W a r m f r i e n d s h i P of T i a h ' 
^ent hill, and delivered a loner haranp-nf a S C e n d e c i t h e m o s t Proml" 
of which was to warn all Indians wh U1 ste(ltorian voice, the purport 
away, and not attempt to steal our hors lmg I b e I o o k i n 8" round, to keep 
i al our horses or do us any mischief, as they 
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would mn the risk of being shot; that we were Americans w»'3 it'A f>%. 
ans, and that he. Tiah na zi, was our brother. 
Our musketo bars attracted great attention, and by th* xi'i vi tht itiitot-
pensabie language of signs, we soon made them coroprelmid timir 
They were also much amused at our sketches, and uutmtmVsly i w a j -
uised one of the nation whom we hail met at Bent'# f>n. »;>p*-ar.u? per-
fectly delighted, laughingly repeating the nam'-, " Tab key tub; 7 m*> 
ua zi was a ir.an of a very happy disposition, and arnu^'i at, » h*- sprmig 
around while constructing his rude shelter for the rngbt, by J{' tiie 
words '• how d'ye do," " yes," in playful mimicry of tl»«s whilst. These 
few w.irds were all that he could remembei of the hugiisb luuj-uuge, 
except a few profane oaths, a severe satire on the moral influence exer-
cised by the white people. 
September 11.—We now travelled down the sandy bottom of the areas 
for the distance of one-fourth of a mile, several times crossing the broad aud 
shallow sheet of water. Just at the junction with the Canadian, we 
flushed a large covey of quails. Our way now lay along the low l&umuu 
the river side, where the grass grew tall and the sand wat o««}>. 
were so much delayed by various difficulties, that our whole auy'n march 
did not exceed eight miles. The bluffs on each side were filled with gypsum 
of snowy whiteness, crumbling easily. At one tune t j e river swept "•'*>*• 
to the base of a projecting spur of the cliff. We examined tin; river, 
hoping to be able to take its bed and travel round this obstacle. J o t-roffl, 
ove. it would be quite a serious undertaking; but nothing IF i m p o s e 
if mail will only clap his shoulder to the wheel All our men were soon 
at work, and we succeeded in surmounting the obstruction. Our u uree 
being momentarily impeded, and our embarrassments increasing v e 
solved to hazard an attempt to cross the river MMI were sent ino. ti e 
stream in all directions, the best ford selected, double teams attached to 
the wagons, which contained the remainder ot our provisions an- Mar -
kets, and rapidly forcing our way through for lear lest the wagons might 
settle in the quicksands, we triumphantly reached the further s ide 
safety The river is about half a mile wide, generally shallow, though ti 
some places belly-deep-tiv the mules, and the water deeply tinged with 
red sedimentary matter. The banks were everywhere w i w l - w i t h tall 
cane grass from six to eight feet high, and the gravel from which it sprang 
was whitened in many places by a gypseous efflorescence. A short dis-
tance below our lord we found pretty gooa camping ground, where we 
pitched our tents. We noticed large flocks of the green-winged " wal,^ 
and the brant. « anas bernicta," and Canadian goose, " anas Canadensis. 
The last named bird is easily domesticated,. Its long slender neck and 
graceful movements render it a beautiful ornament for the pond* a.™ 
Fakes of pleasure grounds. Our Indian friend endeavored to astonish us 
by describing a six-barrelled pistol which he had seen in the hands of 
some of the Camanches, and we explained in return the superiority of 
our percussion-locks, pouring water over them, and then firing them. It is 
surprising how perfectly we can exchange ideas by means of mere ges-
U ( We saw to-day many rattlesnakes, and to our astonishment we noticed 
one which never save the usual warning signal ; but on Killing it, va-
rhard nulled off the rattle, winch silenced all our doubts as to its species. 
Wild turkeys were very abundant, and our people killed great numbers 
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September 1t>.—Look-ins around umn the hill tons rht« • 
noticed i n s u l a r objects, which, cutting against the^lear s k v S " ! 
f H for Indians, but on close? scrutiny proved m h„ J*™™1, 
turkeys, which always leave their n » « J TiTrly C " d r°Ve °f 
S ' i S S i s H ® s^ssjaaa," rd *% 
were thus employed seated around their little fire; for they do not like 
their land and which th«v i ' • n i e n c i u l ^ a r m e r s u s e to manure in iii k v . h l ;l t h e y denominate plaster. Doubtless Providence 
were verv well timber »H a*l[>! i e t o l ^ e gypsum, i fie bottom lands 
extensive groves In m»r * 1 |" o l t o n w o <J^> which, in some places, formed tr*1 *• ;~r» -r** 
vines in wild luxuriance comnleiLh?M T 7 a ^ u n d a n c e » a n d 
upheld them. « Tiah-na-z," w h o v o l t ^ e r e d l n U> s h r u b b o r y w h i c h 
ported that he had seen some , ' 18 , s e r . v , c e s ** s c o l l t . «*" 
-They had d",^h,in.., nhtaineH n , ™' l n c h e s> J n d , l ad given thern chase, 
at all disposed t„ h» m a i " party, and were not 
pany with s eve ra j l ^n i a rds 
war-whoop, and started to give them chase' buTV' « l , c . had raised the 
pursued by a single indiriH.mt b m l*iey> finding themselves 
be a small party ^ trarjers wlfo had^n '1 T l ^ P™ e d !° 
of the Pueblo Indians, and told us theTha1) V " ' g l ' , " i a n C e o f °',ie 
«ng this piace from Taj*, in j&VMeSco ' t w " , W T y d'T i u ^ 
crowned sombreros, jackets with the 5 W'Te - r e s ? p ' 1 111 conical-
bag breeches extending to the knee- | o r S . r u n n l n g transversely; large 
« » badly ,„rPrct,«7,' s h K n K , " " 1 , *T we learned that they were a *ood m . , ; y J 5? P aPP®a*ance, though 
long. They are called « C o S S h S f . " " $"» M W " i c " b » 
cursions into the country of the I n d i a n s ' J l h i l I e ^ u e n t fading cx-
stock for horses and mules which tu T ! w , l o m they exchange their 
they reach their homes Their d e f e n d a n s fre<I»ently retake before 
to fear. They suffer them to traverse ihellu^T t b e l n d i a n s , i t t l e 
war with the Mexicans We haH c , u n t r y e v e » whilst they are at 
when our young IndTan f r l d a S e n W h ^ ? , ° U r c a m P " ^ u n d ' 
there fired his gun as a signal as we after JJ?**! ' a n c I while sitting 
as we afterwards learned, tc some Kioways 
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who were encamped in the vicinity, and who eoau came to visit ns. Om 
of them recognised us, having formerly been us at Bent's &n« wi^ere we 
desired him to tell the Indians we were coming among iueui. He, t a i l -
ing it would be a capital joke, reported that a large k»ay ol Tejurns were 
coming down the river, The Indians had fied m all duecucmt. aud-Jte 
was laughing heartily at the consternation he had created, and =&aio; a I 
told them a big lie, but now I've told them the iruu..'* They migrated 
us that their best warriors had gone to fight the Mv&kam. 
As this was the point where Hatcher was to leave us. be eommeaoed 
making preparations to return to Bent's iort. I; was with muci regiet 
that we saw him depart. He had, by his gentlemanly deportment was 
upon the regard of all; whilst, by his knowledge of the peopie ana couutrjy 
he had rendered much valuable service in our intercourse win. lite In-
dians. Having bid us farewell, he started with e smg*e companion Mr. 
Greenwood, to make his way to Bent's fan. He was well acqaaiaied • 
with the road, and set out in the night, to escape any Indians win.- iuigka 
be lurking about our camp. Here, too. our Kioway frienas werr so *«ar® 
us in the morning, and we were quite at a loss what to give mem. Axi 
that we could gather consisted of a few pieces oi teni ctoth, moa^eo. pon-
der and lead for the men. Some few individuals oepnvec even mem-
selves of their knives. These articles were arranged in tnxee pnes. so m 
to present an imposing appearance, and our U M M * were caXeu I E » 
receive them. They appeared well satisfied, and sam " tfeay were mm 
ri«-h " We afterwards gave them a few needle? anc some toad, witc 
which they were delighted. They geoerally use the aw. and ieame,. crau 
or sinew which is preferred for sewing sktins, as t te leather aoe= Ml tai. 
them This sinew is generally obtained from the •- fleece of Ufc bufxaic 
-liui subdivided so as to form a thread of any degree o, fcneness. im 
blanket, awl, knife,bow ana 
himcplf In coins to war. or in long exciir&iou^, uxc 
S e r a fv cafry s e v e ^ ^ f d a s i n s . Ending c o n v e r t storage to: 
generally carry . * which form their snow-white shields. 
them between the A } compelied us here to leave the Can;, 
r ^ ' 7 ' nTs fek hTtead of™e Vash.ia. or. as the Indians cali n. Bufia: ton, a_nd_seek the neao oi ^ t K c g;<rrT W € o a d e a d i e n m O B t 
T e e ' l n t o J r S 7 a h . n 3 E t o 7 n himself so devoted to as as to gam 
three Indian.. j a b mvitauau. IL- oraer u the hearts of ali,and^ookeOiL ^ ^ ^ h ] s B e a r l w . 
accompany us. Uis > h a r t p t h e l n d i a a s , sigmfieu ins aeer 
with us, and w th a g 1 j ^ a w a k e n e d b y his oeep groaning 
attachment for u . J , - b e % u f f e r l l ! g under the influence o: the tusirt-
and, tnuiKins l.e ->g ^ h i s f t t c c . m - h::!e whi.fi&e a t y r -
mare, I w e n t t t 0 . ^ e l f and told me he had been talking with the ursa: 
ed to return to h w j ™ • t h e c o n c e r n ] had manifest*! tot mm 
Spirit, and ^ j J S v allndeo to it sgam. He 
in t h e m p ° n r ™ 8 S e l and the Kioways we sav vesteroav. 
warnings given u ^ a m a l i v distance n-om xht caravan. w&en 
against leaving c ^ ~ - ^ S i c h e s have been knows to charge flow. 
^ d l a ^ f ^ e r 
had°aiso''told us^hat Red Jacket, one of the Camanche chiets. who i t * 
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been highly enraged with the Texan s on account of their late difficulties 
had gone with his party to the antelope buttes, and that moat of the other 
tribes had exhausted their supply of meat, while awaiting the arrival of 
Bent s wagons, and were scattered around in search of buffaloes. 
We were to follow the False W-shita as far as the " Sand hills " and 
then regain the banks o! the Canadian, which we are to trace to its junc-
tion with the Arkansas. Ascending the bluffs, we bore a\vay in a south-
easterly direction, and our wagons lolled along rapidly over the prairie* 
which for some distance had been swept by the fire ; and although the 
grass had started afresh, there was still a desolate blackness spread around. 
Here we noticed the tarantula, the legs two inches long, which would 
make the spider over four inches across. Some tribes of Indians extract 
the venom for the purpose of poisoning their arrows. It is said that all 
injurious effects may be prevented bv the application of black mud. or 
by suction. 
We moved pleasantly along with but little obstruction, until obliged to 
cross the sandy bed of " Arrow creek/' a fine stream of pure water, re-
markably straight, and well timbered with characteristic cottonwood, and 
Imed along its banks with excellent pasturage. Stopping here a few 
moments in order to refresh our horses, we resumed our journey, but 
soon found ourselves involved in sand-hills, some of which we noticed 
on our right of considerable height, and marked t\w head waters of the 
creek upon which we were to encamp. We reached Elk creek about 2 
o clock, but by following the directions given us had struck it too high, 
and there was no water. Beyond, we were sure it was not to be obtained, 
and therefore commenced to descend, looking anxiously along its sandy 
bed in search of the desired element After following the sandy route 
about two miles, we found a sufficient supply, with a fine site for our camp, 
on a nigh tongue of land deeply indented with buffalo paths, between the 
junction of the forks. Here we observed great numbers of the night-hawk, 
caprimulgus Americanus," which were darting around us in all direc-
Uons, frequently passing within our reach, while the plover, "charadrius 
yociieruus,,3-aiuug-i4ie-bed-e^4h^-area«i^Airas_e^ciLaud_anoii sending up 
his lone melancholy cry of " kill-deer." ~ 
sailors term it, and the numerous ascending correal* ot heaied air, con-
tribute to produce this elTect; so that you often see a tuft of grass dancing 
on the horizon, a tree, or bush, whilst you are ready to mistake a rabbit 
bounding across your path for a deer, or perhaps an eik. Herds of buffaloes 
have been taken for forests of tree^. and a buffalo's skull, with a project-
ing horp, for an Indian prancing about-on bb white Meed. 
We travelled some hours in the direction indicated bvonr friend Tiah-
naz i , but had found no sign of water. Our tongues seemed to cleave to 
the roofs of our mouths, and our throats were parched with dryness. T h e 
rude joke and boisterous laugh had long since died away, and the '• hep" 
of the driver, as ho urged his panting team, under the scorching sun, 
grew fainter and fainter, until we moved on in dead silence. The idea 
of having been misled evidently begem to steal into our minds, tiotigh 
not a word was spoken ; but the tales we had heard by the camp-fires, of 
treachery, surprise, and massacre, were evidently revolving in our minds. 
This sort of depression, akin to fear, is contagious; and as we pursued 
our way each one examined his rifle, and closed in with the mam body. 
An Indian, mounted, now appeared, and, as he swep: aiong the horizon, 
looked a very giant; another and another burst upon our view, on every 
side, which led us to believe that we were surrounded. Of their inten-
tions we knew nothing, still less of their numbers. A white flag dis-
played failed in attracting them to our camp, and they still hung around 
our flanks, watching our movements. These were moments of fearful 
forebodings. Could it be possible that the wily savage had laid a plan 
to decoy us upon this broad desert, rich in the bloody legends ol travel-
lers, but to make us an easy prey? Many bore up against this conclusion, 
while others were by no means so sanguine. 
In this state of suspense we travelled for some hours, when we observed 
some slight irregularities in the horizon. Soon the falling ot the grouna 
became evident, bringing back hope to our hearts. A long line of bluff? 
was now visible, and with elastic rapidity ail our forebodings vanished. 
T h e camp was completely metamorphosed from gloomy despair to glad 
delight. Some laughed, some whistled, others sung, and the loud crack 
of LIIL ti-am <irr'~ T m o r e than words couid convey. All laughed 
at their fears; and as we descended into the~Bfeak^ head ^g&iars_oL 
the Washita, we couid have met, fought, and conquered a legion of red 
skins. The day, which had begun in gloom and despair, ended in joyiui 
mir th; a fact that shows the contagious nature of both fear and joy. as 
well as illustrates the sudden changes a man's mind may undergo—pass-
ing from one extreme to the other. 
'We descended by a rough, tortuous path, to the channel. In one spot 
where the sand was damp we noticed recent tracks ot a bear and her 
cubs, as well as of wild turkeys, the latter of which game appeared to be 
very abundant. Our loose animals, rendered wild by their suffering for 
water were running in advance of the party, in spite of the efforts of : 
drivers. After a march of two miles, we found a place where the water rose 
through the sand, and where we encamped, with the usual precautions. 
In the evening we saw Indians on the bluffs, but no sign of amity 
couid induce them to approach our camp. Their skill in following and 
spying out others, without being themselves discovered. Is truly sur-
prising. Mounted on horses, they will hover around a party day after 
day; and, unless some experienced person be of that party, no one else 
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would suspect an enemy near. Their knowledge of the connfry, and 
their dexterity in detecting your route, are such as to enable them always 
to keep out of your direct path- Throwing themselves cm the flank of 
the column, they preserve any distance they please ; approaching under 
the shelter of n bluff, or m the bottoms of ravines, and again receding on 
the broad prairies. They get the direction of the line of march by throw-
ing themselves in the prolongation of the column, and, by signs, convey 
intelligence of any change in your direction to their friends around. 
Early in the morning, we noticed two buffaloes, and one of onr people 
went in pursuit, but they were too wary to be? approached. When the 
horses are in good o r d e r , r u n n i n g ' * is the most certain mode of taking 
them. T h e hunter then prefers the double-barrelled fowling-piece, being 
short, light, and easily handled, which, with a good horse, insures the 
game. He is brought close alongside of the buffalo, and the heavy ounce 
balls make a mortal wound, which, once thrown by a good hunter, never 
needs to be repeated; but, continuing the chase, he selects a second vic-
tim. T h e high plain over which we passed produced only poor grass 
and a few cacti. T h e stream is lined with quite a vigorous growth of 
vegetation, among which the tall cotton-wood stands pre-eminent. 
We determined our position to be in latitude 35° 25 41", longitude 
101° 05*00". 
September IS—Warned by the suspicious conduct of the Indians we 
had seen through the day, we made all in readiness, for we knew there 
was no hope of quarter, retreat, or succor. Every heart was animated 
with a firm determination to repulse the foe. 
It was scarcely dark, when the mules showed signs of restiveness. Once 
the cry of 44 turn o u t " resounded through the camp, and all sprang in-
stantly to their feet. We found, on inquiry, that one of the guard, Wal-
ter Harding, had seen several dark figures stealing along close to his post. 
Balanger pointed out several as they glanced siyly over the ground in 
passing from bush to bush; but he was directed not to fire, unless the In-
dians endeavored to enter the camp. Thus , for a great part of the night, 
we were roboea oi our sieep. At length, t i 1 n 
at our watchfulness, and retired, for our mules, which had stood gazing 
eagerly into the darkness beyond the chain of sentinels, with their long 
ears projecting rigidly foiward, now commenced quietly feeding, and we 
returned again to rest. 
This morning we displayed our flng, and soon saw onr tormentors 
slowly peeping over a neighboring ridge, while others seemed to burst 
forth from the ground quite near us. T h e y proved to be Kiowoys, and 
had, as we supposed, mistaken us for Texans, and said they had crept 
near in order to hear us talk, and thus be able to decide whether or not 
we were their enemies, or were Americans. Upon being told that we 
spoke exactly the same language, they appeared quite disconcerted. Af-
ter shaking us cordially by the hand, they asked to warm themselves, 
complaining of the shivering cold they had endured last night, as well 
as hunger. 
We gave them some tobacco, and they kindly offered to guide us on 
our way as far as their village. Some of the Indians told us that we had 
cwLf ° r ° l entertaining « To hah-sun," or Little Mountain, the head 
a verv Jul nation. H e w a s . a m a n of middling stature, quite fat, with 
y mouth, upon which there played a constant smile, and his 
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whole face showed an intriguing character. We fo&nd him rery intelli-
gent, and he directly comprehended that we reqmred a roach s»o&ilNi 
route for our wagons than they do for their lodge trails. He said that we 
were now on Buffalo creek, and informed us that Cut nose creek was 
nearly at right angles with this stream, and that we could not resdk it 
without suffering much for water. We therefore determined to conuawe 
down this stream until opposite its mouth, and detach a parsj* for d » 
purpose of making the reconnoissance. 
Little Mountain had many inquiries to make in regard to our ad ven-
tures. We spoke of our having met with u Tah-ksi huh!,* who appeared 
to be welt known to all the people. He asked about Hatcher, whom he 
designated by imitating his habit of putting Ins finger in his eye ana f i l -
ing down the lower lid—an action of similar import to the gyratory motion 
of the hand previously mentioned, and which was used by Hatcher when 
he thought the Indians were endeavoring to get too good a bargain in 
trading. He said he wanted greatly to see him, and that he loved him 
very much. Hatcher appeared to be a universal favorite with all the 
roving tribes that had ever dealt with him. 
We now crossed to the left bank of the creek, and encamped in a 
light Ail nook shaded by tall cotton-woods, and affording plenty ot grass, 
and where we stopped to refresh our weary animals and receive the \ssits 
of the village, which was near. Old men, squaws, and children soon 
Hocked around us, eagerly offering to trade, and appeared much dissatis-
fied because we had nothing to exchange with them ; tor they had ex* 
pected to obtain some memorial of the coming of the Fab-bi-boo, or 
Americans, which to them is a great gala day ; and they care little it tin \ 
pay double the value of an article, provided they have something to show 
and to say when the village gossip commences. 
We now placed before them a map of the country, which had been 
made out at Bent's Fort by Tah-kai-buhl," at the suggestion ot Mr. Mt t , 
Patrick. Unite a council was called to decide whether or not Butialo 
creek runs into Red river or into the " Goo-ai-pa/ as representee on tw 
man. A clean sheet of paper was produced, and the map drawn accord-
intr 10 their directions. But the council being composed ot old men, t» 
wi)f»m cri-pnt deference was paid, and ;f giv-n' discivpanciy ot opinion exist-
ins among them, like most celebrated politicians, they at length t f m 
to compromise, and represented all the rivers as running parallel, ad in-
finitum Tah-kai buhl's map was corrected, and the relative positions ot 
the various topographical features were preserved m a sitirpristng y MMWt 
manner, when we consider that it covers an area ot about NK> mil. fc m 
length An old man, the father of Little Mountain, particularly attracted 
our attention. He was wrinkled and thin, bearing-evident marks of ex.. 
treme old a"e. l ie wore 011 his head a seal skm cap, a very unusual cir-
cumstance, as they seldom cover the head. On his shoulder bung a 
taitered uniform coat of a Mexican soldier, a triumphant memorial ot the 
darine prowess of his son, to whom he was also indebted tor his hand-
some little Spanish wife. She told us that she had been their pmot.er 
four years, and that the Kioways and Camanches had a number ot 
J The old man was garrulous and incessantly importuning us tor gifts, 
making numerous inquiries in regard to our nation and cut < h j t o « 
venturing upon the prairies. Mr. Simpson informed me Umt a J,oui.g 
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chief, named " T h e Bear," appears about to rival Little Mountain in his 
authority over his tribe, over whom he will exercise despotic sway. He 
mentioned an instance in which he caught a! his lance and rushed at 
one of his men for some trilling disobedience, saying he was a chief, and 
determined to be respected as such ; that he always moves about in great 
state, constantly attended by a young man, his aid de-camp, whose duty 
it is to attend to ail his wishes, spreading a buffalo robe for him to sit 
upon, lighting his pipe, &c. 
We noticed that many of the women had their hair cut close to the 
head, and their faces deeply gashed and covered with clotted blood, in 
mourning ley some departed relatives. They presented a revolting sight, 
not being allowed to wash the face until the time of sorrowing had 
elapsed. 
Fearing that the company of the Indians might be troublesome, as they 
appeared much dissatisfied with our inability to trade, we again look uponr 
line of march and proceeded i t miles down Buffalo creek, and encamped 
in a fine bottom. T h e travelling now became more favorable, and the 
country, too, looked smilingly, for it was evident that we had passed the 
great desert; and we hailed with delight the signs of fertility, and now 
looked forward to the successful eveutuation of our expedition. We were 
told that the Cauianches on the Canadian, hearing of our approach, had 
decamped and betakened themselves to Cut nose creek, where they were 
in a state of great alarm and in considerable numbers. We saw their 
trails, and, from the size, inferred that the accounts we had heard were 
not exaggerated. 
As events have led me to say much with reference to the Indians, it 
^ " e aiT*iss u> introduce in this place some valuable information 
which I some time subsequently received irom Mr. Fitzpatrick. Ho says 
t.iat there were two great roots from which have sprung all the dif-
erent tongues spoken by the Indians now and hitherto inhabiting the 
ortnern and western portions of the Union, together with all the territory 
eastoi the Rocky mountains, with the exception of a few tribes which 
g * g g - - n o ^ s e ^ Wha teve r in »>,» r.fUnr* nml nro the 
rawnees, A rick trees, Mandans, Cheyennes, and Kiowas; these tribes, I 
t link, have originally belonged to the extreme southern part of the Union, 
or ar in the interior of Mexico. In order to inform you better in regard 
to piph Vh° 0 t ! sP°ken of, I will here name some of 'the tribes belonging 
o Z r i i o . i i l u most numerous are the Sioux, Kanzas, Osages, 
Sere ar J mmV i a ^ S a U * a n d F o x e s * A » d besides these 
m i l l 0 1 0 l h c ^ , T l " c ! l h ? v e a c ! o f e affinity to the above-
Delawarp* rh in K r r o°* 18 1 1 6 Jroqwois, to which belong the Shawnees, 
York and C m E T ' r U S C a r o r a " ' M o h a w ^ , and, indeed, all the New 
the State of Ohio i f"?-' t o £ c l h * r w ^ h those bordering on the lakes, 
crowded and m i v ^ ^ £ d m , 1 \ B , U n o w , h a t » ' ^e become so 
are fast losing their l e r o ! 1 'he western and northern frontiers, they 
them The Crow nrHn 8 ' " ."7V a ' , 'd U i s l : v e » n o w difficult to classify 
Rocky mountains and u ! ! * " f i a n s along the eastern base of the 
in all that countrv * Thm i 6 most formidable and warlike tribes 
very hannonious and ah° a d i a I c c t Sioux, and is 
mountains, by the wav of th* S6 ?I r>6 G a r ' 1 w i i I n o w c r o s s t h e **oc,cy 
to take with ; a i ! d going over I would like 
me ti»e Oamanches, and place them where they properly be-
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long, among the Shoshonee or Snake Indians, as I found their language 
exactly the same; and with them I would also place Ottowas, Poncas, 
Sau pitch, Piutas, Timpanutas, together with all the very numerous small 
tribes in the great desert west of the Salt Jake, and lying between the 
Columbia river on the north and the Colorado on the south, all of which 
belong to the Shoshonee or Snake nation. I next proceed to the north 
fork of the Columbia, all along which we find numerous tribes altogether 
differing in character and language from any we have yet met with, and 
in naming them will begin above and descend the river, thus : The Co-
tonary, Flathead, Oollespillurn, or Pond de Neil, Spogan, Nezpeirces, 
Kiuse. YVallawalla, and many other small tribes, all of which speak a 
similar language, but sc very harsh that few of our people have ever made 
any progress in attaining it. 
" T h e Chiryjolcs are the remnants of a once powerful tribe near the 
mouth of the Columbia, and more properly belong to the coast Indians, 
who differ much in language and appearance from those of the interior; 
and I believe mi-jht, with greater propriety, be arranged and placed with 
the islanders of the Pacific, than with any of the inland tribes. The 
whites have never been able to learn the Chinook language ; but they 
have manufactured a sort of gibberish out of English, French, and Chi-
nook, which all talk and understand. 
" In regard to cannibalism, I think it has never been a custom of our 
northern Indians, or the western tribes, particularly those of the Rocky 
mountains. However, the custom of offering human sacrifices prevailed, 
5 believe, amongst many of them in former times, but has gradually ceas-
ed, until it has finally been abandoned almost altogether; so much so, 
that I have only known one instance of a ceremonial sacrifice in the 
whole of my experience. Nevertheless, I have reason to believe it was 
once a custom of many tribes ; and at the conclusion of the great cer®~ 
mony which always took place on those occasions, the medicine men and 
braves of distinction would eat of the victim; more, perhaps, for the pur-
pose of perfecting the ceremony, than for any relish they might have for 
human flesh. t t , " Those poor miserabie~wretdies inhabiting tho great desert west ox tne 
Salt lake, and who I have before noticed as belonging to the Snake na-
tion, are no doubt cannibals, for they will eat anything whatever, either 
animal or vegetable, that is not poisonous, and have been known in many 
instances to devour their own offspring! this occurs from desperate ne-
cessity. They are fast decreasing, and will in a short time become ex-
tinct." 
'September 19.—Followed the Indian trail which we struck yesterday, 
and which led along the left bank of Buffalo creek. The country was 
sandvr, and high ridges ran along on each side parallel with the stream. 
The travelling was now fine, with the exception of the sand hills which 
it was necessary occasionally to pass. 1 he country had a more inviting 
aspect; the streams heavily"timbered, with broad valleys, and few bluffs 
such as we had labored through for so many days. The bottoms of the 
streams assumed a more luxuriant appearance, and became moie tangled, 
while the uplands were thickly spread over by a diminutive species of 
oak, commonly called « shin oak," not exceeding two feet in height. We 
occasionally saw clumps of oak of greater size. As we passed on we 
were able lo trace the windings of the famous Out-nose creek, and found 
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wild animals, a slick, a stone, or won a bruised re d. speak volumes t» 
the practised eye, and have saved many a traveller from a cruel death 
September 28.—We be re to-day a little more towards the north contin 
wag our way over a country similar to that we saw yesterday ' About 
ten o'clock we made a hall at a well limbered creek, which, from descrio 
tion, we supposed to !>e Lone Tw» or Big Tree creek. Here we found de 
hcious grapes, unsurpassed in flavor by any we had yet lasted Afm 
stripping the vines, we carefully searched, bus could fine none equal in 
quality. After resting a couple of hours, and then following a creek bed 
for a few miles, we crossed a divide, and encamped at the head of a stream 
which we at first thought emptied into the Canadian. Near us was the 
site of an old Camanche camp. The remains of wigwams snll standing 
covered several acres of ground, and roust have been the resort of a mul-
f t'ude of Indians. As we approached, an immense flock of turkeys were 
ttightened from their resting places, and scattered over (he bill side 
On examining the old Indian camp, we concluded thr.t they bad win-
tered there. \\ e observed circular holes mid .singular rings, which always 
mark the site of the medicine tent. Although tin; days were .excessively-
warm, the nights were cold, and we generally had frost before m iming. 
Ever since meeting with onr first band of buffaloes on the Canadian, 
we have been watching for them in vain, until yesterday, when crossing 
trie divide, we found by the abundance of signs thai we were entering 
upon their range. Deer were plentiful, and would frequently bound forth 
from trie thickets which lay in our route. 
September 23.—We were obliged to make a very zigzag course during 
our morning's travel, on account of the deep ravines of red clay, which 
are not perceptible to the eye glancing over the surface, until one arrives 
directly upon their brink. For a few hours, it appeared impossible to pro-
ceed, so entangling were these ravines. The country had become quite 
rough and broken by buttes of red clay and gypsum, in all the varied 
forms which we had before noticed. We al*o saw hills composed of very 
triable red sandstone. The bottoms of the streams were very well tim 
S ; t a various trees we noticed the cotton-wood, elm, 
black focust, Kobma p s m f d e r ^ -i i r r — » w u v » wuiut tn—"-j^-^44U-ts_i_Li 'Tra : 
„"l ' lf o i r e e-" u t I lep- " Gymnocladns Canadensis," which contains, in 
« \v s " m e s - a y,e7 palatable nut, which we collected iwid ate. We 
wiMn«^n'rlUfi S" l a / ° f b n®» , o e s W day, and judged, from their 
had W n i f h e 3 C a , ;C"y 1 o f ,S,= "'s' t h a t t h f iy ha<1 'J"t recently arrived, and 
™ <>»«<* the party found an a,row 
no evidence f~ u 1 u ' c n " ' a " ( l t have been there Song, as it bore 
Indlarw Th exposure to the weather ; but we saw no fresh signs of 
Indians. The night being clear and bright, we obtained observations, 
s t f T ^ ; , U u a i m U ! ! ; f ° :!T 5 a" ' a n J lo.igi.ude 99- 41 W ' 
three miles^an hour e I rapidly along this morning at the rate of 
the Canadian. ^ » - c h i | order to reach 
oblig< 
Rave us much 
to cross tvvrt V • ' u , e llI«bergrow». V 
^oubSe N a !! T ^ m " S ' a " d l , l e i r banks 
Wen endeavored to a Z w a s a , ! a rS e "f buffaloes, which our orea to approach by crawling a long distance through brush 
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A ^ i t ' S t o r Ufwn ,!self ' in a y M«C^U»UI. N it Degan to g ow ate up were voi^nl f ,,.1JQO rrr'-A *"»- *£ »"S ™ 
iir *md ckirf* I ih'* I ^- S I- , if a , o n ? -*Ii€ sand, which filled the 
han^ o v i r (irv\;anJ;ta"(1 Wh!^ J'ke 8 «'»«d »<" Siting .snow! 
traveller About <>n „ i . i m e r ? a n ^ ^ o r a i j : 8 vor>* good guide for the 
There are fiefil in . r " f ' l * " u r x a m p ID; the Antelope buttes. 
group which t fi 'Cl ! ; " '° ," f w h l c h " H " " ^ e c t i y conical, and the 
L J . , V ' . . ! n , t i ! i accompanying sketch (orin.- one of the 
100th meridian" n'nrTd " V w ' ! " ' e c<>««t.ry. They lie very near the 
\xl , J ' therefore are sometimes called the boundary buttes 
it i search of ~ n ' i ? " f a deep ravine, p e e p i n g 
" I U i l e n a l o , , d shouting burst from the party beh.nd us and 
t : 0 U m s a 7 that a large panther had started tmm his a,r"n 
u L i i n a F - l f / ' a!i W K b , " " d i I i ? "ver the hill,. Such an 
ou?l rni ' ipr? a n bin we ware so wearied by 
covey j f a i l ' ' w h , T h ' . n ° l , S " e T 10 t a k e h l m H e r e 1 «">«*» a fine 
fs«ru fl l ,a"s> ^hich had taken refuge m the jungle, and prepared •* 
sear "» P l e c c t 0 shoot; succeeded in wounding; one, and, while intently 
u Z a " i l " i tlliT™ ravhle^r i h ! ] M t b i < « * * fokuntl' 3 
J , , , V i f . ISIK,IKt% C t , i i e u Ul «arr%>w path. The report *'f n»r 
lav the S c i r i ! T f g ' r 3 V 1 ; i : a n " a ' h c n t l i r cleared Way.' lhem i i e 1 n i r fragments of the snake. Shuddering at the danger 1 had 
escaped, I soon gave up the search for the quail and returned t ! S » 
of (I e river-'3/! " > " « * « « " spirits at having regained the hank wwnihts -j^st r s r ,us r,n the h ~ r 1 ™u4e>and *• 
its wndv b!Li' hThi ' a , ! f ? m i , e . w i a e > w i , h « Si™H stream winding through 
the gypsum. " a n o rcd' w u h* a umiseous flam, due to 
iovfuh'y^lm ~ ' ) ~ A b o u f 7 0 ' c l ° f k , our usual hour for starting, we were 
J luliy moving down (he ravine, wire,. W ^ o n - s t r e c k thl^river l n ^ 
bid w to travel in the bottom land, but were at length forced into its 
d : ; ' " C sand, being deep and giving way beneath , h i t d eels of 
e r g o n s „,ado them drag so heavily that we wore obhtrod to a Vend , h r 
esearpmentshv'i h*' " r b i M , k s ' W , W W h « d beeif en, into S S 
sum • • r., / I f ? r r o d l " 8 waters, presented to our view strata of gyp-
erotinH**"«nm -llieknesa, preserving the general enrvnlures of the 
' „ ' me were curved und broken, some horizontal. We saw nu 
them ' Th ° , i 0 ( , S ' l , H t h u " R0 , , d opportnniiies of killing any of 
ravine H c ~ » L W mcam\«* 'Wool a deep and narrow 
a fine buffalo^.nil , ; ^ ' , ' e x r " l l f , >" -^ot with the rifle, killed 
^en . F went out to m ike " t " , I M" ° a m | > 1 , , h n i ! , r«G S ' we had 
was covered with Z r n l n n ! " f l m ! , ' a , u His scalp,which a w u h h a i r 1 3 ' "d ies in length. We observed here groat 
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numbers of the night-hawk, " Capiimulgus Americanus, - which seemed 
particularly fund of darting about among our mules and horses. These 
birds have been common on our whole route, as well as the lark, " Alauda 
comma," which we found scattered over the prairie from June until late 
in October. 
We were much disappointed at the progress made to day ; for, having 
struck a deep bend of the river, we had made nearly as much northing as 
easting, which added nothing to our advancement. 
SrpUmb>r 26—Seeing that the river again recurved towards the 
south, we kept away from its bed to avoid the many little ravines with 
which its banks are serrated, also to shorten the distance by proceeding 
straight across the bend. We noticed that the buffaloes were in great 
commotion to day, running about in all directions and on all sides ; and, 
as it was npt because they had got the wind of us, we therefore supposed 
that Indians must he near, but afterward* concluded that they were on a 
frolic. At one plane we found a large (lock of prairie chickens, which 
were so unaccustomed to the effect of fire arms, that we killed a number 
before they attempted to fly. 
the 
routes e s . - — 
eruons, have been endowed by nature with an instinct which invariably 
leads them to select trie most gcntic ascents and descents, enabling them 
to seize every advantage which the ground offers. These paths are also 
remarkably straight ; and as the animals generally move in file, they are 
deep, and remain distinctly visible for a long time. Shortly before we 
arrived at our camping ground, we reached a small, level plain, gently 
sloping towards the river, and for the last three or four miles our wagons 
rolled along quite merrily. From the tufts of grass which covered it 
we started great numbers of the meadow lark, 44 Alauda magna," which, 
sailing a short distance, would iight on some Utile shrub and carol forth 
its melodious song, as if wishing to hold musical converse with our 
pany-;--bm_ihe majority ol us were thinking of fat buffalo ribs, and gave 
but little heed to the little songsters? SeeTtjga firrei>«f/tr-of^wiikloes re-
maining under the dark shade of a cotton-wood grove, close to the edge 
ot the stream upon which we intended to camp, two of our men were 
selected and sent forward, in the hope of procuring meat. A badly directed 
shot broke the shoulder of a fine cow, which, nevertheless, escaped their 
grasp. After camping, some ot the men went out and killed a cow and a 
large calf; but, as it was late, and the meat some distance from camp, w e 
preferred leaving it to batten wolves rather than risk men and muies outot 
camp after dark. One of the stars upon which we wished to observe 
was too high early in the evening ; we were, therefore, obliged to be up 
as late as half-past 11, in order to get our observations of Lyra. We were 
oicea to use the brightest stars, as the cold quickly condensed the moist-
ure uponi theglasses ot the instrument We found our position to be in 
latitude 3o° 55' 00" ; longitude 99° 1V 03". 
nhrt e , ( l w e p°^c e '4 l ' , e a , i °ld Camanche camp ; and, on searching 
ooiit, tound near it a place where water oozes directly fiom the bottom ot 
a 1S J I e ^ r ee **rom l J i e n auseous saste which characterizes mat at the mouth of the stream. 
eptember 4,i. -This morning we crossed the river, in order to keep 
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on the inner side of die bend. We find herd quite a change in the ap-
pearance of the country, as it is completely covered with a dense growth 
of oak commonly called black-jack oak. As the trees were not. more than 
thirty »eet high, their branches did not oppose a very great obstacle to our 
progress, for we managed to f ree our way through with but little assist-
ance from the axe. in some of the bottoms, where «he trees were of n 
more luxuriant growth, we found the bur-oak, " Quercus macrocarpa," 
and collected many of the acorns ; for they were new to many of us, and 
the singular beauty of the deeply-fringed edge of the cup which envel-
oped the acorn, and the size of the fruit, could not but call forth our ad-
miration. We saw many bands of buffaloes—many composed entirely of 
bulls. The sexes are said generally to separate at this season. 
Towards the latter part of the day we made a difficult descent, and 
crossed a small stream, the banks of which were in many places very high 
and perpendicular. We saw impressed on its moist sandy bed tracks of 
bear, deer, and turkeys. Among the smaller birds were the night-hawk, 
flicker, meadow lark, quail, and turtle dove. 
In the vicinity of our camp we found some old charred logs and well-
bleached buffalo bones, showing that Indians had been here some time 
ago. 
The forests of black-jack which we had passed through to-day stretch-
ed back from the river as for as the eye could reach, and we took every op 
portuniiy to examine from the highest practicable points. They form a 
portion of the celebrated "Cross Timbers." The right bank,or south side 
of the river, lias been entirely free from timber. This point is frequented by 
great numbers of deer and turkeys, which at this season obtain an abun-
dant supply of food from the mast, which literally covers the ground. 1 
noticed that some of the mules were very fond of acorns. 
The buffaloes appear more numerous in our path than on any previous 
day, although we expected that on entering the timber we should entirely 
!ose sight of them. 
Sunday} September 23.—We had quite pleasant travelling to day, as 
the bottom was smooth, and we were fortunate to find no obstacles to our 
progress. As we saw that the river made a new betid, we crossed it, after 
a march of eight miles, to the right-hand bank. The n^t l f sTde~sttti cot^ -
tinues heavily timbered, while the side we are now on has not a single 
tree to enrich the broad uplands. Along the Muffs which skirt the river 
we still find the never-failing cotton wood. We stopped about 11 o'clock 
to give our weary animals a little time to rest, as "well as to allow them to get 
a little of the luxuriant grass that grew in a low bottom by the river side, 
where we found excellent water which oozed from a marshy spot near our 
halting ground. Here we noticed rave sounds that were perfectly new to 
us. On investigating the cause, we found they originated from small 
quails, which certainly spoke a different language from that used by the 
civilized birds of the same species. 
On our route this morning we met an old bull, which appeared quite 
reluctant to move out of our road : at last he took shelter in bushes with-
in a few rods of our line of march. He looked old, and was so gaunt that 
his skin hung upon him like wet drapery upon a skeleton. 
Having refreshed ourselves, we again pursue our route on the bed of 
the river, which in some places, where the sand is covered with red clay, 
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can he travelled upon without difficulty. The sand is very deep andm., 
annuals sink to the fetlock, which renders our progress laborious 
W hen we had marched thirteen miles, we saw at the mouth of a littlo 
stream, the banks of which were beautifully shaded with coiton wood 
drove of wild horses,engaged in playful gambols. On perceivineusthev 
stood lor a moment, all eyes, gazing at the singular appearance ; "then cir. 
cled rapidly round the spot where they had been standing, with their wide 
nostrils close to the ground, keenly snuffing the grass, and then dashed 
up the river, with their long tails and mains floating in the air. One of 
the handsomest, a large roan, came boldly up towards the head of the col-
umn, and gaSloped slowly along, so as to view the whole command thr>n 
turned gadv oil to join his happy company. We find the buffaloes still 
very abundant. 
I'pon looking back to our last evening's camp we saw that the prairies 
were on fire, and supposed that our own camp-fires had been the cause, 
and felt much grieved at this unnecessary destruction of vegetation, which 
a benign Providence had intended for the nourishment of many of his 
animated creatures. 
Our whole march to-day did not exceed IT miles, 
September — Very soon after leaving campc we again attempted to 
travel in the bed of the river ; aud after proceeding a short distance, we 
round, as usual, that the wagons cut deep in the sand, which obliged the 
mules to labor heavily. We therefore again resorted to the plain, forcins 
the wagons up the high bluffs of red clay which form the banks. We 
travelled along on the right bank of the river for nearly seven miles, when 
ue crossed to the north side, and found ourselves hemmed in on all sides 
oy torests of black-jack oak, diversified with little prairies, which afforded 
^reat re net and gave us opportunities of obtaining a wide survey of the 
country, and at the same time enabled us to select our rouie. The buffa-
a r o l ' n d " s o n every side, and the deer and wild turkeys find plea-
sant hiding places by the side of coo! streams, which are shaded by large 
umberst almost every_ variety, 
marching sixteen miles, we encamped at the sourco ofa smaii 
nf r, ' r l n , s e v , e r a l P^ces along its course, widened into small lakes 
iV0, 06 , ! i f"'1 > l ' , e transparent waters of which were enlivened 
with the roach and the sun-perch. We caught a few small ones by means 
or a mosquito bar. 3 
" f the turkey were very numerous; and on all the streams 
I w two flJu f 1' W,e o t , e r ' L u i r a Canadensis," w*re observed. We 
inekZr t » r f -ef*e" w , n 8 e d , e a l several turtle doves. Hard-
feJL n l ™ ,hl a s h o r t d i ' s , a r 'c i ; of our camp, and we had rare toasting on, the marrow bones and hump ribs. 
came Vert h^h t l , rCe *"d u h a l f " " l e s o f o u r ^ y ' s journey the bluffs be-
"rTon thf, h&V?r« beUVOCt! U v o a»(1 'hrce hundred feet. The com, 
berecTwith s e v e r a l f r o m i t s b a , l k s - « heavily tun-
C ™ J ', ° f n,f-^"wuhriy the black-jack. 
sky. We t h e r e f o r e J M J ! h e m n briSht> a n d •" fine clear 
observations which e i l a b ! e d t 0 8 e t several series of astronomical 
9So 45 -23 g l V e u s a l a t U u d « 51' 59", and longitude 
the rught forced us^fo^h^fi' ' " \ v a k e ,at a n e a r | y hour, as the coldness of 
" s t 0 t h e firaside> when we heard a detailed account of 
i "*• 
$ 
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the alarm which occurred last night. It appears that while one of our 
sentinels, I atriek BraJiy, was walking his post, from sorue unaccountable 
thatSthe'lifd'ianTT'1'l°ff" ,S t a r . , ! e d b>f l h e reP°n> h e f o r s o m e lime thought hat the Indians had fired on hnn ; but, on examining his rifle, and find-
h£i M I * Y! '"' ig"S",ck S ° n e ' h e beS;Ui t 0 think that at least he 
h.J not been seriously wounded. No sooner had the gray of daylight 
T In'!') ° " T 0V<^r 5 eastern sky, than our mules commenced to bray 
a loud reveille, wishing to be loosed from (heir pickets, that they might 
glean their scanty morning's meal, as they were then let loose J graze 
under the protection of the horse-guard, who are always ready to drive 
heir ,!!! I" C a f e 0 f 11,1 a l a r m - T h e l a s s o i s " e v e r relnoved from their necks, which makes it easy to take them when necessary to saddle 
them previous to prosecuting our daily march. We were obliged to leave 
one of our horses here, as his back had become incurable, and was now 
so vei y sore (the blow-flies having got in) that we could not use it. Manv 
others sn our band were suffering greatly from the same cause. Calomel 
is me only eflectual remedy, and we were not so fortunate as to have any 
of it with us. 3 
After travelling over a country very similar to that which we had passed 
the last two or three days, we made our halt at 12 o'clock, near a small 
stream, where we procured good water, and permitted our animals to rest 
and recruit their exhausted strength. Here we found the skin and bones 
of a black bear, and inferred the presence of Indians. Again on the way 
we travelled on slowly; for the day was hoi, and water had been very 
scarce. We at length reached a fine creek, with banks high, and exceed"-
ing steep. Crossing it, we encamped on the top of the hill, which proved 
very fortunate on Lieut. Peek's account, who might otherwise have been 
obliged to spend a night in the woods. He says: " I had wandered out 
with my rifle m search of turkeys,aud continued down the. ravine towards 
the river, crossing ravine after ravine till night set in. I now turned to 
go back, but found the road longer than J expected; still, I trudged on 
but a little doubting. After the lapse of an hour, I besran to think I had' 
lost my way. Ascending a knoll, I saw the light of the camp fire, two 
miles distant, and had the pleasure of reaching it before the hour of re-
tiring." —5 ~ 
We here shot several green-winged teai and numbers of the wild turkey 
and one of the men caught a water hen. » Fulica Americana," which 
proved very fine eating. 
October 1.—We were obliged to make a very long march without ac-
complishing much; lor the creeks, with their many branches, forced us 
10 make innumerable detours, which caused us great toil, and only de-
layed our advance. Although we marched only fifteen miles, we did not 
jorm our camp until it was very late. 
After clearing these troublesome ravines, the country became beautiful 
covered with " shadowy forests, with champains riched with plenteous' 
rivers and wide-skirted meads." Its surface was gracefully undulating 
with long swells ; the valley every where heavily timbered, and the praine 
land covered with a luxuriant growth of grass. * Mr. Fitzpatrick appeared 
enraptured with the scene, and said he had not seen such country for 
more than four years. Bands of buffaloes were feeding on every hiii-side 
and deer and turkeys unusually abundant 
We noticed to-day, on the opposite side of the river, about eight miles 
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t'atss;jtsirsf ^ 
mlrn;^r:,uhIw,ung wyco,d>nud «««• ^g£lndevery 
continues to spread its'^lorin'u""vegetation bef """ ' e"ICr,,<1 s, i i l 
customed to the , W J Lilo(,f" X a t d e L ^ ' " B S ^ l""S aC" 
abundant, thai we resolve! to Drofiir* o l w j , "utfaloes w«*e so 
ber was cleared away which Jhrnlml »» ?UPP^» a , , c i before the tim-
catnped. we d i s c o v Z i a h , ^ . r av ine o«« wfcich we were en-
camp. Pierre Baianger and S »l» n surrounded oar 
hunters. g C f a u d fto,omon ^ w w were selected to act as 
bluff^banlf by *ihe r" ver'skle'an f ^ m i , a * ' • n d «w*mped '•» a high 
not get in umU ate 1 W h»,t , ' 'X M U s l>' ( i , r ° " r «»en, who did 
Mtnv ofmir » i i been so fortunate as to kill five cow* 
s S K S : i t h t r of buflkio MI,.,. « pi' ., a, J1 ' n n ( l returned to enjoy a tine supper 
bones itc. v i - m n v , ^ ' briskets, ribs, tongues, udders, inamnv-
O' /ot-r '! iv„ i "" *» >?*' * o v e r , '1 0 merry camp fires, 
the soumrt InH .h tf i? 1 d n " l , n ? d a y '• <!>e mist hangs heavilv over 
We descended from ,h i" f M a i 1 f r o a c ! l ! i lS winter benumbs our limbs. 
l e n t ' i t U' a " t h ° a ! , u r c ' »° ' "» which would induce man to ire-
J i n d ^ t t S r " . 8 1 ^ fh° rh 'er Side fille(1 wi lh huifaloes, which 
- i w £ 2 S t S i y « l ,? s , ' e , e r , t h e r e f"»» «he cold winds. Towards the 
skv c S a ^ m ^ " t t c c a a e d ; but StiH a gray u-iatry sky cast a gloom over the wide expanded iandsrape. 
height which w^^?r r ! f i n T r | l / i e ^°ul ?* a n 'so 'a l t i t^ bluff of considerable 
w^ofere^t ^r;jri,l^VVi,,s'LrllVeLl';;b;^fC"ri;rr™e7^\"^,1V^^ 
™«p™,;g~ \ ^ t i z £ z " *«p <•'/ 
forced9usrt,!'rernain here'1" delibemiae ?n"g T ,""P l e , f a .n t a s Y^erday, 
the dav. During wpt VVnnti10 , J f 6 ! * debate the greater part of 
\y increased ; their shoulders and6 backs'0 * ° f ^ T ^ 8 ' C 0 , l a r S *S § r e a t" 
tinned friction of the harness We M ^ ? y f iayo<1 b y l h e c 0 " ' 
sations of Providence who in , r , '®d 10 murmur at the dispen-
creatures for our uses.'' We 'at en^/hl g ? ° d n e s s ' g ' v e s r a i n t 0 fit h i s 
what was so disagreeable m ^ 0 ourselves by thinking that 
terday evening o v si ot ono nf™,'? ^ § o o d t 0 m a n y - Y e s " b owers snot one of the largest bucks we had yet seen. 
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When we first noticed it lying on the ground, deprived of its skin, it was 
mistaken by some (or one of our small oxen. Its extraordinary size and 
fatness made us only regret that our friends towards the east could not 
share in our enjoyments. 
Towards evening it cleared up, and we immediately embraced the op-
portunity to advance. After a march of four miles, in which we headed 
a creek lying between our camp and the high hutie, we found a good 
grazing ground for our weary animals. 
The night being clear, we obtained good observations, which placed us 
in latitude 35° 28' 00 , longitude 98° 14 21". 
The timber now makes its appearance on the south side of the river, and 
begins to disappear on this side. 
Sunday, October 5.—The sun rose clear and bright; and as its rays 
sparkled in the glittering forest, we felt cheered by the prospect of a pleas-
ant day's journey. The general surface of the country continues lower-
ing, and is on this side but slightly timbered, whilst a heavy forest covers 
the surface on the opposite side of the river. 
VYe saw several bands of buffaloes, containing bulls only, which sal-
loped off quite leisurely as we approached. Their motion whilst gallop-
ing differs much from that of any animals which we have hitherto seen. 
It consists of a series of elastic bouncings ; their hind legs are kept well 
under them, while the fore legs are extended, and this position seems 
constantly maintained ; they appear to move by elasticity alone, indepen-
dent of any muscular exertions. After a march of sixteen miles, observ-
ing some bulls grazing quite near camp, 1 approached them under cover 
of a ravine, although not unperceived, for one lying down immediately 
rose up and stood ierociously glaring at me, with his eyes red and in-
flamed with rage. I noticed on the backs of some of them the common 
cow bunting 44 Eberiza pecoris"—-sitting quite composedly. Large flocks 
of these birds have been our fellow travellers throughout the journey, 
and were quite familiar, lighting on the ground immediately in front of 
our mules, and sometimes attempting to find perching places on the heads 
and ears of our animals. They oftentimes amused us by their antics 
while engaged in catching grasshoppers that were started "up from the 
prairie grass by our caravan—This employment c.allecl forth ali thtnr ac-
tivity, and caused them to throw themselves into the most ludicrous atti- ~ 
tudes while endeavoring to catch their prey, which in myriads surround-
ed them on all sides. 
The stream upon which we have encamped is covered with largo eot. 
ton-wood, on the branches of which wo noticed many flickers, 41 Pieus 
auratus." The banks were very high and steep, and the lata wet weath-
er had rendered them slippery and unpleasant. The sky again became 
clouded over, and our eyes searched in vain over the dull gloomy gray of 
the heavens for one blue patch on which to found a hope against the 
threatening storm, which at length broke gently upon us, but with every 
prospect of a long continuance, We again wrapped ourselves in our 
blankets, and endeavored to fortify our patience whilst waiting for better 
times. 
October 6.-—To-day began as dismally as yesterday concluded, and for 
a while we were kept quite busy preparing for this unpleasant weather, 
not knowing how long it might continue. 
On looking out we saw the finest globules of rain obliquely descend-
I **» ] (il 
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showed .sig,fs o f c K , W T ° a'\CUr,y sf:lr<' before the sky 
the creek on which w K i , » « ! ! , "H1" J'lt,e d'"«cuity in crossing 
bed of quicksand. The ch'iil of i""^6 ' 1,1'":s being steep, audits 
fluence upon our beeves , th ic t in-
heads and tails in the air - am! ft «.•*»« ° " . a r a rapid rate, lilting their 
taken. Again we saw nlpnu- nf ? 11 m e , b e f i > r e they could be over-
attempts to obtain some of their meat ' '" :"Je S e v e r a i i , i e f f e c ! u a l 
distan^whlch8markeVt°htCvfir..!°n? J i n e o f h r a v ? "'"'her about six miles 
ter a march of tllirt^n „ ?iL i t L ?,°r ,h , 0 r k of t h e Canadian. Af-
which joined the river at the d i s t i n c t r ! ' ? a d "{a p'easant stream 
we saw specimens of the sandhill ii o n e a , , d a h a l f To-day 
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we and should have concluded that our men were mistaken, had •*? t0 experienced in prairie life. 
While riding slowly along a low bottom covered with tall sraas, w* 
near us, g e ^ ' " c a n ! S IuPus " w h i c h ^tarted'up 
AuQT a roar^°f eighteen miles we encamped on the head of an aMoem 
vi tiic nordi fork of the Canadian} about six miles from that river We 
saw to day great numbers of the meadow lark. Soon as the shades of 
evening fell around, a large hooting owl,"strix Virgmianus," comme&ewi 
a hideous serenade, in honor of the comers ; but his music, like &a£ m 
many human performers, was more agreeable to himself than to us, 
nearly cost him his life, for some of our party went out to find nim; bus 
lie managed to elude them, and then, as if in revenge, all night long did 
lie utter forth his doleful song. We saw to-day treat quantities of the 
sumach, " rhus glabrum." This is much used by the Camanches in 
making their " kinick-kinick," which they prepare by wilting the leaves 
over a moderate fire. The Shawnees and other tribes-abou? West port 
use the inner bark of the willow, while the tribes on the border of the 
Great lakes use the winter green and bark of the maple; in tact, almost 
every tribe uses a different plant. 
October 9.—it was impossible to avoid the ravines to-day, as they ran 
entirely across the narrow divide, forming one continuous cleft. On our 
left the country appears heavily timbered with dense forests of oak. We 
are now on the divide which separates Chouteau's creek from the main 
river—the country gradually roiling. The bottom lands by the sidesot 
the well-timbered streams were enlivened by the sumach, whose Leaves, 
being at this season of a brilliant red, form a beautiful feature in the land-
scape. Our old friends, the cow-birds, danced about and turned sum-
mersets in the air with unusual vivacity, as they snapped up the grass-
hoppers which flew around them. These birds rendered themselves very 
useful by destroying the insects which would otherwise have greatly an-
noyed our animals, upon whose backs we irequently saw the bird> en-
gaged in busy scrutiny. , 
Having made a long march of twenty-one miles, we encamped on the 
side of a clear stream ; among the timber upon its banks we tound the 
oak and the elm. The thick woods which bordered the rijer were per-
fectly impenetrable, on account of the luxuriant growth of the greenorterr 
« smilax rotundifolia." To-day we saw the last ot the bufaloes, whose 
place seems now to be supplied by deer. As we approved oui-ramp-
ing ground, we saw three break irom the covert within short mterra^ ot 
eaWe°find our camp in latitude 35° 06' 11", longitude gP=>3a 
October 10.—The elm-trees around us were in many 
with beautiful clumps of the misletoe. Upon some of them which we 
had cut down, wc noticed that the plant was covered with a ptc^rca ot 
oFold Fort Holmes A loVgate-post was leaning mournfully over die 
5 
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rums around, borne down by the weight of declining yews aid i>.» „ 
vages Ume. Here we saw fragments of wagons which by thei I 
showed that the place had long been deserted. There was the varr f ' 
distinguishable r o a d , j n m a n y p | a c e s overgrown with wZZ T , t 
Some of our people, in the height of their enthusiasm, mourned thechim' 
uey, and nnftmed the American handkerchief, that it might J W ,,, t Sr.*!.™,a snaM •w""*"——•» -«fc* S 
= J * f *°?n e!!t("r*'d 'he trail which had been cut bv the draeoons and 
shortly alter struck into the dense forest. Although ("he t r a i I T a 
gu.de, ,t was far from being a good wagon road. g Ve were S S 
SSS'MiT'w h l c h «™"S 
thp L 1 0 1 U r 0 u t e ; a n d > i n ,mny p | a c e s - we had to level 
the ground where the water Imd washed the road into deep sallies Thus 
b « m 3 T i i 7 t £ {:ye""V Sow 3 1 l d t h c » - - u M suddcSly «?!•?. * praines covered with pretty good grass, but th*y were 
wa^ to be foun M i ! " a s lr u n a v a i l a b l e ; a " d >n the bottoms where water 
* bt tounu, for some distance on each side, there was plenty of tim-
S t t " a ° i ^ ; , S,i!1,l C;"ered >J t h e h«T« ° f better U,Tn£, »e I t i n -
mirnose ' IVe !) > without finding a place well suited to our 
theTharn h r i L f V e t ! c a n 3 p e d 1,1 a b o l t o r a overgrown with the smilai, 
rZ^ Z!- " f Th 'Crh W e f e a c o n l i n u a l *>"rce "f annoyance. We pro-
, , , e l . w a ' ' - r *'l'' wants from a few muddy pools we found 
W ™ , 'h S C 7 ? i y a f f o n t a d e n o « g h to satisfy our thirsty animals. 
their ^ j r i r ° deer ?!,d l,lrke>'s "> a"d *ls° hogs, which had found 
i ; Y ' s P c e ' , w h e r e they had remained for several years un-
iv y 0 n e ' hecome as wild as deer, are considered 
n a ! l e s a w f - d : j y a tew rude Indian shelters, the roofs composed or large pieces of bark. 
w i i p r ' t r n l ^ * e a5^ r ^?WIJ v*'c W e r « again on our route in search of 
f r o s T a t u h l l ? a 0 d a m m . ? s * T h ® § ™ n d was covered with a heavy 
if S T r e ' , W e t r a v e l ! e d t r o u g h dense forests composed 
m i m i T i v p h e r e and there a few di-
l u t i v e specimens of hickory. Sometimes we met"occasional openings 
or glades. Everywhere the marks of autumn were distinctly visible. 
The grass looked dead and dry; the trees were shaking their summer 
dressing, touched by the withering frost, to the ground. After a march 
of four miles we found a place suitable for our purpose, and here noticed 
various signs of half-civilized Indians marked upon the trees—both pic-
tures and letters, which we concluded were of Cherokee origin. On a 
H Q ?P r ™ l n & beneath which we breakfasted, I caused°the letters 
U. 8. to be inscribed, with the date. In a short time we were again on 
ur way, when, in crossing one of the streams, we noticed distinct prints 
ot a newlv-shod horse, which circumstance gave us food for conjecture. 
In some of the bottoms we found the persimmon, " diosporus Virginia-
nus. I he fruit was not quite ripe, therefore but few of those who were 
acquainted with its peculiar astringency could be.induced to taste it. The 
undergrowth was oi a complete entanglement of smitax. We airain en-
camgpd near muddy pools that scarcely afforded sufficient water"for the 
night. The length of our journey to-day was sixteen miles. 
Sunday, October 12.—When we arose it was yet dark. We marched 
six miles before stopping to breakfast. Our road was firm and gravelly, 
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and near our haiting place we found a fine spring. For several dav« we 
b e e n keenly on the lookout for wild hogs, and this morniog the d a m 
was given when all rushed out, gun in hind; in the t u m K m e 
M ?h, ° U t they were marked, but the warning was a little too late, for 
at the crack of a rifle one of the hogs instantly dropped. We iegretted the 
occurrence, but it was now irremediable; so, as other pUosophers would 
have done, we consoled ourselves by devouring the ill-fated aninsaL TH* 
marked hogs, and the frequent cracking of rifles which we heard around, 
apprized us of our approach to Indian settlements. After resuming our 
marcti we proceeded about three miles, and entered a beautiful prairie 
about eight miles square. We observed a large party of Indians with 
their squaws, who, we conjectured, had been to render their homage to 
the Great Spirit. Amidst the luxuriant growth of grass which clothed this 
broad champaign, the lowing herds were quietly grazing. With glad 
hearts we hailed these harbingers of approaching civilization. Far, far 
away in the distance, and in the direction of our route, we saw huge vol-
umes of smoke rising upwards in heavy columns, which warned us to be 
in future more careful of our camp-fires, now that we had reached pasture 
grounds that might be considered private property. We encamped on a 
pretty stream near a spring delved by the crystal waters in the solid rock. 
The forest this morning was alive with crows, "corvus corone," and we 
readily approached them, although we were all armed. Our day's march 
was fourteen miles. 
October 13.—Shortly after starting we left the old road, and inclined 
towards the river. We soon struck an Indian trail that ieu us ever a rug-
ged country. We now were obliged to keep a party in advance, with the 
axe constantly in hand, widening the road, and clearing away the fallen 
timber. Towards the latter part of the day, we reached a high and pre-
cipitous bluff which limits the river bottom. Having accomplished this 
difficult descent, we formed our camp at its base, near a pond of water. 
After tilling our buckets, we suffered the horses and mules to drink the 
rest, leaving us without a drop for our morning's meal. A crackling fire 
of oak sent forth an untiring flame, which dispelled the chill of a gioomy 
niffht. In the wooded country through which we passed to-day, we no-
ticed many varieties of the oak, " quereus obtusiloba," " Q.. terrugint-a, 
and " Q,. alba." A few specimens of hickory, the ash, and grape vines 
seemed to have found a grateful soil, and had entwined their tendrils 
around the loftiest twigs of the tallest trees. The nipping frost which had 
scattered the leaves, disclosed the fruit hanging in profuse clusters 
The prairie lands were covered with a rich growth ot gra^unu-n 
fine pasturage for the herds of cattle that the Indians had leit to roam un-
restrained while themselves ".'ere engaged in their annual hunting excur-
sions, more for the peltries they may obtain than the meat, whicn, indeed, 
'''octoAer 14—When we arose, we found the ground whitenea by a 
heavv frost- we were all in lively motion to circulate the blood, and to 
vreZefor our journey. Soon on the way, we were still following he 
Indian trail of yesterday,'when we suddenly came in sight o f a lar^e 1 -
K , Tillage -
„„c« ..niling with green «ir , ,<!»» 
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look as n we were treading on forbidden ground ; and some crows akn 
which were perched on the neighboring trees, seemed to gaze on oii'r in' 
truswu wish a jealous eye The houses were built by driving lareonick-
a s closely together, to form the wails of the four aides, and the mots were 
matched with bark. On some hurdles near the houses we found a stw 
c.es of eucubitaca-, the gourds of which bar- n great resemblance to an 
noui glass. As we remained some lime, in order to recover severs! nnv 
mules, whilst examining the environs of the village, we found the fcois 
dare. 1 mac lara au ran ilea," the fruit of which is sometimes called the 
Usage orange. The wood of the tree is admirably suited for ornamental 
work, being of a beautiful colden or amber color: but it is necessary to 
varnish it immediately after it is polished. The fruit was abont the size 
of an orange, the exterior roughened like a blackberry. That which we 
saw was of a light green color. It is said to be yellow, and of an agreea-
ble flavor when fully r»pe. 
After some time, our people returned with the lost mules. The interim 
was spent by us in hunting squirrels. In reconnoitring our road for to-
morrow, those who had books to read did read, u to while away the lazy 
hours of peaceful day." 
In the afternoon," Yount" brought in a fine and an intelligent-looking 
1 lid la li, who belonged to a small tribe called " Quapaws." He had found 
him at a village, eating sweet potatoes and milk. He told us that some 
of his people were- encamped a few miles below us, and the rest, with the 
kickapoos, (near whose village we were located,) had gone off to their 
hunting grounds. We asked him how far we should have to go before 
meeting with white people. He replied that we could start in the morn-
ing, and reach them before the sun attained its mid-day height. 
Our camp was situated on a small level plain, about half a mile square, 
where we remarked two singularly parallel paths, which formed the race 
course; and found one of the sticks with which is played the famous 
game of ball. We gave our Quapaw friend a few pieces of tobacco, well 
pleased with the information he had communicated, that on :he morrow 
we should see the faces of our own race. Our people had shot some gray 
squirrels, that made a pleasant change in our daily fare, which we felt 
was quite meager since leaving the range of the buffaloes; 
October 15.—After a rugged march up and down deep and steep hills, 
we were often obliged to dig down the walls on each side of the stream, 
and fill in their beds with logs and sods. At ten o'clock, we reached a 
level piece of woodland, and were slowly proceeding, when the sweet 
sound of the chipping axe, echoing through the forest, fell faintly upon 
our ears. For a while, the distance gave an uncertainty to our surmise. 
We listened again, and were convinced that we had oot been deceived; 
we rapidly approached the spot whence the sound proceeded, but found 
only some Creek Indians, busily engaged in making log houses. Lieu-
tenant Peck and I rode over to inquire the route and the distance to 
white people's stores, but could get no satisfactory information, although 
we found that one of them spoke English. Proceeding rapidly, we reached 
a creek bottom, where we found an abundance of the persimmon. Hastily 
gathering some of the fruit, we crossed the creek, and again saw a very 
comfortable log house, inhabited also by Creek Indians. We were aston-
ished at the politeness of one, who said, " Strangers, if it is not asking you 
an improper question, may 1 be permitted to inquire where you are from V9 
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He put the question with extreme delicacy, for he doubtless supposed that 
we had been robbing Santa Fe traders, or shooting Indians, as there are 
some people on the borders fond of such amusements. And the costume 
of the party was such as would, likely excite some suspicion ; for we were 
dressed in buckskin trowsers, with fringed seams; shirts of bright red 
flannel, and calico of all colors ; our hair long and wild; our faces sun-
burnt and unshaven ; and, with our rifles flung across the saddle-bow, 
we presented a formidable, not to say ferocious, appearance. The Indians 
were dressed most tastefully. Handsome shawls were gracefully twisted 
around their heads. They also wore leggins and moccasins of buckskin, 
handsome calico shirts, and beautiful pouch, with broad belt ornamented 
with massive bead work. These form the general costume of the (Jreek 
Indians. About half a mile further, we reached Edwards's settlement. 
Here we met a Mr. Thomas Aird, an Indian trader, who made us wel-
come to everything the place afforded, and politely invited us to mess 
with him as long as we should remain. Old Mr. Edwards, the patriarch 
of the settlement, generously gave us a cornfield to camp in. This was 
a grateful treat to our poor animals ; and, as we were the first who used 
the field since the gathering of the corn, we therefore found a superabund-
ant supply of most nutritious grass. We exchanged here some of our 
powder, lead, and tobacco, (which were now only a burden,) for corn, 
sweet potatoes, and sugar, Thus provided with some of the luxuries of 
life, we enjoyed our suppers with infinite gust We mentioned our 
having seen wild hogs in the neighborhood of Fort Holmes, and the un-
fortunate act of killing one that was marked. We afterwards learned that, 
some years previous, Mr. Edwards had sent a white man and two bracks 
with hogs and turkeys, to traffic with the Indians. The blacks, for some 
reason, became alarmed, and returned to the settlement. The white man 
was found a few days afterwards among the charred timber of his cabin, 
having been scalped by the Indians. Since that time, the hogs have been 
running wild, and are considered fair game bv all who pass through that 
vicinity. Mr. Edwards possesses a very large farm which produces the 
best corn and as fine sweet potatoes as need be desired. The farm is 
chiefly carried on by Indians, who, when in want, exchange their labor 
for the articles desired. We here met with a gentleman from Fort G b-
son, who informed us of the removal of the troops to Texas. We also 
learned that the Arkansas river was too low to admit ot our going 
Van Buren to St. Louis; therefore, we determined to cross through 
Slate of Missouri, by the way of Springfield. 
The Indians here, like all who hang about the frontier posts, are a tri-
fling set of vagabonds, possessed of all the vices of the whites 
d i E d l v a r f ^ Lhe wesTbank of Little river, a mile 
and a half from the Canadian, and, like all backwoods settlements, pre-
sents little else than a rude collection of log huts. It is situated in 1 -
iSSSr 
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which are found on the waters of this retrion, but were n g u » . r i 
We were greatly annoyed last night bv the swine which ^ 
camp and seized some of the mules' collars that were unmnu l JT f 
w,th the /at of the flayed shoulders of the w X T H S . S as refuily as ,f we were s,,ii j» - ^  t 
not illt W n I US l a t "i iW y* o f g °° d tor our mules would 
nnri ti?«5 r 1 C a U f »US d e , a y ; ye!> ^withstanding his kind entreaties 
and those of many of the settlers, to remain, we were obliged to refuse them' 
SSm e l y Txioasprocra: at"" ^ w S s 
0
U
 r
U a n d v v e | e s o " " r o l l l"S »Io«g with cheerfulness and rapidity 
er a fine uagott road. We noticed many Indian houses with gardens 
S i n T Tn on°« T tre<'S- Thf COUI l t ry w a s h e a v , ' y " ' " b e S and 
o( ht , 7 F WU r e " ! a r k e d , r a c e s of <l'e devastation made by one 
The n n f hurricanes of frequent occurrence in the western world 
Uv m M '" r e s I h a l ! f a i ! e n f r o m t h e i r '"K'1 estates, and now I - o u l d®" ! lg upon the ground. The contorted piles of wood, the wild-i s :Sni,~r •"*" ",o u""" '*'• "•» 
a ' a WnaJ1 r u " J 2 " l l l e s f r m " L ' i i l lf i r i ve r- Lieutenant 
M " j i a S l H R e d , 0 a !!i ! h - n f >'»<> party to make arrange-
m " l ,1 Stewart, the Creek blacksmith, for procuring corn for our 
" , f meat,for th,° ">«>. He complained much of the flies which 
I t - ' I T 1 ™ ,S a " d ° f l e " des l ro>'Rd the">- mentioned that « Mica-
pt, em mole chief, had iateiy suffered much pain from the #&m* 
cause, the mes naving guitar, into his nostrils whilst he was sleeping in 
rnpntUnVi?u o wa9 *>me dnYs before he discovered the origin of his tor-
thJL oeminoles are located on the opposite side of the river, and 
® f i l l 1 8 between this place and Edwards'* settlement. They are 
d i f f e r . n K l I l g satls*Je(* W l th l ^ e ' r removal, though they must find a wide 
„ ' 1 e e l w e e n this region and the Floridas, where everything needful grows spontaneously. y ° 
i n J " " d a y w e Passed through the fire of the prairies, while it was burn-
of rl»» e a° 1 fn?e e.road, without entertaining the least apprehension 
. f w a s t h e fire w , l i c t i w e noticed last Sunday, and which 
from* the east*^ ° m o r e d , s t a m l h a n a t present, the wind being uort-
Odober 17—Having managed to make an exchange with Mr. Stewart 
or one of our oxen for corn and pork, wo killed the last of our Rocky 
mountain beeves, which was still fat and in excellent order, although he 
. , "'veiled nearly 1,000 miles. The preparation delayed us until 9 
V "'H s h o o k h a , , d s w i t h ! h , ; C r , ! ek blacksmith, with many 
L- ,S success. He had given us several newspapers, among 
7th of JuTi/ C 0 p y ° N a t i o l l a l Intelligencer, containing news of the 
V » T J 6 Erai.rie 0 n a i l s i d e s w a s i n a blaze> a a d t h e lurid smoke entirely 
veiled the distant portions of our landscape. Whilst speaking of the lit-
ue clanger to be apprehended from these fires, Yount remarked that, in the 
state of Missouri, and on the frontier where the grass is tall, they are ex-
terneiy dangerous if the wind be high. The fire then dashes forward 
w ltn ouisting bounas leaving the grass behind, to the distance of 40 to 
eet, in the state pf live coals, and often progressing with such celerity 
o overtaKe the wild deer. The grass that we now saw on fire was not 
— ? ! [ 4 3 8 1 
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more than a foot in height The sheet of flame advanced slowly and 
steadily, and what it passed over was entirely consumed. Any one might, 
without risk, have stepped through ttie flame. After we had passed "the 
advancing fires, the prairie appeared as if covered with black crape, and 
as if nature mourned the loss of so much vegetable creation. 
The prairie chicken was very abundant; and we also met with large 
flocks of the little quail; but the most astonishing sight which had greet-
ed our eyes for a long while was three white men, who were dressed in 
scarlet leggins, with immense scarlet scarfs about their necks. They were 
certainly laboring under some strange hallucination. We rejoiced to see 
them free in this wild country, where there were no lunatic asylums. 
We encamped about 19 miles from the blacksmith's; the country was 
quite rough, particularly towards the latter part of the march, the prairie 
land predominating. 
We met several negroes on the road who were dressed in the pictu-
resque costume of the Creek Indians, which certainly becomes them well. 
They are said to acquire the different Indian languages with great facility. 
October IS.—The country to-day, like that which we passed over yes-
terday, consisted of level prairies and timber-land, generally rolling and 
stony. After a march of 26 miles, we crossed the north fork of the Cana-
dian, and encamped at a point about 2b miles from its mouth. We forded 
the river without difficulty, and found it from one to two feet in depth, 
the banks from 40 to 50 feet high, and overgrown with large timber, 
among which the button-wood stood conspicuous. All the waters ot the 
plain lyinj* between the Canadian and the Arkansas flow into this nver, 
by the way of its two principal forks, which all arouna here agree do unite 
about five miles above this place. :n0„0 tv>p On the western side of the river we found a flounshing^llage and the 
country around well settled, chiefly by Indians, who c u " ^ t 3 ^ a ' n F ^ n d 
es of corn We succeeded in getting an old cornfield to encamp in, and 
procured corn and fodder from an Indian who resided near us. Thi procureu corn to ^ v / i t h r e f e r e n c e to the dangers we had 
msLd nnd appeared horrified at the wild Indians, as he called them eat-
E meat raw. He gave us a piece of bread made of corn-meal and 
sweet notatoes, which we found exceedingly agreeable. 
We saw great numbers of blacks, wearing shawl-turbans, which seem 
well suited 10 their pseudo-Moorish character. 1 hese people are supposed 
n hl oerior n intelligence to the Indians, who mosuy have recourse to 
hem in Aeir intercourse with the whites. Early this morning we passed them in their inter ^ ^ ^ ( h r e e o r f o u r ^ a n d afterwards 
? 0 0 U 5 . . , ,h(fv co'ntaiued large amounts of specie, which the Indian 
agent who accompanied them was conveying across the countiy to make 
his payments. A short l™ e to'"i W-a-bach-ee," one of 
overtook us. He nan Dee p. , TT t 0 ^ m e th a t the old chief 
the princ'palsettkmeiitsof^e^ h i m m a n y q u e s t i o n s i n reference to his 
entertained hi , - , , m a d e m company with his 
interpreter, ^ » y — m A r r k . « striking into the woods, i traveuea the day in the following word ^  r o a d s except horse paths, 
five miles, when 1 ^ f ^ ^ n every possible direction. For ten miles 
riw^dlowedTlfe e inJ guides, £ £ ( houses and farms, apparently 
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strewed broadcast over the country, and with momentary expectation of 
coming upon the town. The sun had well nigh attained the meridian 
height, when a store was discovered which marked the centre of the town 
i was invited br the chief, a fine looking old man, to go to his house and 
tell him of my adventures; which invitation i accepted. He spread be-
fore me two haftes of a watermelon, upon which I began to eat, and re-
late the tale of my journey, through the medium of an interpreter. Hav-
ing finished my repast and tale. I bade the old man adieu, and having a 
gtx>d road, jometi the main party a.i the crossing of the north ib«it w*U 
pleased with my adventure.1' " * 
^ W e determined our position to be in latitude 35° 18' 16% longitude 95° 
Sunday, October 19.—As it was desirable to save our mules as much 
as possible, Lieut. Peck and 1 started, with Balanger, to go down to the 
mouta of the Canadian, for the purpose of obtainiug astronomical obser-
vations, which would enable us to fix the point of the junction of the 
Goo a! pa with the Arkansas—leaving Mr. Fit z patrick with the party to 
proceed direct t« Fort Gibson. V\ ishsng to avoid the regular route, and 
to pursue a more direct one, we struck boldly into the woods, where,after 
wandering some time, we found the road. We soon saw a house by the 
road side, and there were informed that the route had been lately travelled 
by wagons, so that we would not be likely to mistake the way. Having 
reached the crossing of a creek where it was evident that no wagon had 
passed, or ccmd pass, we concluded to take a middle course, leaving the 
river on our right hand and the road on the left, when, striking into an 
Indian trial, we pushed rapidly forward, and at length reached a precipitous 
bluff which seemed to bar all further progress. One of us now ascended 
a tall tree, that we might get some idea of the surrounding country. It 
was very irregular, with many high ridges and deep valleys intervening 
between us and the long misty line which marked the valley of the Ar-
kansas. On our righs, high nills entirely intercepted our view of the 
Canadian. As nothing could be gained by turning back, we determined 
to persevere ; and, all ot us dismounting, forced the mules down the pre-
cipitous declivity. After a long march through misty low lands, where 
sycamore trees seemed to arch the heavens, and gaudy paroquets were 
circling round with rapid flight and screaming loudly among their lofty 
branches, we forced our way through the tangled undergrowth of spice-
wood and smilax, and at length reached the banks of the Canadian just 
as the last rays of the sun were disappearing. Continuingour way through 
a confused labyrinth of cattle-paths and Indian trails, we struck oaie which 
led us to a house, the inmates of which informed us that we were 8 miles 
from the road and 18 from our point of destination. About dark we reach-
ed an Indian's house, where we procured a guide, in consideration of re-
munerating him well, and giving him a mule to ride. Hurrying on, we 
reached u Webber's Falls," as the desired point is termed, about 11| 
o'clock. We first went to the store, to inquire there for lodgings, when 
we were directed to retrace our steps to Mr. Rieiy's, a Cherokee Indian, 
who met us, with gun in hand; but as soon as our voices were distinctly 
heard, he received us with the greatest kindness. He told us that he had 
seen us when we first passed, silently moving along, and noticed the glis-
tening of our gun-barrels by the rays of the new risen moon, and sus-
, pected us to be the « Starr boys," by which name he designated four no-
tcrious outlaws, and had despatched two of his negroes to warn some 
persons who lived beyond him of our approach. 
We immediately commenced taking the necessary observations, but 
were scarcely ready before the sky was completely overcast, destroying- all 
our hopes for that night. We had travelled more than 45 miles on our 
mules that had been in hard service since the 12th of June. Having 
been 13 hours in the saddle, we were well prepared to do justice to the 
supper which our host had set before us; after which, spreading our 
blankets on the floor, before the blaze of a roaring fire, we were soon 
asleep, losing all remembrance oi the day's difficulties. 
October 20.—-This morning we hastily aroused Balanger, and sent him 
to inform Mr. FitzDatrick that we intended to remain here until we could 
a Ri  
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obtain a satisfactory series of observations, and to desire him to move 
rapidly on to Fort Gibson, and there await our arrival; for 11 the night 
should be clear, we should, in the morning, be on our way to the fort. 
On looking round the room in which we were quartered, we noticed news-
papers pasted up to keep out the wind, among which was the Cherokee 
Advocate " containing a proclamation of John Ross, chief of the Che 
kee nation offering $1,000 for the apprehension oi two persons named 
Starr and Woo for two other persons, who were included under the g e R " ' 
, ' « Srarr bovs " The reward was lor any one WHO should 
sz, .i-vssrs: 
sas* • rwi; . ipn«k" were very abundant, and mi-
The paroquets, " pistacus Caroll"®f,s' ' d a l t i n e round, describing large 
merons flocks oi them w e r e she ta.'f trees. We had taken a 
circles through the t 0 P ® 0 ^ ™ m e 0f them, which were rapidly sweep-
gun with the screams as if in highest irritauon at 
mg around our heads and utte 11ng ^ ( h e j r d o m a i n . w l th such mur-
our bold intrusion within the preci . f (h cockiebur, which 
demons intent. Their P a » f ^ ^ s t ^ f b m Mr. R.ely tells me that 
t r S f - r y p l S to the taste, and is frequently sought for by the 
inhabitants of the neighborhood. ^ « annona triloba," and 
We found some of the jirl thesVlva, the elm, and various spe-
hiack walnuts. We noticed among t y > t h e bitlernut hickory, 
4t nisht we obtained s: . -• ,0 SS1 n'-. . . 
j o o y p f a j S i l i c a w* 
» •? »r taw,ns 2 
but it cannot 
been 
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with some well known point We therefore determined to A 
Z?Z'wnTnCt' "S iaf M F°" Glbs0:i' Wllere w e shoulU tak« our |asl X 
Having learned, upon inquiry, that all the fords of the Arkansas wer, 
dangerous, on account ot quicksands, we determined to ascend the river 
8 3 7 / L y , ' e r r y P I W S " e K T f m ' W h 6 r e w e «o 8 S without a!y 'k OUobtr 21,—Having bid adieu to our Cherokee host, at an early hour 
w . e " d l . n ? o u r w a y a lo r»? t'l" western bank of the Arkansas 
About 12 o clock we stopped to noon at a house by the wavide The 
good .nan complained bitterly that his best land bv the river side had for 
three successive years been swept of „ s golden harvests bv the inunda 
Uons, which also earned away Ins fences. He had, however^ ^ t many 
herds of cattle, the rapid increase of which, and that attended by small 
expense, amply repaid him for all his losses, l ie told me that the cattle 
and « hhenase, i™?' w . ' i l l o u t difficulty, upon the wild grass of the prairie ; 
very ITuleuoubie ° " r 0 :" ' ' l y ' b e i n , a g i " e d t h a t they cost 
s ! ,n . lm,. a . lL t r a V e U e r S i " av p e r ( f c t l >' D e w c o»ntry, where the woodlands k mt out the view, and where bridle paths are worn into ruts, seemingly 
ihJZTZZ'f r r i ' l y0a' we niet wi,h our share of difficulties. But tha• evening we had the extreme pleasure of laughintr at ourcares, seated 
within the hospitable walls ot Fort Gibson. Those who have undergone 
sm i ar privations can appreciate (he glad feelings we enjoyed in again 
ing with gentlemen and ladies, nnd participating with them those 
comforts and elegancies from which we had been so long banished. 
»Ve found here several companies of infentiy, and one of the 1st regi-
ment oi bniied htates dragoons. This post was under the command of 
Lieutenant Colonel R. li. Mason, of the 1st dragoons. It would be pre-
sumption in me to speak of so accomplished and well known an officer; 
" l y S r a t ehil sense of the kindness 
5 with wluch we were received and treated by himself and 
his amiable lady, and, indeed, by all the officers and ladies attached to the 
command. 
October 22.—This morning the command in charge of Mr. Fitzpatrick 
arrived and were encamped alongside of the fort. Through the kind-
uess oi the ^rnmanding officer, who offered us everything we could need,, 
we obtained §aOO in specie, and provisions sufficient to last the party 2;r 
r? ^ J ; e r e l 0 0H l*?e °^ervations we had promised ourselves, and found 
o f 1 111 i a t l t u d e . ^ ° 48' 04", and longitude 95° 09'. 
I h e 23d proved a rainy day, which we took advantage of by having 
?r w a3 o r i s> w e ' e much ranked to pieces, sufficiently repaired to last 
throughout the remainder of the journey. " 
In day, October 24.—V\ e were obliged, almost rudely, to tear our hands 
from tne cordial grasp of our kind friends. The day was beautiful, and 
everything, except its name, indicated a fine journey.' The sky was clear, 
with a balmy breeze from the south. The rain drops of the preceding 
night sparkled m the rays of the morning sun. Three or four officers ac-
companied us about three miles, to the summit of a hill, whence we had 
a fane v.ew of the surrounding country. After admiring the scene for a 
moment, we again pursued our route, which was now on a good road. 
1 he way from t ort Gibson was literally lined with the wagons of emi-
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° n ^ r e n i n ? ° f lh e 1 2 t h o f N°vember we am.ed safely at St Louis 
nmL« " 1 0 r n i n 8 t h e m e n w e r e Paid a n d discharged, and the public 
property m my care was turned over to Mr. Robert Campbell, the govern-
n T a - T ' " l d l r e c t I o n s that it be sold at public auction. 
Un the Zi th of [November we had the honor to report to the chief of the 
bureau on our arrival at Washington city. 
Very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
To Co!. J. J. ABERT, J ' W- A B E R T ' LkUt T°P- E"gS-
Chief Corps Top. Engineers. 
